
. I. 

FEDERAL AVIATION AGENCY SPECIFICATION 

CKNTRAL COMPUTER COMPLEX FOR ENGINEERING M:lDEL 
OF 

1~ SCOPE 

NATIONAL AIRSPACE SYS'IBM 
(ENROUTE) 

1.1 Scope.- This specification defines a Central Computer Complex (CCC) 
for .use in the engineering model of the National Airspace System (NAS). The 
CCC equipment includes digital computing elements, memory elements, i.nput/ 
output elements, interconnection equipment, peripheral-device a.dapt~rs for 
equipment external to the CCC, and computer-oriented peripheral devices. 

l~l~l. The CCC functions to process a large volume of input data such as 
radar/beacon, flight plans, controlJ_er inputs, and to present results to 
controllers in the proper form via electronic displays and printers. 

1.1.2 The salient features required of the CCC are extrE!mely high reliabi
lity for operation 24 hours a day, seven days a week;-·capab:tJ:i1'.yfor being 
configured from one basic family of equipment to cover a-,.w:ra:·e'''i·B.:D.ge· of 
fUD'-;;t:·ion·s"~·ana-- r11.ght loading (to allow progressive system implementation and 

serve both la;r-ge and small facilities) in an efficient' economical manner' 
witli ... a d<isign· 'tna:t inherently insures fail-safe and fail-soft operation · 
(see 6.2). 

1.1.3 Attached to this specification are Appendices A through F which provide 
related bac;q;round and technical data which are referenced by this speci
fication. Section 6 lists the titles of these appendices. Section 6 also 
includes de:finitions and an index., 

l.2 Deliverable Items.- The following items shall be furnished in quantitie.e 
and at the times specified.' 

Item 

(A) Central Computer Complex System, 
including as a minimum the items 
listed below: 

Key Reference Paragrap~ 
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(a) 

(b) 
(c) 

( d) 
(e) 

(f) 
(g) 
(h) 
( i) 

( j) 
(k) 
(1) 
(m) 

(n) 

(o) 
(p) 

( Q) 
(r) 

Item 

Central Computer Complex 
including computing, memory 
and input/output elements 

Peripheral-device adapters 
Disk and drum units (if 

reQuired) 
Cables 
Magnetic tape drives includil.ng 

tape control units 
Card reader 
Card punch 
Printer, high speed 
Monitor console(s) or supervisory 

console(s), or both, printer(s), 
and typewriter(s), or both, and 
paper tape reader/punch 

Power supply units 
Off-line test eQuipment 
Type I Progress Reports 
Instruction books, manuscript 

and final 
Design data, preliminary and 

revisions 
Interface design and data 
Recommended acceptance test 

titles and data to be taken 
Test specification 
Test reports, preliminary test 

. data sheets, ·and final test 
data sheets 

(s) Test routines: 
Software 
Documentation 

(t) utility System: 
Software: 

Assembler 
Loaders 
Dumps 
Program debugging aids 

Documentation: 
Assembler reference manual 
Assembler operator's manual 
Specification, assembler 
Specification, loaders 
Specification, dumps 
Specification, program 

debugging aids 
(u) Off-line maintenance programs: 

Software 
Documentation 

(v) Programer's reference manual 

Key Reference Paragraphs 

3.2.1, 3.3.2, 3.3.3, 3.5.1, 
3.5.2, 3.5.3 

3.4.1 through 3.4.3,3 
3.2.1.4.2, 3.3.2 

3.2.1.9.2 
3.2.i.9.3 
3.2.1.9.4 
3.2.1.10 

3.2.2 
3.2.1.10, 3.8.3.4, 4.4 
3,ll.4 
3.11.10, 3.11.io.1, 
3.ll,10.1.l 
3.11.5, 3.i1.5.6 

3.4.2, 3.11.5, 3.11.,.3 
3.11.8 

3.11.8 
3.11.9 
' 

4.2.2.4.l 
4.2.4 

3.7.i.1, 3.7.J..5 
3.7.i.2, 3.7.1.5 
3.7.1.3, 3.7.1.5 
3.7.1.4, 3.7.1.5 

3.7.2.1, 3.7.2.2 
3.7.2.1, 3.7.2.2 
3.7.1,5, 3.7.2.2 
3.7.1,5, 3.7.2.2 
3.7.1.5, 3.7.2.2 
3.7.1.5, 3.7.2.2 

3.7.3.1.~, 3.8.3.3.3 
3. 7.3.1.l 
3.7.2 
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Item 

Installation services 
Site preparation specification 
Insta.1-lation documents 
Maintenance services 
Maintenance records 
Maintenance log 
Recommended spa.re parts list 
Index of drawings and technical 

memoranda 

Key Reference Paragra12L:a, 

3,9 
3.9 
3.ll.7 
3.8.4 
4.3 
3.8.4.1 
3.8.4.1 
3.11.6 

(J) Drawings and·· technical memoranda 3,11.6 

2, APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS 

2.1 General.- The following documents form a pa.rt of this specification to 
the extent specified herein, 

2,2 Applicable Specifications 

2.2.1 FAA Specifications 

(a) ER-D-406-010 

(b) SRDS-1 

(c) SRDS-N/M-1 

2.2.2 MIL Specifications 

General Requirement for Data Processing 
and Displs;y Equipment (Prototype) -
January 12, 1962 

Specification for Contractor's Technical 
Reports - December 17, 1962 

The SRDS Netword/Milestone Technique -
February 1963 

(a) MIL-I-266oo (USAF) Interference Control Requirements 
Aeronautical Equipment - June 2, 1958 
Amendment No. 2 - May 9, 196o 

2.3 Precedence of Documents.- When requirements of the contract, this speci
fication, or subsidiary documents a.re in conflict, the following precedence 
shall apply: 

(a) Contract.- The contract shall have precedence over all 
other documents, 

(b) Specification.- This specification shall have precedence 
over all subsidiary documents referenced herein. 
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3, REQU!REMENTS 

3.1 Extent of Work.- The contractor shall provide all necessary services and 
materials to design, fabricate, test, deliver, and install the equipment as 
required by this specification in the quantities and at the times required 
by the contract. Any feature or item necessary for proper operation in accord
ance with the requirements of the contract shall be incorporated even though 
that item or feature may not be specifically described herein, In addition, 
the contractor shall provide all necessary services and material to prepare, 
reproduce, and provide engineering anaJ.yses, reports, computer programs, and 
documentation as specified herein. 

3.1.1 General.- The NAS CCC shall be: 

(a) 

(b) 

( c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

(h) 

Im "off-the-shelf" system (3.2.l.1); 

A system that needs only a few hours of down time to 
expand to meet changing needs; 

Three different configurations that can be effectively 
and efficiently emp~_oyed to meet the data processing 
workload of three levels of flight and function loading 
as indicated in this specification; 

A design that will permit use of a single executive 
program located in active shared memory; 

A highly reliable system that monitors its elements and 
detects failures; 

A system with sufficient memory, arithmetic and control, and 
input/output elements on-line so that element failures will 
result in "failing safely" and subsequently "failing··Softly"; 

A system that minimizes programing, training, maintenance, 
and logistic support in quantity and personnel skill levels 
required for a nationwide implementation; and 

A system that conforms to certain minimum hardware standards 
that are separately stated, 

3.1.2 Bounds of the Central Computer Complex.- The bounds of the Central 
Computer Complex shali include digital computing elements, memory elements, 
input/output elements, the interconnection between these elements, computer
oriented peripheral equipment, peripheral device adapters containing such 
components as data.buffers, demultiplexers, and equipment for word assembly 
and formatting, and any other hardware item required to properly inter-
connect the computer I/O elements to the Government-furnished radar digitizers, 
inter-facility digital data transfer circuits, teletypewriter circuits, 
controliler keyboards, and high-speed printers. The equipment required for 
data storage, transfer, and formatting between the computer I/O channel and 
the Government-furnished plan-position displays and the tabular displays is 
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not included as a part of this CCC requi.rement; however, the contractor 
shall furnish the necessary I/O channels for the number of such displa,ys 
used in accordance with his peripheral-device-adapter concept, Figure 5-·l 
indicates in block form the bounds of the CCC. 

3.1.3 Description of the Data Processing Functions.- AB background to this 
specification, Appendix E describes the data processing functions to be per
formed by the CCC. In general, the CCC will accept and process inputs from 
external devices, perform internal data processing, and prepare and trans
mit outpµts to external devices for the generation of displays, printouts, 
etc. These input/output transfers, the processing of inputs, the preparation 
of outputs, and the internal processing will be carried out largely on a 
cyclic basis. The data processing workload required by the ATC functions 

I 

is described in 3,3, The workload requirements .. of ... 3 ..•. 3 ·ar. ·e···· ... di·v·i·d.ed into l 
the following data processing areas: !}ig:tE!: •. P:l,1:1:.'}.<!"'!'!:t .. P;':~.cE!s_sJJ?l'i, s~~:\J
lance data proc~ss.:i,qg, an2:_g,l!:\;Pl!:t:~<lata .. processing. Each of the data-processing 
axeaii ... Is-:furtlier broken down into a set of functions. ~-' 

3,2 Hardware Requirements.- This section of the specification delineates 
certain hardware requirements for this equi.pment, The nature of the ATC 
data'processing load, together with reliability and redundancy considerations 
as contained in other sections of this specification, may require that these 
st&'1.dards be exceeded, These standards apply to each of the system configure.
tions specified herein, except that for the 100-flight configuration (3.5.3), 
it shall not be necessary to add a third element of any type to provide the 
"fail-softly" feature where two elements would otherwise suffice. 

3.2.1 CCC Equipment Design.- The CCC shall be a high-speed, general-purpose, 

d .• 1.·gi·t····al' .. ··s···o.l.·i·d ... -... st .. a.·t·····e· .·.'······· .s·.·.t· .. ···o· .. ·.·.r···e·····d .. -... p······r····o····gr···· ··am······ .. d·.·a .. t.·a····p.·r···o····.c·e· s .... s .. 1.· .. ·ng· ·.····s·y···s···t·.em· • Ii;,,; de>.~ .. ~ .. !fll ... ·.·.·.·· .. ·J·· ~ shall permit operation with a single executive program which assigns tasks 
to'Ind1iiiduaI'coniiJutinl': elelllents .on the basis of first ·available, so that ... 
no ififigie··compU:ting"element is .critical to the operation of the system. 

·' ' _,,. "'•'"'"•'·"-''" ,,., . ., .. ,.,•- _,,.,._,,,._ 

3. 2. l. l Off -The-Shelf Elements. - -0; ••• ~j';?:i;'. req)1i;;:E"'!\'21\:t.J?f ••• :t'.l:!J'l ••. E->quiPl!l.%!+i;; •• ;;i,§H•••· 
that .the CCC elements shall be "off-the-shelf," The following requirements 
ap~:""'"""""''""""""""'*'"""'"""""-")>""""""''°"''~""'°'""·'"""'-"""'·'-""-'"""''"i<'-'·":~:_'.:~~~-::==:-.·::.:~:::::.::,~:~~-;::.::l~';;,.,,,,,., <-

• 
(a) Programer and assembler reference manuals for the CCC must be 

available in accordance with software documentation requirements 
of section 3.7. 

(b) In the event the Govermnent requires a program assembly debug
ging facility in any request for proposals in which this speci
fication is a part, the contractor shall provide a scaled-down 
facility for program assenibly and debugging. Elements identical 
to those used in the CCC a.re not mandatory, provided the 
computer complex offered adequately simulates the CCC for 
debugging purposes. If elements other than identical to those 
used in the CCC are furnished, the contractor shall provide 
any auxiliary assembler software necessary to accomplish 
program assembly at the debugging facility. 
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3.2.1.2 Modular Hardware Design.- Each specified CCC configuration shall 
be modular. The term modular is defined and described by the following 
characteristics: 

(a) 

(b) 

Capability of being expanded independently in the three 
major data-processing areas of input/output transfer, 
computing speed, and active shared memory capacity; 

·Failures to be on a modular unit basis in terms of the 
effect on system capacity as opposed to complete data 
processor or system failc;;res: 

(1) Input/output modular failure degrades only the I/O 
transfer capability of the system, but does not 
knock out any peripheral device, affect the cqm
puting speed capability of the system, nor lower 
its active memory capacity; 

(2) Computing (arithmetic and control) module failure 
reduces only the computing speed capability of the 
system, but does not reduce I/O transfer capability 
or active shared memory capacity; 

(3) Active shared memory module failure reduces .only the 
memory capacity by that amount, but does not reduce 
computing speed and I/O transfer capability. 

(c) System capability, both in hardware and software sense, 
exists for utilizing excess capacity in the three msjor 
data-processing areas for extro. system reliability. This 
is not to be :i_nterpreted as the concept of active and 
switchable standby units., but rather one where the design 
and configuration permio all units to operate on-line in 
the system such that system confidence checks lead to a 
dynamic, fast response capability for system recovery from 
active module failures. A moduJ,ar system, therefore. mustJ:ie 
.£§'PabJ,!"~.g=Lm9nitoring the-status of its majo:r: ~lements a!ld 
defining its capability with reference to a pre-established. 
t11JiTe .. Ton:r1n!i' e:le~ents and ai:r:cr~! 1013.d ,,.s •. functional capa
biii t'¥: f~tll:e~·:pa.rr1~;;J:.~ enviromnerit) t.o. perniit . dynamic .. system 
re,covery Co -

The term "element" as used elsewhere in this specification, when referring 
to computing, r/o, or shared-memory functions, shall·be considered as 
synonymous with "module." 

3.2.1.3 Use of Two Types of Data-Processin Machines.- The use of either 
one or two but no: more than two) data-processing machine types in the total 
of three required flight configµ rations will be acceptable., provided that 
programing is identical for each machine type and expandability requirements 
(3.2.1.6) are met, 
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3.2.1.4 Redundancy of CCC.Elements.- The number of elements of each type 
shall be determined for each configuration.,.using the load and timing tables 
of appendices A, B, c, and D. These configurations shall reflect the 
capabilities of the particular elements of which they are composed, as well 

.
vJ a~ fJ P ~~~~:ic~:.~;~Ei~~;~io~;~~~~1~;~~·~~e 3 ~ai{1~~ ~~ie:n~~:e:~~~e~~f!type ~J 
/.; '.~/ ~~;~d~~o~al~~~~~~~3:~~~J;~i:~;~d~t:iii~~~~· ~~~{····~~l~~fe~-·~~~~ach 

l--' / reqll:i:res"'·'ehree···memory elements in a complex, .then at least four such elements 
shall be used. In addition, the system shall be capable of recovery by 
progralll control such that failures are detected and system recovery is 
effected without manual intervention. This requirement results, with certain 
exceptions, in the prohibition of any single (non-duplicated) elements in 
the system, Thus there shall be multiple memory, input/output, and computer 
elements in each proposed CCC configuration regardless of minimum requirements 
determined from the load and timing charts. This multipl'l.city also extends 
to the number of independent paths through any r/o device to any system- . 
orien,ted peripheral devices. The permissible exceptions to this requirement 
for mUltiplicity are the following computer-oriented peripheral devices: 
card reader, card punch, line printer, paper tape reader/punch, and keyboard 
entry device (for computer servicing, not part of system functional operation) 
where the requirement is for only one of each type. Sections 3,6 and 3.8 
may cause the required number of redundant elements· or channels~' or both to 
exceed the minimum requirement as stated and have precedence over these 
m:i.nim.ums. 

3.2.1.4.1 Redundancy of Peripheral-Device Adapters.- Any proposed peripheral
device adapter units for reading in or out of teletypewriters, digital data 
transfer devices (including radar/beacon digitized data transfer devices),, 
manual keyboard entry devices, and high speed printers shall also contain 
sufficient redundancy to provide backup in case of a single failure. The 
exact means of achieving this shall conform with requirements for the partieula.r 
input or output adapter devices. 

3,2.1,4.2 Redundancy of Bulk Storage Devices.- The inclusion of bulk storage 
devices such as magnetic drums and disk files pose unique problems in the 
area of data recovery in case of failure. The contractor shall provide a 
means of insuring redundant operation in line with the:preceding requirements 
of this section for any such devices employed in his configiiration. 

~~;;;·~or!a;.~!li~.:~~t~~~~:e i~. ~la.~"~!;;yjr~~~~~ut~i}§o~~~t~Et~;~r~Es 
a,iiil::i'.i9iiii· All transfili:ssioris to and from system~or:tentea ]?eri:Pheril d:evices, 
although not'yet defined, will also include at least one.parity bit per 
transmitted character, byte, or word. The computer-oriented peripheral 
devices should, as a desirable feature, also adhere to this one-parity~bit
per-transmission requirement; however, other checking means for transmissions 
to and from• computer-oriented peripheral devices will be considered, The 
magnetic tape units~ however, shall contain a parity .check facility for both 
reading' and writing tape with a parity bit stored per stored .tape character. 
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3.2.1.6 Expandability.- The two smaller flight load configurations specified--
160. and 200 fligl:lts_--shall be expandable so that either may be converted to 
th8325:'.fiTght''-cc;';;figuration by the addition of sufficient eJ.ements 
identical to those making up the configurations initially. However, should 
two types of machines be used to cover the range as permitted by 3.2.1.3, 
the expandability requirement shall be that the 100-flight configuration 
be expandable to at least a .!2D~c:Jlight configurafion- as defined by the load 
tables of Appendix B with n=l?O, and the 200-flight configuration be 
expandable to the 325-flight configuration. 

-~, •. ~;M'" 

3.2.1,7 I/O Channel Capabilities.- At least one of the I/O channels, with 
required redundancy, shall be capable of a high data transmission rate-
approaching the speed of the basic equipment element (memory--I/0--computing) 
data-transfer rate. The data-rate capability of the remaining channels shall 
be higher than the rate required by the job to be performed. _All channels 
shall also permit low-data-rate transmission. All channels shall be compatible 
with the asynchronous requirements of the system's peripheral devices. The 
burden of adjusting to variations in data-transfer timing among peripheral 
devices shall be assum.ed ·oy the CCC system. At least one I/O channel shall 
permit connecting directly into other I/O channels in order to permit the 
transfer of data with nearby similar computer systems. Peripheral devices 
sharing a common I/O channel shall not hang up the I/O element or channel 
logic.when turned on and off. Further, no commonly encountered component 
failure in a single peripheral device shall tie up the I/O facilities so 
that other devices sharing the same element or channel are also incapacitated. 

l 

3.2.1.8 Shared Memory.- Shared primary memory shall be provided for active ~ 
storage of the executive program, 0bject programs and routines, configuration • 
status, ATC ini'ormation, and other 1information the.t wiJl be needed to perform 
arry program functions which <!an be )assigned to the computing elements by the 
executive program, Shar~d primary!memory~ as used here, is a high-speed, 
random-access memory that is avail/3,ble to e.!l.cD .. Qil~_],;!,_n,!" active computing 
element within the normal memory access cycle tirue. ··- -- :ci. --, 

LOV'--1-LL-i--\_ 1,z,1-JJ,<,u.___e;, 

3.2.1,9 Computer-0riented Peripheral Devices 

3.2.1.9.1 Ma,gnetic Tapes.- At least eight magnetic tape drives, including 
as a minimum two tape control units, shall be provided, Four of these 
drives shall be reserved during system operation for data recording. If 
the executive control concept, maintenance, and redundancy requirements 
require tape drives in excess of. the remaining four, this additional require
ment shall be accomodated. Local assignment of any tape drive to arry 
selection code is required. At least two tape drives shall produce tapes 
fpr and accept tapes from IBM-729 Mod. II and Mod. rl tape drives. The 
CCC shall provide for automatically loading program routines from tape, 
with no pre-stored information being required to initiate such a function. 
One acceptable method wo::Ll.d be a single "load-from-tape" control located 
on the monitor console, which would perform the following functions; 

(a) Cause a block of data of fixed length to be read from a pre
selected tape and stored in a fixed set of locations in primary 
storage; and 
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(b) Execute the instruction in the first such primary storage 
location and continue appropriate execution of subsequent 
instructions. 

It is recognized that this requirement ca.n be fulfilled through a number of 
hardware techniques; techniques other than that described above will be 
considered, 

3.2.1.9.2 Card Reader.- A card reader shall be provided that reads Bo-column, 
12-row, rectangular-hole punched cards at a speed of not less than 250 cards 
per minute. 

3.2.1.9.3 Ca.rd Punch.- A card punch shall be provided that punches Bo-column, 
12-row, rectangular-hole punches cards at a speed of not less than 100 cards 
per minute, 

3.2.1.9.4 Printer.- A high speed line printer with the following minimum 
characteristics shall be provided: 

(1) At least 120 characters per line (i.e., 120 printable 
columns); 

(2) At least 300 lines per minute printing speed; and 

(3) A character set capable of performing the data 
processing functions specified in section 3.3. (It 
is anticipated that between 50 and 64 different 
printable characters will be required; the specific 
character set will be specified at a later date,) 

(a) External control of the data processing system; 

(b) Direct entry to and hard copy output from the CCC 
data processing system; 

(c) Automatic monitoring of the operational status of 
all elements at one centrally, located monitor conl'!ole 
area, including audible alarm whenever a mode change 
occurs; 

(d) Detecting.equipment errors, and localizing and repairing 
faults; and 

( e) Debugging and modification of programs. 

( 
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The equipment shall consist of: 

(a) 

(b) 

( c) 

Monitor console(s) or supervisory console(s), or both, printer(s) 
or typewriter(s), or both, and paper tape reader/punch; 

Error-detection logic; and )P ~cl ~.).A'tct~AA.£-~./ L 
Off-line test equipment (3.8.3.4). 

This equipment and associated maintenance programs shall provide the error 
detection and repair necessary to insure a system mean down time as specified 
in section 3.6. 

3.2.1.10.1 Monitor Console(s) or Supervisory Console s) or both.- The 
monitor console s or supervisory console s or both, shall have the 
following control and monitoring facilities, These hardware items shall be 
supplied in sufficient quantities to meet the requirements of the operational 
J\TC system in addition to the stated additional requirements for a maintenance 
subsystem and other off-line data processing facilities. 

(a) Keys (or switches) to control the basic operations of 
the CCC consistent with the requirements for operation 
in either a real-time or program debugging environment; 

(b) A facility for manual keyboard entry and printout of 
messages in the vicinity of the monitor console(s); 

(c) A paper tape reader/punch that will read punched paper tape and 
punch a paper tape copy when manual entry of data is taking 
place at the keyboard entry device; and 

(d) Indicators to visually display mode status, 
error conditions, and contents of 
selected registers. 

It is recognized that many of the features of the console(s) will be dependent 
upon both the hardware and software configurations chosen, Because of this, 
all desirable features of a console cannot be listed. The following is a 
partial list of desirable features of a console functioning in an J\TC 
environment. 

(a) 

(b) 

Keys (or switches) should be provided to start and stop 
operation, select modes of operation (i.e., run, single 
cycle, alter, and like operations), directly enter data 
(e.g., load from card reader, load from tape, or load 
from typewriter); 

Visual indication of all equipment faults should be provided, 
localized to at least the basic elements (e.g., computing 
units, I/O units, or memory units)--further localization 
shall be provided for within each basic element; 



( c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 
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Facilities to control and provide status indications (e.g., 
lights, printouts, or audible alarms) of maintenance program 
operation should be provided for on the monitor console or 
on a nearby printer; 

An audible indication should be provided when a fault or 
program sts.11 condition occurs. The audible indicatioii 
should then be turned off manually, but should be automatically 
reactivated to sense for the next fault or stall condition; 

Sense and branch switches should be provided for altering 
the program flow; and 

Console(s) should operate in a multi-program environment, 
Additional switches and control logic (or entire consoles) 
should be supplied where necessary. 

3.2.1.10.2 Error-Detection Logic,- The error-detection logic of the CCC ·1 / 
shall automatically detect and indicate to the monitor console faults • occurring within each element of the CCC which would prevent proper system 
operation, All error-detecting features shall function so that a:ny failure 
of error-detecting circuitry will indicate a solid error. , 

3.2.2 Power Supply Units.- Each equipment element for which redundancy has 
been provided shall operate from its own power supply unit, so that any 
single power supply failure shall not make inoperative more than one equip
ment element. In addition, if the central computer complex operates from 
motor-generator AC power sources, these motor-generators shall be sdpplied 
with sufficient redundancy so that each unit can be serviced off line with
out reducing the maximum required CCC capacity. 

3,2,3 Radio-Frequency Interference.- The CCC equipment shall satisfy the 
basic limits of interference and susceptibility as specified in 4.3.2, 
4.3.4.l.l, 4.3.4.1.2, and 4.3.4.2 of MIL~I-266oo (USAF) and Amendl!lent 2 
thereto. The contractor should note that the prospective locale for each 
CCC installation will be one that is subject to large amounts of radiated 
or conducted electrical interference energy. The CCC equipment shall 
function satisfactorily u.•der existing conditions at such a locale. Sources 
for the electrical interference include radars, communication equipment, 
display equipment, teletypewriter equipment, and similar .devices. 

3.3 Data Processing Functions, Organization, and Loads.- Three sizes of 
CCC system configurations are described herein. This section and the 
referenced tables specify the criteria for arriving at an organization and 
system size suited to the three configurations apecified in 3,5.1, 3.5.2 1 

and 3.5.3, 

3.3.l Introquction.- The data processing ·requirements for each configuration 
are stated by specifying: 
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(a) The time interval within which all functions comprising 
the total processing task must be performed; and 

(b) Tne storage, input/output transfers, and computing time 
associated with the functions, 

The operational air traffic control functions comprising the total data 
processing task are divided into three areas as follows (See Appendix E 
for further details): 

(a) Flight Plan Data Processing Area -

(1) Controller Inputs 

(2) Alphanumeric Inputs 

(3) Fix-time Determination 

( 4) Flight Plan Dyna.mies 

( 5) Conflict Detection 

( 6) Association Checking 

(7) Flow Control 

(b) Surveillance Data Processing Area -

I 
(1) Radar Inpu:-. Processing 

(2) Automatic Tracking 
I> 

(3) Proximity Warning 

(c) Output Data Processing Area -

(1) Plan-Position Display Generation 

(2) Tabular Display Generation 

(3) On-Demand Printer Outputs 

(4) Automatic Printer Outputs 

(5) Inter-facility Outputs 

The ~.imum .... i::x.s:t,::,_t:h'!Jso_(i;;\r!!e.J1;Lthin which all functions are. performed) of the 
sys'Eem shall be 2; ~ s.econ<l.s" 'Phis cyclic operatioff shall oe' Continuous. The 
;t~;~;~~e>"inp:~70;tpUt '-'tT'S:IlGfers, and computing time requirements associated 
with the above functions aye presented in the tables of Appendices B, C, and 
D in terms of an experimental system. This experimental system is one that 
has been operated by the lili:t:re Corporation at Bedford, M9.ssachusetts, under 
Contract No. FAA/ARDs-497. 
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3.3.2 System Organization Requirements.- Because a detailed organization of 
the data processing task is dependent on equipment characteristics, this 
section specifies only the general characteristics of the system organization 
and the associated requirements. A data processing organization shall be 
determined for each system configuration required which is suited to the 
capabilities of the particular CCC elements. The organization must account 
for the impact of program, table, and I/O data transfers on the cycle time. 
The data. input and output, storage, .and computing time requirements stated in 
terms of the experimental system in Appendices B, C, and D are to be translated 
into load requirements for the CCC configuration. 

3.3.2.1 Storage Tradeoffs.- The amount of primary storage required for the 
total processing task depends mainly on two factors. One is the character
istics of the bulk storage that is part of the CCC--its access time and 
transfer rate. The second factor is the characteristics and capability of 
the input/output (I/O) elements. Within the limitations ,imposed by the 
environmental requirements of the data processing functions, i.e., the data 
input and output transfers and the program and table transfers, trade-offs 
exist among the required size of primary s;torage, the amount and character
istics of bulk storage, and the I/O capacity of the CCC. The best solution 
depends on the hardware characteristics of the CCC equipment elements and the 
technique used for external peripheral data handling (3,4). 

3.3.2.2 Inputting and Outputting.- All data channels that input information 
to the CCC or output information from the CCC shall be connected via multi
plexers or buffer~ or both (peripheral-device adapters) with the system 
peripheral devices, Most input and output aata may be batch processed. 
Input data batches may be accumulated in buffers external to the CCC, in 
primary storage tables within the CCC, or in some combination of the two. 
Similarly, output data batches may be block transferred to external buffers, 
held in primary storage and metered out to peripheral devices at the appropriate 
rate, or handled in,pome combination. 

3.3.2,3 Data Flow,- The flow of data through a typical system is summarized· 
in the flow chart of Figure 3.2. .All significant interactions have been 
shown.· Functions have been segregated into four areas: flight plan data 
processing, surveillance data processing, output data processing, and 
executive control. Program functions are represented by single boxes while 
tables are represented by double boxes. Static and dynamic tables associated 
with the flight plan and surveillance data processing areas are the only ones 
shown. Tables in Appendices B, c, and D indicate the size of these tables and 
also the additional working tables required for each function. 

3.3.2.4 Conditional Operations.- Certain functions, indicated by an 
asterisk on Figure 3.2, need be operated onJ..y' conditionally on the occur
rence of some previous event. For example, alphanumeric keyboard input 
processing need not be performed unless there are inputs to be processed, 
Nevertheless, for the purpose of determining data processing requirements, 
all functions shall be assumed to be operated every cycle, (The loads shown 
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by Appendices B, C, and D for conditional operations has already been prorated 
to permit this.) Handling of conditional operations rests with the executive 
control function and whatever special features, such as interrupts, that the 
particular CCC equipment provides, 

3.3.2.5 Sequence of Functions.- The sequence used by the experimental system 
for performing functions comprising the data processing task are indicated by 
the sequence of functions from left to right on Figure 3.2. Note that no 
particular sequence is implied in the output area. Certain functions of the 
flight plan area, e.g., association checking, are not considered sequence 
critical, and hence are indicated below the main line of flight plan functions. 
The sequences indicated by Figure 3.2 minimize the time between input and out
put when a number of functions are involved and insure that the most recent 
data available to the system is utilized for the outputs. To illi.;.s~rate the 
effect of the sequence in the flight plan area, considered the,case where a 
controller requests a conflict probe for a particular flight plan. The Con
troller Inputs function detects this action and sets the appropriate indicators 
so that the Conflict Detection function will probe the flight. However, the 
Conflict Detection function will not operate until after Flight Plan Dynamics 
so that the most recently updated flight plan data is utilized. The flight 
plan data base may be updated by either Controller Inputs or Alphanumeric 
Inputs. Consequently, both these functions are operated before Flight Plan 
Dynamics. After Conflict Detection operates, the results of the conflict 
probe are communicated to the operator through the appropriate Data Output 
funct),on and associated output device. All functions are performed every 
cycle. 

3.3.2.6 Operation at Reduced Demand.- When,,the, .. ,.trafi'.ic. demand decreases below </:. 
5Q.,P~.rot"!r>:t,Q:(.,pe.ak.,.,capacity, .the. CCC will be operated in the low traffic ,,, 
d~m_§J1d,,liiY.el,,descr±bed"in 3.6.1.1. Ne requirement exists that the same data 
processing organization or table structure that services the peak-demand level 
also service the low-demand level. It may be assumed that a different data 
processing organization--specifically tailored to accommodate only this re-
duced demand--will be operative during these periods. It may be convenient 
to assume also that different master program routines service each mode of 
operation. 

3,3,3 Storage, Input/Output, and Computing Time Requirements.- All data 
provided in the tabulations included in Appendices B, C, and D are based 
on the experience gained from the design and operation of the eJCPerimental 
system. The data processor of this experimental system is capable of per
forming the total processing task only for relatively low traffic demand. 
The characteristics of this processor are stated in 4. of Appendix A. This 
data must be scaled in accordance with the characteristics of the particular 
CCG configuration to show compliance with the stated system capacity and cycle 
time requirements. Tables B-la, b, c, B-2a, b, c, and B-3a, b, c of 
Appendix B, for example, show, as a function of load, the common table and 
program routine structure existing for the listed functions of the configuration 
for 325 flights (3.5.1). The data is presented in this form to permit consider
ation of a data processing organization which would permit a decr~ase in the 
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primary storage requirement at the expense of increased communication between 
primary and bulk storage, Each table is divided into three parts--a, b, 
and c,'for the functions of the flight plan or input, surveillance, and output 
data processing areas. Requirements for the executive control area will be 
based upon a particular data processing organization and are to be associated 
directly with the operational functions and related I/O operations, 

3.3.3.1 Table Storage.- Ex;cept in large primary storage machines, it will 
not be possible to set up in primary storage the complete table environment 
for the most demanding functions. It is valid to assume that any function 
may be processed in as many passes as are desirable to accommodate the re-

t!. f )£ "-' quired _table structure. To facilitate such a breakdown, data is presented 
r as a function of fl~t load. The total flight load may be broken into as 
,j:#-W ~many parts as is convenient. However, this approach requires an I/O capabi-
~,t' lity which will guarantee that the proper tables are available in primary 

1~ storage when needed, without violating the 2.5-second cycle requirement. 

3;4 Peripheral Data Buffer Approach 

J:4.1 Peripheral-Device Adapters.- Peripheral-device adapters shall be 
;:rovided for each CCC configuration to input and output data betwe.en ·the 
computer I/O channel and the external peripheral devices, except for the 
peripheral-device adapters required for the plan-position and tabular display 
devices (Figure 3-1). The experimental system utilizes a hardware complex 
in which all input and output data batches are buffered externally on drums, 
with all peripheral devices connected to this external drum system (Appendix A). 
Since the data processing requirements of the CCC are based on an analysis 
of the same experimental system, the peripheral data storage and I/O transfer 
requirements have been stated (Appendices B, c, and D) in terms of this parti
cular hardware solution to the peripheral data storage and transfer problem. 
Reference to tables in these appendices gives the amount of data that will be 

~~~9,~~0:~1a~~~~~~t~;!l ~1pi~i&~~ii=~~:~If1~r3i~~:gi~c£~~f~;::~f~i~13·£~.. ~~ 
For. tl:ie-20Q,,.flight., .. conf.i@lration, .. the, numl:!er"of eacl+ j:;ype di!J? lay ii, ti+.e .... same 
~s for the 325-flight .£2~~gur§;l;J<:>:n, a:ncl .. :f'?r th~ J,QQ;:r+iii1f .. ~2tifi~;;,tioi:::;"u:P 
fo"'20'-plan::posn1oii"and tabUlar displays may.be used. · .. , .. ,,. ····· · 

---·••• ___ ,___,,.~--··~,.~,-w,.,'"''~m•-••,, 
"'-'"'""''""~"•~- .. ~··'-"~""'"""'""''-'''"~""'~'-""'"'"~'"' ,_- "w '"-'""""""'' , .. ,.,,,.,.,"''"' ' • "'' "" -"' 

3.4.l.l Alternative to Buffering on Drums.- So that alternative solutions 
to the peripheral data storage and transfer problem can be considered, 
Tables B-4, C-4, and D-4 summarize the number and data characteristics of 
individual external devices by type for each required configuration. The 
plan-position and tabular displays are excluded from this summary since any 
peripheral-device adapters (for buffering, formatting, and similar functions), 
if required, between the computer I/O channel and the displays are not a part 
of this specification. The contractor shall, however, provide sufficient I/O 
elements and adjunct data channels (if required) to drive all plan-position 
and tabular displays. 

3,4.2 Interface of CCC Equipment :With EXternal :Pe:riphe:i;al EguiJ!lllent<- The 
processed digital radar data will be inputted to a peripheral-device adapter 
by a :radar video data processor (RVDP) currently being procured. The RVDP 
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output interface has not been totally specified, however, the logic levels 
and impedence characteristics a.re determined. The outputdata formatofthe 
RVDP will be e.ither 12 bits plus one parity bit;or··b·b:i.ts pius.oneparity 
Ql£~~Ti:fi:~~~if!~.9'.:i,ri,p§J'!:B,;\Jel... The CCC shall be designed to accommodate either 
format, butnot both. The CCC shall accept data from some RVDP's at a 
maximum equivalent serial hit rate of 2400 bits-per-second on each of three 
data lines, and from other RVDP's at 7200 bits-per-second on one data line. 
In the case of three 2~{}0--bits-per-second lines, each line carries discrete 
messages. ~Q.QQ .. .input .s!lall. handle up to 15 such RVDP uni~s, with provision 
for later expansio.n UJ;l .. to. 18~. T'ne remaining interfaces to ·peripheral equipments 
consisting-c:J'f"""coiitroller'i;;]:iu.t devices' alphanumeric keyboards' input and 
output inter-facility teletypewriter or digital data links, high-speed printers, 
and on-demand printers (such as teletypewriters) have not been defined, The 
data rates for these peripheral devices for each CCC configuration are shown 
in Tables B-4, C-4, and D-4 in the appendices. The contractor, shall be 
responsible for designing the detailed CCC interface with the peripheral 
equipments in conjunction with the FAA Contracting Officer's Technical 
Representative and the peripheral equipment manu:facturers. The contractor 
shall furnish detailed interface design and data in accordance with 3.11.5. 

3.4.3 Additional Data Bu:ffer Requirements.- The number and types of 
external devices for the particular configuration (3.5.1, 3,5,2, and 3,5.3) 
are assumed to be constant irrespective of traffic load, hence all requirements 
for input bu:ffer storage are treated as being independent of the aircraft 
load, n. Except for inter-facility outputs, all requirements for output 
buffer storage are proportional to traffic load, 

3.4.3.1 Since each function will be executed only once per cycle, every 
solution to the peripheral data buffer problem must provide for the maximum 
amount of information listed in Tables B-4, C-4, and D-4, whether this 
storage is provided internally in primary memory, externally on drums or 
other Storage media, or :in some combination. 

3.4.3.2 Information storage may be only a part of the total buffer storage 
required. The characteristics of a proposed buffer system and related 
logic may require additional storage for data used to control the addressing 
and timing of outputs, and to tag the source of input data on less than a 
complete message basis. For example, the drum buffering subsystem of the 
expeTlrnental ATC system allows for storage of four 6-bit information 
characters of high-speed and on-demand printer outputs for each 32-bit 
computer word. Provisions shall be made for storing the overhead data as 
well as information data in any solution to the peripheral data storage and 
transfer-·problem. 

3.4.3.3 The entries in Tables B-la, b, c, C-la, b, c, and D-la, b, for 
peripheral data storage associated with any function is the sum of the maximum 
amount of information required to be buffered during a 2.5-second cycle (from 
Tabl.es B-4, C-4, :D-4) and the overhead data associated with that information. 
In addition, since Tables B-2a, b, c, C-2a, b, c, and D-2a, b, are based upon 
an approach to bu:ffering where all inputs are entirely externally buffered, 
the entry for M<Lndatory Transfers--Peripheral Data associated with any 
funct'ion is also the sum of the maximum amount of information required to be 
buffered during a 2 .• 5-second cycle (from Tables B-4, c-4, and D-4) and· the 
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overhead data associated with that irrforna.tion. For outputs, and for inputs 
in the case where inputs are internally buffered, the Mandatory Transfers-
Peripheral Data entry of Tables B-2a, b, c, C-2a, b, c, and D-2a, b··wouJ.i'i·be 
the average Slllount of irrformation plus associated overhead data transmitted 
for each ;type of input or output during each 2.5-second cycle. 

3,5 System Configuration Requirements.- Three complete and separate CCC 
system configuration.e are specified in the following paragraphs. Each 
configuration shall handle the specified fUnctions and processing load with 
the minimum quantity of equipment tQ!l,t.Jn.eet!' the requireq redundancy1and 
~eliab:tlitY'f'Tequ:iTeiiierrt-s-;--NutelOhat the three· systeiiC colil':tguxati:O!ls axe 
~as to facilitate transitions from the smaller to the larger and 
thus permit subsequent FAA progrSlllS to progressively implement functions ~nd 
loading at a given location. 

3.5,1 Configuration for 325 Flights,- A CCC configuration shall be furnished 
which provides for data processing in accordance with functions and loading 
specif:ted by Tables B-la, b, c, B-2a, b, c, and B-3a, b, c, and for the 
external peripheral devices specified by Table B-4. This corrf:i.guration shall 
handle 325 flights (n = 325 in the data processing tables) and the functions 
indicated by the tables, The CCC equipment shall include all required 
peripheral-device adapters to input and output data between the computer I/O 
channel and the external peripheral devices described by Table B-4, except 
for .the peripheral-device adapters required for the plan-position and tabular 
displays, The computer-oriented peripheral devices called for in 3.2.1.9 
shill also be provided. 

3.5.2 Configuration for 200 Flights.- .This is a scaled-down version of the 
325 fl:tght corrfiguration, A CCC conf:lguration shall be furnished which provides 
for data processing in accordance·with functions and loading specified by 
Tables C-la, b, c, ___ C-2a, b, c1 and C-3a, b, c, and for the external pioripheral 
devices specified by Table C-4. This configuration shall handle 200 flights 
(n = 200 in the data processing charts) and the functions indicated by the 
tahles. The CCC equipment shall include all required peripheral-device 
adapters to input and output data between the computer I/O channel and the 
external peripheral .devices described by Table C-4, except for the peripheral
device adapters required for the plan-position and tabular displays. The 
computer-oriented peripheral devices called for in 3.2.1,9 shall also be 
prqvided• 

3.5.3 Configuration for lOO Flights.- This shall be a minimum configuration 
system consisting of a reduced version of the 200-flight corrfiguration. It 
shall perform tJ;ie radar/radar-beacon trac!Ci;ng function for 100 s:l.multaneoU.S~
tracks With inputs f!omfour ;-ad.ci.rs, and prov:f.<l_"l),00 alphanUJJleric tags in 
a.8aocia-£ioiicnth Video 'on a i)i8.n-position display. This CCC configuration 
s1iill"-"J;irortde f'or--o:a:-ca; processing "il'.l accordance with funct:tons and loading 
specif:ted by Tables D-2, b, D-2a.,. b, and D-3a., b, and for the external 
periphera1 device specified by Table D-4. This configuration shall handle 
100 .flights ( n =. 10o :tn the data. processing tables), and the functions 
ipdicated by the tables. The CCC equipment shall :tnclude all re:quired 
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peripheral-device adapters to input and output data between the computer I/O 
channels and the external peripheral devices described by Table D-4, except 
for the peripheral-device adapters required for the plan-position and tabular 
displays, The compute~-oriented peripheral devices called for in 3.2.1.9 
shall also be provided; This CCC configuration shall incorporate sufficient 
hardware to perform the required functions, at the specified load of 100 
flights, using conventional programming techniques and available software. 

3.6 Reliability 

3.6.1 Introduction.- The CCC shall provide functional operation seven days 
a week, with an absolute minimum of scheduled and non-scheduled down time. 
In the case of progressive failures that continuously reduce the number of 
hardware elements that a.re available under program control, the CCC shall at 
f}.>es~_;'.i'.s.i:),~~1:.,,-~J:lX.t':~ing red1111(la,ri_\; ... <0:L.~ll1~~; i.e., no functions a.re to 
be discontinued nor is thi'f.Yate at which tll:<'!-s-er' functions are performed 
cha,nged (operation unaffected by an element failure by virtue of activation 
of a redundant element). As failures continue, and the number of CCC 
elements available are less than that needed to maintain a fail-safe 
condition, the complex shall 0 fail-softly" by first extending the time 
interval for selected functions (functions chosen to result in no loss of 
input data) and second, discontine some functions. In discontinuing 
functions, the more sophisticated programs (advanced planning, sequencing, 
etc.) ·would be dropped first and basic information last (e.g., alphanumerics 
on beacon targets). The objective of continuous operation with an absolute 
minimum of scheduled and non-scheduled down time shall be achieved by: 

(a) Ate? 
{}..{)AA.~clo Redundant capacity.for all hardware elements, together with 

automatic error and fe.ilure detectl on, and. dynamic system 
recoverycapabJ.ri:ty-TIU'ougn acti vat ran of the redundant elements. 

(b) Automatic adjustmeats en the schea.uling of data processing 
loads and functions for the CCC elements when failures 
occur. The available data-processing capacLty shall be 
applied to the load requirements so that a reduction in rate 
or of functions does not occur while excess capacity is 
available in the CCC, 

This latter feature permits the CCC to maintain performance during light 
traffic demand periods even though element failure occurs after all redundant 
elements are in use. It also permits the CCC to maintain limited performance, 
at the expense of dropping some functional capability, when more severe 
failures occur. 

3.6.l.l Diurnai Load Variations.- The daily traffic demand on the CCC varies 
approximately according to the following rates: 

(a) High, 80 to 100% of peak capacity for 5 hr/day (several hours 
in the.·morning and several in the late afternoon). 
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(b) MediUlll, 50 to 8o% ~f peak capacity for 7 hr/day, 

(c) Low, O to 50% of peak capacity. for 12 hr/da:y, 

3.6.2 Reliability Definitions 

3.6.2.1 Modes of Operation.- The "Mode" of operation describes the status 
of CCC system capability with respect to the functional and traffic demand 
capa.ci ty, 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Mode Al is defined as the condition when ioo% traffic 
demand capacity and 100% functional capability exists; 

Mode Bl is defined as the condition when 'failure baa 
reduced the CCC capacity to 80% of peak traffic demand, 
and full functional capability still existsi and 

iiloi'ie Cl ia the-siime as Mode lll except :tha.t the':ccc 
a.city is reduced to 50% of peak traffic demandJ a f'ull 
functional capability still exists. 

Mode designations using a numeric of 2 or above (A2, B3, -C2, etc.) indicate 
lower modes for which the full functional capability does not exist, the . 
degree of degradation rising as the number increases. For purposes of 
simplifying these requirements, only the Al and Cl reliability figures will 
be specified; this is not to be construed as lessening the implied.reliability" 
requirements at intermediate levels of traffic demand, 

3.6.2.2 Mode Failure.- Mode failure is defined as the failure of an active 
CCC element which causes a shift in·mode of operation to a lower mode. 

3.6.2.3 .Mode Change.- Mode change is defined as any change in traffic 
demand or element availability which causes the CCC to increase or decrease 
the a,ir traffic control functions being processed .or ·change the rate a.t 
which they are being processed, 

3,6.2.4 Active Element.- Active elements are those equipment elements (e,g., 
memory, computing, I/O or peripheral-device adapter) required to service .the 
data. processing load of any given mode. 

3.6.2.'5 Redundant Element.~ Redundant elements are those equipment elements ., 
which a.re required to provide excess capacity for reliability, and when ( 
operable, are available for progrem assignment. 

3.6.2.6 Transient Failure.- Two.classes of transient fa.ilure are definedi 

(a) Self-clearing transient disturbances, such as :transient 
parity errors, which do nn~ reQi.lire deactivation of an 
active element; and 
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(b) Non-clearing failures of an active element requiring deacti
vation of this element and its replacement by a redu..~dant 
element, if available. 

3.6.2.T Mean Down Time--Mean Up Time 

(a) Mean Down Time (MDT) is the mean of the times required to 
re-establish the desired mode of operation of the CCC ai'ter 
it has had a mode failure. Failure of any equipment within 
the CCC bounds (3.1.2) shall be taken into account in the 
computation of MDT, pr.,~vided it is the cause of the mode 
failure or prolongs a mode failure initiated by some other 
·element. 

(b) Mean Up Time (MUT) is the mean of the times between mode 
failures, minus the MDT. 

3.6.3 Detailed Reliability Requirements 

3.6.3.1 Detection of Element Failure and Dynamic Activation or Deactivation 
of Elements and Functions According to Failures and Trai'fic Demand 

(a) The CCC shall provide redundant capability for all hardware 
elements in the form of additional elements over and above 
the nmnber required for full load, full functional operation; 

(b) The CCC shall automatically detect failure, errors, and mal
functions in an element, dynamically deactivate a defective 
element, and activate a redundant normal element when operating 
with appropriate software. (Such software is not a deliverable 
item under this .. specification). The techriiques used to 
accomplish this automatic detection and element activation/ 
deactivation may utilize both hardware logic and programing; 
however, the hardware design shall not impose an excessive 
burden on the programing effort in order to realize these 
automatic features; 

(c) When elements fail in excess of those available for 
redundancy (i.e., all redundant elements of this type are 
being fully used and none are available for replacement) 
but the trai'fic demand : is. low enough that there is sufficient 
excess capacity available in some elements that have not 
failed, the CCC system shall deactivate the defective 
element/elements and redistribute its assignment of functions 
so that no loss of function occurs when operating with 
appropriate software. (Such software is not a deliverable 
item ilnder this specification.) Note that whenever the CCC 1 s 
effective overall capacity is marginal or insufficient to handle 
the current demand and functions, due to some defective element, 
the functional capability shall degrade and not the trai'fic load 
capability; 
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(d) When elements fail in excess of those available for 
redundancy, and the traffic demand is such that insuf
ficient capacity is available in the remaining elements, 
the CCC system shall deactivate the defective element/ 
elements and automatically degrade or drop out functional 
capability, according to a predetermined schedule of 
functional priority.when operating with appropriate soft
ware. (Such software is not a deliverable item under this 
specification.) The CCC shall not reduce its traffic load 
capacity; i.e., data and reports from all aircraft shall 
be processed and no data shall be lost. As traffic demand 
varies under this condition, the functional capability shall 
increase or decrease as required to maintain full current 
traffic demand capability; 

( e) Elements that are redundant shall be available for non
operational uses such as program check-outs, data re
duction, and statistical analysis. However, this usage 
shall not affect the operating program, and shall not 
prohibit these redundant elements from being automatically 
brought into active operation; and 

(f) The reconfiguration function described in (b), (c), and (d) 
above shall be accomplished without manual intervention. 

3.6.3.2 Reconfi ation Time After Failures.- The following applies when 
when operating with appropriate software. Such so~ware is not a deliver
able item under this specification.) 

(a) For a non-cl.earing transient failwe (i.e., an active ,--.., 
element has failed) where a redundant element is available ·1· 

to replace the failed element, the CCC shall automatically 
reconfigure, replacing the failed element with the redundant 
one, seconds after the transient failure. 

(b) I Transition from any mode to a lower mode resulting from 
mode failure shall be accomplished wi~hin 30 seconds after 
a mode failure. ·' 

3.6.3,3 Reliability for Mode Al.- The CCC shall have a MUT of lOOO hours 
or greater when operating in the Al mode (3.6.2.1). The ·ccC''8ii8.If!lav1t''a'~''"· 
MDT of l h<;>u:r ()rless when operating in the Al mode. These requirements, 1·' 
,;,:;;w;;:rr·a:;·t,J;C,~;; of 3.6.3.4, shall be met usiii~ttb.e contractor's recommended 
maintenance staff and maintenance programs, and shall conform to maintenance 
services specified u,.~der 3.8.3; test equipment used shall be limited to that 
furnished the Go·,;ernment as part of the basic CCC contract (3.8.3.4), 

3.6.3.4 Reliability for Mode Cl.- Except for the 100-flight configuration 
( 3. 5 • 3) , the CCC shall have a ~_of lQ, OQ,Q.2'._ours or greater when operating 
in the Cl mode, and a MDT of 0.5 hour or less;-··~·-··-······ 

"",~-~"-·"--
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3.6.3.5 Mean Time Between Failure.- The mean time between non-clearing 
transient failures (3.6.2.6) involving the failure of an active element when 
a redundant element is available to replace the failed element shall exceed 
~~J.H:.§t,-

3,6.3.6 Ap lication of Reliability Re uirements to the 325 200 and 100 
Flight Load CCC Configura ions.- The requ:irements of 3. and its sub
paragraphs shall< apply to all three CCC configurations, subject only to 
the provisions applicable to the 100-flight configuration appearing in 3.2 
and 3.6.3.4. 

3.7 Software Su;pport 

3,7,1 Utility System.- A complete set of utility programs must be provided. 
The following programs are a minimum requirement. 

3.7.1.1 Assembler.- A working assembler designed for, capable of running 
on, and producing machine code for the CCC from input symbolic machine
oriented source statements, is required as a minimum programing aid for 
developing programs to perform the complex real-time functions described 
in this specification. The object code ·shall be either·relocatable or 
absolute for any given translation. The translation shall, in general,. 
convert one source statement into one machine-coded instruction or value 
worq. Translator control source statements shall be available to handle 
decimal to binary conversions, acceptance of alphabetical data, storage 
allocation, input-output, translation and control, ·and control of documentation. 
A compool feature is desirable with the assembler. 

3.7.1.2 Loaders.- These programs must be capable of loading object programs 
produced by the assembler, data from magnetic tape, alphanumeric keyboard, 
or card reader into primary and bulk storage, T"ne loader programs shall be 
self loading. It is desirable that object programs be callable from a 
library under program control. 

,_3_.,,_7_.l_.~3..,___Dum:p __ s_.- Programs shall be supplied for transferring the contents of 
bulk and primary storage in octal, decimal, or mnemonic instruction code to 
magnetic t~pe plus card punch or high-speed printer, 

3.7.1.4 Program Debugging Aids.- These programs shall include full and 
selective program tracing and break-point testing routines as ·a minimum. 

3.7.1.5 Delivery of Software.- The software for the utility system .shall 
be delivered in operational condition six months from date of contract. The 
delivered items shall include an operational utility system contained on 
magnetic tape, and a symbolic program deck and listing. 

3.7.1.6 High-Order Lru:iguage.- The provision of.a high-order language or 
complier is desired but not required .as part of this procurement. If such. 
a language is available and is to be included as part of the CCC software 
package, a descriptive programer. reference manual·shS.:U<be. ill.clUded With .. 

. the technical proposal, 
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3.7.1.7 Utility System Software Documentation.- Each piece of software shall 
'be documented, both for programer and operator usage, and for maintenance and 
modification of the software. 

3,7.1.7.1 Assembler Reference Manu.eJ..- An assembler reference manual shall ~ 
be provided and shall describe all actions required to prepare source 
language statements, initiate assembly, and analyze resulting listings as 
to encountered error conditions. The reference manual shall be written to 
conform to good connnercial practice and contain sufficient detail to enable 
programers to produce computer programs without referencing additional 
documentation. 

3.7.1.7.2 Assembler Operator's Manual.- An assembler operator's ma.nu.al shall 
be provided and shall include initiation and intervention procedures, a 
complete list of possible error halts, and all possible actions required of 
t)le operator. 

3.7.1.7.3 Utility System Specifications.- Detailed specifications shall be 
provided, including appropriate flow diagrams and instructions to permit 
operation, maintenance, and program modifications for the assembler, loaders, 
dumps, and the program debugging aids. 

3.7.1.7.4 Delivery.- Two hundred copies of utility system software documentation 
shall be delivered to the COTR in accordance with the following: 

(a) Assembler reference manual, one month after date of contract; 

(b) Assembler operator's manual, six months after date of contract; 

(c) Specification, assembler, six months after date of contract; 

(d) Specification, loaders, six months after date of contract; 

(e) Specification, .dumps, six months after date of contract; and 

(f) Specification, program debugging aids, six months after date 
of contract. 

3.7,2 Programer's Reference Manual.- The contractor shall furnish 200.copies 
of a programer's reference manual to the COTR one month after date of 
contract; it shall include a description of the computer instructions, 
connnands, and orders used in an operational machine program. The manual 
shall also include but not be limited to information on instruction timing, 
single and double precision operations, use of index registers, logical and 
arithmetic operations, data transmiss·ion, I/O operation, use of indicator 
lights and branch switches, and data necessary for the use and control of 
the computing machine. The manual shall be prepared in a .careful and 
workmanlike.manner.in accordance with best practices (consistent with the 
intended us~) as applied .to silllila.:r manuals normally furnished for commercial 
equipment. It is intended t)lat a contractor's standard commercial manual, 
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ii' suitable, be furnished, with supplemental material as necessary furnished / 
as an addendum to the standard manual or provided as a supplemental or 
separate volume. ~ -· 

if / ·f 1\1- (, 
3.7.3 Maintenance Programs.- A maintenance system containing software rf\:"> 
providing for continuing operation of the CCC and satisfying the require- µ,- · · 
ments contained in this specification must be supplied (see 3.8.3 in 
association with the following software descriptions.) 

3.7.3.1 Off-Line Maintenance Programs.- Programs and applicable dqcumentation 
shall be provided as specii'ied below. These programs will be utilized off 
line to test, detect, and isolate errors within basic CCC modules. These 
programs must be capable of isolating faults to a logic section within a 
basic CCC element (e.g., failure of bit 10 of word 4010 in memory module B), 
The computer utilizing a suitable output deyi.ce of the CCC will. output the 
resulting diagnosis in an applicable form for use by maintenance personnel. 

3.7.3.1.1 Off-Line Maintenance Program Delivery.- Three complete sets of 
documentation shall be provided six months after date of contract, and shall 
include initiation and intervention procedures, a complete list of possible 
error halts, and all possible actions required of the operator. Fifty 
additional copies of this documentation shall be supplied.at the time of 
delivery of the CCC. The program itself shall be provided at the time of 
delivery of the CCC contained on magnetic tape and on a symbolic program 
deck with appropriate listing. 

3.7.3.2 On-Line Maintenance Programs.- Programs to operate with the opera
tional system which are designed to maintain continuous operation are 
required and will include: 

(a) Confidence routine 

(b) Operational diagnostic 

(c) Data correction and recovery 

(d) Reconfiguration and mode control 

/ 

J 

Such programs are .wt a .ileliverable item under this specii'ication, however, 
they are further defined.in section 3.8. 

3.8 System Maintenance Requirements 

3.8.l Scope.- The CCC shall operate with a minimum.of down ~time and a. Diiliimum 
of human involvement. Proven or existing equipment and techniques shall be 
used to the greatest extent possible. Below are those hardware, software, 
and test implementation requirements, and desirable features that support 
this design. 
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~j .. 8.2 :V.!8.intenance Defin·Ltions 

3.8.2.l Element Statur.- In order to state the requirements of the NAS c:~·,.~ 
Maintenance System, i~ is necessary to define elements by their current status 
in the system. Equi:.ment status has been broken down into the following 
categories. Their .t:efinitions follow: 

3.8,2,l.l ActivP, Elements.- Active elements are defined by 3.6.2.4. 

3.8.2.l.2 Rednndant Elements 

(a) On-Line Redundant.- Those hardware elements not presently 
being used to perform an ATC function, but which would be 
available for use by the operational system within the 
30-second recovery period permitted by 3.6.3.2. 

(b) Off-Line Redundant.- Those hardware elements not presently 
being used to perform an ATC function and which would not 
be available for use by the operational ATC system within 
the 30-second recovery period specified in 3.6.3.2. These 
elements would probably be used to perform an off-line 
function such as scheduled or unscheduled maintenance. It 
is likely that manual intervention would be required to 
place these elements on-line, with the actual time before 
these elements could be available to the on-line system 
depending upon the hardware configuration chosen. It would 
be desirable for all elements in operational condition to 
be available automatically to the operational ATC system within 
the 30-second transient recovery period mentioned above-
regardless of their current usc--in which case the category 
being discussed here would not exist. 

(c) Inactive.-· Those hardware elements that are not available 
to the operational system within the near future. Typical 
reasons for non-availability might be due to component 
failure, marginal checking (preventive maintenance), and 
element power off. 

3.8.2.2 Types of Maintenance.- The maintenance function will be classified 
as either on-line or off-line." On-line maintenance would be performed 
only on on-l.ine ele.ments. Off-line maintenance would generally be performed 
only on off-line elements. In a hardware configuration where all elements 
(except failed elements) would be available within a 30-second recovery 
period, the off-line maintenance function, as defined here, might be run 
on a combination of on-line and off-line elements. 

3.8.2.2.l On-Lin" Maintenance.- Although maintenance is generally considered 
as an of'f-line function1 being performed on off-line elements, certain 
operational (software) functions are defined herein as on-line maintenance. 
These software functions include programs to maintain and report on current 
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element status, to detect errors, and to diagnose and print out limited 
information on errors for msintenance personnel (3,8,3,3), 

3.8.2.2.2 Off-Line Maintenance.- T"ne bulk of the maintenance function would 
generally be performed on off-line elements. Off-line maintenance is 
generally classified as either scheduled maintenance or unscheduled 
maintenance. A further breakdown follows. 

3.8.2.2.2.1 Scheduled Maintenance,- Scheduled maintenance includes preventive 
types of maintenance, routine maintenance, and corrective maintenance. 

(a) Preventive ~.aintenanceo- Preventive maintenance is defined 
as planned periodic marginal and functional testing of 
the CCC elements and components. Preventive maintenance 
techniques (e.g., voltage or clock timing marginal checks) 
are chosen so as to detect marginal components (e.g., due 
to aging or drift) and system misalignment (e.g., non
optimum settings of tape system head gains). 

(b) Routine Maintenance.- Routine msintenance consists of the 
regular repair of failed components at the test bench and 
regular repair or maintenance of mechanical and electro
mechanical devices (e.g., clean tape heads and loop boxes 
or vacuum air filters). 

(c) Corrective Maintenance of Known Failures.- Corrective 
maintenance on failed CCC elements can often be scheduled 
for a later work shift where a higher maintenance capability 
would exist or at a time when there is a low traffic demand. 
During periods of low traffic demand, additional elements 
would be available to aid in the repair and test of the 
failed element. Such maintenance is classified as scheduled 
corrective maintenan~e. 

3.8.2.2,2.2 unscheduled KQintenance.- unscheduled maintenance consists of 
msintenance required immediately following a failure found by the on-line 
msintenance function and which can not be scheduled for a later time (e.g., 
total system failw·e, or element failure where no further redundant element 
of that type remains for use by the operational system). Normally, single 
element failures occurring during peak traffic loads would be scheduled 
for repair du.ring a low-load period (i.e., scheduled corrective maintenance) 
or handled by off-line test equipment (3.8.3.4). 

3.8.3 Yl8.intenance Requirenents.- Tnese paragraphs specify maintenance 
requirements and reference other pertinent sections, Desirable features 
of a maintenance approach are discussed first. 

3.8.3.1 Maintenance Approach.- The detailed maintenance approach for the 
complete CCC will depend upon the final equipment configuration as well as 
the chosen design options. 

j 
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3.8.3.1.1 On-Line Maintenance.- When operating with appropriate software 
(not a deliverable item under this specification)., the on-line :maintenance 
function shall detect element fe.iluxes. I:t' an element failure is detected, 
the on-line maintenance function shall cause the equipment complex to be · 
automatical1y reconfigured to exclude the failed element from fuxther use 
by the cycling program complex. A redundant on-line element is then auto
matically assigned. the tasks of· the failed element. No manual intervention 
of any. kind shall be required. If nc;> redundant element exists (because ·of 
prior element failures), the fail-soft approach applies •. In any case, 
appropriate notification to the maintenance personnel shall be generated. 

3.8.3,1.2 Repair of Failed Element.- To effect the speedy repair of the 
faiJ.ed.element, necessitated by the reliability requirements in section·3.6, the 
following approaches or a combination of them are permissible: 

(a) Maintenance personnel may utilize ·special of:f'-1ine test 
equipment exclusively; 

(b) If ·sufficient redundant elements axe avai::Lable, then a set 
of redundant elements may be taken off-line to form a test 
subsystem; 

(c) Depending on the equipment capability, a test subsystem may 
be defined that uses on-line redundant elements. However, 
in this case, it is mandatory that the redundant elements be 
avail.abl: unaer program control. to the active :prog;r:-an c=plex 
in c1'.se of 6)1. eleolllent :failure. It l!lll.St :further -oe assured 
that the prog:-an has the capability to completely 1.ock out 
any manual. controls and negate any special test :parameters 
that maintenance personnel have set up in the redundant 
elements; · 

(d) It TJJb:Y suffice to schedule repair of elements duxing low
.load periods when sufficient redundant elements are available, 
The obvious penalty is increased down-time when an element 
fails duxing the high-load period. 

3,8.3.1,3 Preventive Maintenance.- The requirement that the CCC operate.24 
hours every day places severe restrictions on preventive maintenance. Howe"~er, 
since the system load fluctuates in a predictible manner duxing each day, a 
carefully pl:anned scheme of preventive maintenance can be conducted during 
low load conditions on ·redundant elements. If elements need be physically 
disconnected from the system it shall be accomplished without interference 
to the operational elements. 

3.8.3.2 Hardware Features.- The hardware requirements of that portion of 
the system maintenance function which pertain to the actua1 CCC elements 
have been:specified in section 3.2.1.10. In addition, al.l equipment shall 
provide that the process.of taking elements :off-line,.operating elements 
o:f':f'-line .to form a test subsystem (including :the on-o:f'f cycling ·of ·power, 
or ·returning :elements .on-line, does not generate any .. logical or ·electrical 
disturbances that might af:f'ect on-line system operation. 
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3.8.3.3 Maintenance Programs.- In line with the definitions of section 3,8,2, 
the maintenance programs can be grouped into two categories: on-line 
maintenance programs and off-line maintenance programs, A further breakdown 
follows. 

3.8.3.3.l On-Line Maintenance Programs.- These programs would perform the 
on-line maintenance functions described in 3.8.2.2.l and might consist of 
the following: 

(a) Confidence Programs.- Such programs might consist of routines 
to perform simple tests on all on-line elements and report 
to the executive function on their status. The actual functions 
of these routines would depend upon both the hardware and 
software configurations. It is feasible to assume that 
quality control (e.g., radar return) routines might also be 
integrated into this function at some later date. These con
fidence programs would be cyclic in nature and might be 
performed during each system cycle; 

(b) Operational Diagnostic Program(s).- This diagnostic function 
would only be performed upon detection of an error by the 
confidence programs (discussed above) or ATC operational 
programs, or upon a hardware-initiated error interrupt. 
These operational diagnostic programs might collect data 
on or verify the fail\a-e, or both, output any pertinent 
information to an on-line printer (for use by maintenance 
personnel), and initiate corrective action; 

( c.) Data Correction and Recovery Programs. - These would be 
'fix type programs; i.e., correction of data after a failure, 
This corrective action might consist of a complete startover 
from safe data or simply a tape re-read. These programs 
are conditional and would only be performed when requested 
by the operational system. Useful information (to maintenance 
personnel) would be output to an on-line printer; 

(d) Reconfiguration and Mode Control Programs.- The reconfiguring 
of the on-line elements would be performed by the reconfiguration 
program which would also accept requests to reconfigure 
from the operational diagnostic function when a non-clearing 
operational element failure has been verified. The mode control 
program would, consist with the reliability requirements of 
section 3.6, change the mode of the CCC operation. Inform
ation on the reconfiguration or mode control process, or 
both, would be outputed to an on-line printer or maintenance 
console, ·or both. 

An estimate of the storage and cycle time for these on-line maintenance 
routines shall be made and added to those required by the operational program 
as described elsewhere in this specification. Such on-line maintenance 
programs are not a deliverable item under this specification. 
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3.8.3.3.2 Off-Line Maintenance Programs.- These programs shall consist of 
a large number and variety of comprehensive maintenance programs. These 
programs shall include routines to test all CCC elements, including the 
computer-oriented peripheral devices and peripheral-device adapters. (The 
GoverrJnent intends that routines to test and exercise the system-oriented 
peripheral devices also be integrated into this maintenance package at some 
later date, but not as a deliverable item under this specification.) A 
subset of these programs shall accomplish the preventive maintenance 
function discussed in 3.8.2.2.2,1 and 3.8.3.1.3. Because of its size, 
the total package may be stored on .tape (drum or disc if feasible) with 
onl;y a subset of' the progr8llls callable: for use by the off-line maintenance 
function at any time. These prcigrams may al.so be used, when possible, 
in the event of a total system failure. · .TJ:iese programs include a 
diagnostic capability and should not ·be confused with the limited diagnostic 
capability of the opera:honal diagnostics referred to in 3.8.3.3.1. The 
comprehensive maintenance programs discussed in this paragraph (3.8,3.3.2) 
shall diagnose failures and ~oca1ize their precise·source to the extent 
software techni9-ues permit (e.g., fai.lure of bit 10 of word 4010 of 
memory module B). All infonnation pertl.nent to the failure shall be 
outputted to a printer or monitor/supervisory console, or both, 

3.8.3.3.3 Deliverable Maintenance Software Items.- The comprehensive 
off-line maintenance prop:rams discussed in 3.8.3.3,2 (deleting any 
s;,rs't'.em~~o:dented peripheral requirements) shall. be supplied by the 
contracto:i; • The on-line maintenance programo discussed in 3. 7. 3.2 and 
3.8.3,3.l wiJ:l be integrated into the e:X:ecutive control program structure, 
but are' not a deliverable i tern. As a minimum, the contractor 13hall show 
that his hardware configuration can perf.orm the software functions 
described .• 

3.8.3.4 Off-Line Test Equipmer.t.- In line with the general maintenance 
approach of 3.8.3.1, off-line test equipment shall be provided to meet the 
MDT requirements stated in section 3,6, The exact nature of this 
equipment Will be dependent upon the proposed hardware configuration and 
cannot be described in detail at this time. The off-line test equipment 
shall isolate commonly encountered failures without the support of the 
redundant elements. It may not be possible to verify the correction of 
such failures during peak traffic loads because of the \llJJ3.Vailabili ty of 
redundant elements. When these inactive elements would be put back 
on-line would be dependent upon tile type ·Of failure, confidence in the 
failure correction, possible consequences to the operational ATC system 
if this element is not returned to an on-line status, and other factors. 

3.8.4 Maintenance Services.- The contractor shall provide maintenance 
service for each system ordered for one year beginning within 90 days· 
after preliminary acceptance, as ordered. The contractor shall provide 
all personnel and spare parts to maintain each CCC system on a 16-hour-a
day, 365-day-a-year basis to the level of performance and reliability 
required by this.specification. Full system capability for full-load 
operation shall be available at least eight hours per day of the first shift. 
The medium-demand capability (50··- 80% of peak load, of 3,6.1.l) shall be 
available for.~the second eight hours per day, The contractor shall not U:se 
the remaining eight hours•.per day for rou:tine, maintenance, but shall 
perform his routine services during the regular 16-hour operational ll"riod. If 
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maintenance beyond the 16-hour period is required in order to have the system 
"on-line 11 for the follo"#.ing day's operation) the contractor shall provide the 
maintenance as required at no additional charge to the Government, 

3~8~1~~1 Maintenance Log.- The contractor shall maintain a log of maintenance 
activities, outages, repairs; and spare parts used8 Entries shall be reviewed 
and initiated by the.Govermnent's local technical representative. The 
contractor shall provide two copies of this log to the Government's local 
technical representative on a weekly basisQ .After six months operation, the 
contractor shall summarize the requirements for spare parts, based upon the 
maintenance log entries, and provide 15 copies of a reconnnended spare parts 
list to the Government for support of the system for the second year of operation, 
together with either approximate or firm prices for all items. 

3,9 Installation,- The contractor shall install each system (3,5,1, 3.5.2, and 
3,5,3) ordered at each site designated by the Government.. All sites will be 
within the conterminous United States. Site preparation, including the 
furnishing and installation of any required air-conditioning, will be 
accomplished by the Government. The contractor shall provide the Government 
with two reproducibles and eight copies of all necessary site preparation 
specifications six months in advance of a proposed site installation. The 
contractor shall furnish all services, installation materials and personnel, 
equipment, including contractor-owned test equipment (except Government 
off-line test equipment in accordance with 3~8.3.4), and tools to install 
and de.bug the system. Installation and workmanship shall meet the standards 
of all national codes for this type of equipment. Upon completion of 
installati0n, preliminary acceptance tests shall be conducted by the con
tractor and witnessed by the Government in accordance with section 4. Pre·· 
liminary acceptance of the system at the Govern,~ent-designated site w:i.ll be 
made after approval of all preliminary acceptance tests by the Government. 
Final acceptance of the system will be made after tests during the first 
year of operation which demonstrates MGT and MDT.compliance; the reliability 
d·uring the first year of operatim• following prelimi'1ary cccceptance will 
provide the data for this determination, The first year of operation will 
be concurrent with the one year of maintenance service, section 3.8.4. 

3,10 Design and Construction.- The overall design and construction shall 
be accomplished in a simple and straight-forward manner embodying the best 
engineering practices as applied to off-the-shelf equipment manu:factured 
for a similar intended use. It is desirable that the equipment meet require
ments of ER-D-406-0lO or appropriate MIL specifications, or both. 

3.11 Documentation.- The contractor shall provide all necessary services 
and material to develop and deliver documentation in accordance with 
requirements specified hereino 

3.ll.l Program Planning and Control.- The contractor shall institute and 
maintain a Program Planning and Control System. This system shall be an 
SIDS NETWORK/MILSTONE presentation as described in Specification SRDS-l. 
As guidance, an F'AA document, NETWORK/MILESTONE Techniques SRDS N/M-l, is 
recommended. 
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3 .11.2 Doci.unentation Contract Designation.- All documentation produced or 
updated by the contractor shall show the contract number conspicuously 
displayed on each document, including drawings, to facilitate identification 
and association with the contract. 

3 .11. 3 Quality of Reproducibles. - All reproducibles furnished shall be of 
such quality as to permit the reproduction of every line and character on 
the reproduced copy. Reproducibles of the sepia type shall have a minimum 
background or field density (no burned or dark areas). 

3.11.4 Contractor's Technical Reports.- The contractor shall furnish Type I 
Progress Reports in accordance with Specification SRDS-1 except as specified 
herein. 

3.11.4.1 Type I Progress Reports.- Delete paragraph 3.2.1 of SRDS-1 and 
substitute the following: 

3.2.1 

3.2.1.1 

Type I Progress Reports - The contractor shall prepare 
monthly Type I reports and submit ten copies to the FAA 
in accordance with Specification SRDS-1, 5.2, Pre
paration and submission of these reports shall collllnence 
the month following the date of contract and they shall 
be mailed no later than ten days following the reporting 
period. Tl1ese reports shall include a concise sta.tement 
of the work accomplished for the reporting period; sum
marize status of detailed design, fabrication, material 
orders and tests of any deliverable items; summarize 
meetings between the contractor and others participating 
in the program; discuss special problem areas, including 
solutions; and provide a brief statement of work planned 
for the next reporting period. 

A planned work schedule for the contract shall be 
submitted in the for;n of an SRDS NETWORK/MILESTONE 
presentation. It shall include the delivery schedule 
of all deliverable items and shall be revised as 
necessary in each report. Any delays which may affect 
the contract delivery schedules shall be fully explained. 

3.2.1.2 The front cover shall be of the same stock as used for 
the text, and shall include title, type of report, contract 
number, release date, and preparation block. 

3.11.5 Design Data.- The scope and complex inter-relationship of FAA develop
ment programs require early knowledge of the contractor's design approach. 
Therefore, the contractor shall, within forty-five days of contract, provide 
ten copies of all data required hereunder to be submitted for design review, 
including the items specified in the subparagraphs below, to the FAA 
Contracting Officer• s '.['echnical Representative ( COTR) for review and 
approval. The design data submission shall be organized to reflect the 
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contractor's approach to achieving compliance with the more significant 
requirements of the equipment specification. This siibmission of design data 
shall not be used by the contractor to propose modifications or alternates 
to details of the equipment specification or a change in scope of the contract. 
The design data referenced below shall include all elements of the equipment 
to be produced by the contractor under the terms of the contract, as detailed 
by the equipment specification and any addenda thereto, together with all 
interfaces with other equipment, A summary of equipment operational character
istics shall be included. 

3.11.5.1 Block Diagrams.- A complete set of equipment block diagrams shall 
be provided by the contractor. The block diagrams shall show the general 
operational, electrical, and physical relationships of the equipment elements • 

.----·~-~------·---- ' ---
3.1i.5 .2 Information ogic Flow Diaerams.\- The contractor shall provide 
complete information l 1-ow<tragram-s-;-'These diagrams shall show the 
detailed logical, operational, and functional relationships of the equip
ment elements. Syrnbology used in these diagrams shall be fully explained 
in the basic document. 

3.11.5.3 Input/Output Details.- The contractor shall provide a document 
which consolidates all CCC-boundary input/output characteristics. This 
document shall include, but not be restricted to electrical characteristics 
of inter-system cables, signal characteristics ~nd limits, and timing 
diagrams. All external system interfaces shall be included, 

3 .11. 5. 4 Logic Diagrams. - Where logic circuits are proposed that are of 
unconventional design, .the contractor shall provide logic diagrams and a 
summary of the particular design approach, 

3.11.5.5 Detailed Physical Description.- The contractor shall provide a 
detailed physical description of the equipment. This description shall 
include: weights, outline drawings, configuration, layouts, ventilation 
or air-conditioning requirements, cable entry and exit features, clearance 
:factors, power requirements, and other special details which should be 
considered for installation, operation, and maintenance of the equipment. 

3 .11. 5. 6 Design Review and Approval. - After receipt of the preliminary 
design, t:he FM cu·TJ{ shall review, and approve or direct any changes 
req·.2red in the design that are required to obtain conformity with this 
specification. The contractor shall change the design as necessary to 
conform with the requirements detailed by the FAA COTR and re-submit 
corrected revisions of the design data for approval within fifteen days 
after receipt of the design change requirements. In addition, the 
contractor shall, :from time to time during the course. of the contract, 
revise portions of the design data as directed by the FM COTR or as 
deemed ap~ropriate by the contractor, subject to the approval of the FM 
COTR. The contractor shall provide two reproducibles and eight copies of 
all such revisions to the FAA COTR no later than :fifteen days from the date 
of approval of the revision. 
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3. lL 6 Index of Drawings and Technic:iL Memoranda.· The contractor shall 
maintain an index of all drawings and technical memoranda produced in con
nection with design, fabrication, and test of the equipment, This index 
shall be updated monthly and two reproducibles and eight complete updated 
copies shall be submitted to the FM COTR with the progress report (3.ll.4,l), 
Drawings and technical memoranda produced in connection with the design and 
fabrication of off-the-shelf items which are in existence at the date of 
contract need be submitted only on a one-time basis with the first index. 
The contractor shall provide drawings or technical memoranda that may be 
requested by the contracting officer as listed by any index furnished in 
accordance with this requirement. 

3.11.7 Installation Documents.- The contractor shall prepare and submit ten 
copies of documents containing all necessary information required by skilled 
technicians and engineers to correctly install the equipment and initiate 
its operation. These documents may be se:Lected data prepared under other 
documentation requirements of the specification or previously prepared 
documents for installation of like equipment, Submission of these instal
lation documents to the FAA COTR shall be made forty-five days prior to 
delivery of equipment. 

3.lLS Test Specification.- The contractor shall, ninety days prior to any 
equipment tests, submit for ~'M review and approval a check list of recommended 
acceptance tests, desc1-iptions., and data to be takeno FAA will review within 
thirty days. The contractor shall then prepare and submit two reproducibles 
and eight copies of a recommended -\;est sp 02cification to the FM COTR for 
review and approval thirty days pr:co::- to any equipment tests. The test 
specification shall conform to the FAA modified or approved check list, and 
be a comprehensive document including all de'cails necessary to assure that 
test procedures and testing will satisfactorily demonstrate equipment 
compliance with all f11nctional, environme-ntal, electrical, mechanical:, and .. 
reliability (other than M"JT and MD'r) requirements of the contract. The 
test specification shall provide a block diagram for the test configuration, 
a list of test equipment, and the ma.chine pr.:>grams which will be used, for 
the test. Although certain tests may be impracticable at the contractor's 
plant due to the unavailability of input data (real or simulated), the test 
specification shall be comprehensive and complete regardless of wbetl:er 
tests are to be conducted at the contractor's plant or elsewhere after in
stallationQ The contractor stall recommend and identify t.ests to be con
d1.<cted at bis plant and those he-,recommends ·be conducted elsewhere. Each 
test shall reference the specified requirement, including the paragraph 
nu.cuber and any applicable tolerance, and other docuuentation for which 
the test is intended to demonstrate compliance. The contractor shall 
notify the FM COTR of proposed test dates for recommended contractor
conducted tests in accordance with notification for inspection, 4.6. The 
Government shall have the right to require such additional testing as may 
be needed to show compliance with this specification. 

J.11.9 '.I'est Reports.- T'ne contractor shall prepare and submit eight copies 
of recommended test data sheets to the FAA COTR for approval concurrently 
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with the recorrnnended test specification. ~:est data sheets shall be com
l'lete with respect to all tests specified by the approved test specification, 
shall include the applicable test specification paragraph for each,test, and 
shall identify tests recommended to be conclucted at the contractor's plant 
and those to be conducted elsewhere. Two reproducibles and eight copies 
of the test data sheets as approved shall be submitted to the FAA CorR, The 
contractor shall conduct applicable tests according to the approved test 
specification, recording results of the tests of the approved test data 
sheets, and submit two reproducibles and eight copies of test reports, to 
the FAA COTR within thirty days after completion of tests. 

3.11.10 Instruction Books.- The contractor shall furnish operation and 
maintenance manuals prepared in a careful and workmanlike manner in 
accordance with best practices (consistent with the intended use) as 
applieq to similar manuals normally furnished for commerical equipment. 
It is intended that contractor standard commercial manuals, if suitable, 
be furJ:?ished, with supplemental material as necessary funished as addend& 
to the standard manuals or provided as supplemental or separate volumes. 

3.11.10.l Contents.- Each equipment item, i.e., memory, I/O, computer, 
periperal-device adapter, motor generator (if required), voltage regulator, 
power supply, and each type of computer-oriented peripheral equipment 
shall be documented for operation and maintenance of the equipment. As 
a minimum, these manuals shall include (as applicable to each configuration 
ordered): maintenance schedules and procedures, including test points) 
complete logical and ti.ming diagrams, schematic diagrams, complete parts 
list, complete connection breakdown by pin, expected oscilloscope waveforms 
that describe normal operation of each unit, installation information 
required to correctly install the equipment and initiate its operati.on 
(including cabling and connection diagrams and applicable information). 

3.ll.10.1.1 Preparation and Delivery of Instruction Books.- Ten ~opies 
of initial instruction book manuscripts (cammercial manuals, if suitable, 
plus addenda. per 3.11.10) shall be submitted to the FAA CorR for review 
and approval sixty days prior to deli very of equipment. In addition to the 
books furnished and shipped with equipment (3.11.10.1.2), one reproducible 
(3.11.io.1.3) and 100 copies of the final books shall be furnished thirty 
days after approval of the manuscript books and shipped to approximately 
fiveaddresses in the cont~rminous U.S. in accordance with shipping in
structions to be furnished by the FAA CGrR. Applicable corrections, 
additions, a~d deletions shall be made prior to printing of final books. 

3.11.10.1.2 Instruction Book Deli very w:rth Eaui pment. - One copy of the 
final instruction book for each u.nit of equipment shall be furnished and 
shipped with the equipment, except that the first unit of like equipments 
shall be accompanied ,Jy five copies o 

3.11.10.1.3 Instruction Book Reproducibles.- The instruction book repro
ducible shall be on clean, white, smooth paper; drawings, photographs, or 
other artwork for illustrations shall be complete a.nd ready for camera. 
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: .. ~11~10.2 ProYro..m.er and Assembler Reference lvfanuals.- These manuals shall 
·uc (urnished in accordance with sOJ. ... tws.re documentation requirements (section 
3 "~:-) " 

3~12 Cables.- The contractor shall ~urnish all intra- and inter-unit cables 
' vr:i.~,:h cable connectors,, requi:red for factcry test a~d for installation and 

T;csting of the equipment, inclu.ding any special-InJ.rpose t.est cables required 
:for ro11tine maintenance., 'Where patch panels or plug boards a.re used in the 
eqaipment, the contractor shall provide adequate plugs or patch cables 
required for normal equipment operation. Cables required for factory testing 
may be the same as those required for subsequent equipment installation 
and testing~ Cables between peripheral .. ·device adapters and system-oriented 
peripheral devices are not to be providedti 

3.13 Cooperation and Coordination.- The contractor shall participate in 
meetings and conferences, and exchange technical data relating to the 
equipment performance and design compatibility with others as directed by 
the FAA COTR. 

3.14 Service Conditions.- The equipment shall be designed to operate and 
maintain specified performance in accordance with indoor service conditions 
as follows: 

(a) Energy Source: 
phase, 4-wire, 

single-phase, 2-wire, 120 volts +10%, or 3-
120/200 volts :_1o·j,; 6o-cps +2% (steady state). 

(b) Elevation: up to lO ,OOO feet above sea level. 

(c) Duty: continuous, urattended. 

( d) Salt Atmosphere: as encountered in coastal regions, 

3~15 Test Er:;uiriment and Tools .. - The equipment shall be des:i.gned and 
fabricated so aa t.o minimize any requirements for special test equipment 
and tools.. Special test equipment and tools are defined a,s devices not 
readily availa.ole a.s comrriercial i te:;:ns. 

3.16 Weight.- The total weight of the equipment shall be a minimum con
sistent with good design and economics. If possible, individual chassis of 
the equipment shall not exceed 40 lbs to facilitate maintenance handling. 
Construction of equipment racks or housing shall provide for even floor 
loading distribution not to exceed 200 lbs per square foot. 

4. QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS 

4.1 General.- The equipment shall be tested at the con-tractor's plant 
prior to equipment shipment (factory acceptance tests) and after instal
lation at the Government designated site (preliminary acceptance tests), 
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in accordance with the approved test specification (3.11.8), and compliance 
therewith shall be demonstrated, All acceptance tests shall be performed 
by the contractor and witnessed by the FAA. However, the FAA reserves the 
right in waive witnessing of the complete inspection tests or any part 
thereof, If FAA witnessing of tests is waived, the contractor shall furnish 
certified test data showing the results of all such tests, In any case, 
factory acceptance by the FM will not be made until test data, certified 
to be true and correct by a properly-authorized official of the company, 
and notarized, has been submitted and approved by the FAA, 

4.2 Acceptance Tests 

4.2.1 General.- The contractor shall perform factory acceptance and pre
liminary acceptance tests necessary to demonstrate that the equipment fully 
meets the requirements of this specification. The contractor shall furnish 
all test programs necessary to adequately test the CCC. Government-furnished 
equipment will not be provided for factory acceptance tests, except any 
deliverable items under the contract may be used. 

4.2.2 Factory Acceptance Tests,- Factor:i; acceptance tests shall be divided 
into four sections: 

(a) Quality Control Inspection 

(b) Functional Tescs 

(c) Radio-Interference and Susceptibility Tests 

(d) Pre-Delivery Exercise 

4.2.2.1 Quality Control Insnection.- This inspection shall include all 
checks and tests deemed necessary to ascertain that the equipment meets 
highest commercial standards and all applicable req1ri.rements of this and 
reference specifications. 

4.2.2.2 Functional Tests.- The contractor shall 
with applicable sections of this specification, 
unit tests and integrated system tests. 

demonstrate compliance 
Tests shall consist of 

4.2.2.3 Radio-Frequency Interference and Susceptibility Tests.- The 
contractor sr1all demonstrate that the equipment will satisfy the basic 
limits of interference and susceptibility tests as specified in 4.3.2, 
4.3,4.1.1, 4.3.4.1.2, and 4.3.4.2 of MIL-I-266oo (USAF) and Amendment 
No. 2 thereto, 

4.2.2.4 Factory Acceptance Exercise.- The CCC shall be exercised for a 
nunirnu.~ period of 120 consecutive hours, meeting all specified requirements 
under existing ambient conditions of temperature and humidity. Maintenance 
schedules and allowable errors for this factory acceptance exercise will 
be decermined when the check list of·recommended test titles, description:;;, 
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and data to be taken (see 3.11.8) is submitted. During the factory ac
ceptance exercise the CCC shall be operated at the upper workload limit of 
high capacity (3.6.1.l) for a minimum aggregate time of l2 hours per 24-
hcur period, and at the upper workload limit of medium capacity (3.6.l.l) 
for a minimum aggregate time of 6 hours per 24-hour period, The CCC shaJ.1 
be tested for a total of 6 hours with its power supplies adjusted for low 
margin voltage, 6 hours with its power supplies adjusted for high margin 
voltage, and for ,6 hours with its power supplies adjusted so as to make the 
system most susceptible to electrical noise. The remainder of the 120-llour 
period shall be with its power supplies adjusted for normal voltage, 

4.2.2.4.l Test Routines.- The contractor shall prepare and debug adequate 
computer programs to exercise the equipment as described in 4.2.2.4 and 
collect the statistical information required in 4.2.2.4.3. These programs 
shall exercise all technical features of the equipment, all logic blocks, 
all computer commands, all data transfer channels, and all error checking 
circuits under worst case data conditions where known. A11 programs shall 
be supplied on magnetic tape and punched cards. 

4.2.2.4.2 Reconfiguration Check.- A program shall be prepared, debugged 
and successfully run on the CCC to demonstrate reconfiguration. Recognizing 
that the final program for reconfiguration will be interwoven with the 
executive control and operational programs, the program prepared for this 
reconfig-Jration check need on::.y c'ccmonstrate reconfiguration on the following 
simplified basis, As failures of elements are simulated, the program shall 
cause the CCC to "fail-safely", i.e., as elements fail they are deactivated 
and the program shall readjust the roles of the active and redundant elements 
so that operation is maintained at the same level as prior to the failure, 
As failed elements are returned to service, with suitable manual notification 
if required, the system shall return to normal system redunda.nt/active 
element status. The Government inspector shall be able to drop or return 
elements at will during_ this test as long as two or more elements of the 
same type are not down simultaneously. Transition times shall be in accord
ance with 3.6.3.2. Additionally, as the failure of more than one element 
of the same type is· simulated, the p:rogram shall provide an indication of the 
configuration status so that a status table of operable elements is available 
in shared memory at all times. 

4.2.2.4.3 Error-Recording Routine.- An error-recording routine shall be 
provided which furnishes a printout of at least the following: 

(a) Running time of routine and running time to failure; 

(b) The routine in which the error occurred; 

(c) The instruction on which the error occurred; and 

(d) Contents of all registers. 
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For errors which do not set indicators advising monitoring person...~el of each 
error, the following additional information will be required: 

(a) An indication of error with as much data as practical 
related to error type and source; 

(b) Data or results that should have been obtained on the 
erronous data or performance actually obtained; and 

(c) Such other information as might be important for counting 
and evaluating errors. 

4.2.2.4.4 Program Counter.- After each pass through each series of computer 
routines, the following printouts shall occur: 

(a) Pass number; and 

(b) Elapsed running time. 

4.2.3 Preliminary Acceptance Tests.- Preliminary acceptance tests shall be 
conducted after installation (3,9) and consist of all or portions of tests 
specified by the test specification (3,11.8) or other tests as required to 
show compliance with specified requirements, 

4.2.4 Test Program Documentation.- Each program which is used in the 
acceptance test shall be documented with the following information: 

(a) English language description of program and its purpose) 

(b) Syrribolic listing of operating instructions; 

(c) Expected printouts under normal conditions and expected 
printouts 1mO.er error conditions; 

(d) Flow chart; and 

( e ) Running time. 

4.2.4.1 Delivery.- Two reproducibles and eight copies of the test program 
documentation shall be delivered to the COTR thirty days prior to factory 
acceptance tests. 

4.2.5 Software Acceutance Tests,- Software acceptance tests shall be 
conducted as part of the functional acceptance tests. However, the uelivery 
of software shall be in accordance with schedules stated in section 3,7, 

4.2.6 Test Records,- The contractor shall record complete and accurate 
information during the test on suitable data sheets or in log books, 
including the following information for each error: 
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(a) Unit name and serial number; 

(b) Error number; 

(c) Date and time of error incidence; 

(d) Time of recovery; 

(e) Complete description of error; and 

(f) Type of error (detected or undetected). 

FAA-ER-6o6-063 

4.3 Maintenance Records.- During pre-test debugging prior to and during 
factory and preliminary acceptance tests, a complete maintenance log which 
lists all malfunctions, their location iq the system, and how they are 
repaired shall be kept. Odd situations, such as cases in which malfunctions 
disappear for reasons not clearly understood, shall also be recorded, Three 
copies of this record shall be furnished to the COTR at the completion 
of preliminary acceptance tests. 

4.4 Test Eouinment.- The contractor shall provide contractor-owned test 
equipment for contractor-performed factory and preliminary acceptance tests, 
except off-line test equipment to be provided in accordance with 3.8.3.4 
may be used. 

405 Ins~ection of Design and Fabrication Status~- Upon request from FA.A, 
the contractor shall make available for review at his plant, at any stage 
of the contract, all information regarding the design and fabrication status 
of the equipment being manufactured to this specification. 

4.6 Notification of Readiness for Inspection.- Notification of readiness for 
inspection shall be sent to the FAA Corrtracting Officer's Technical Represent
ative at least ten days.prior to the desired inspection start date. 

4.7 Facilities for FAA Inspector.- When an FAA inspector is assigned for 
resident duty (two weeks or longer) at a contractor's or sub-contractor'.s 
plant, the contractor or sub-contractor shall provide the FAA inspector with 
a desk and file cabinet (With a lock on each), a typewriter, use of telephone 
(located. at the desk) for official business in con.~ection with the contract 
(cost of long-distance calls made by the inspector to be borne by FAA), and 
sufficient working space to permit him to perform his required duties 
adequately. Similar facilities·, shall be afforded inspectors assigned for 
periods of 1 to 13 days except that the file cabinet is not required, 

5. PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY 

5.1 General,- The contractor shall make all arrangements for shipment and 
delivery of the/equipment and other contract items, FOB destination, 
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6. NOTES 

6.1 Appendices 

Appendix A: Detennination of Adjustment Factors for Computing 
Time, Progra..~ Length, and Data Length 

Appendix B: Data Processing Tables for the 325 Flight 
Configuration ---------

Table B-la - Primary Storage Chart, Flight Plan Processing 
Table B-lb - Primary Storage Chart, Surveillance Processing 
Table B-lc - Primary Storage- Chart, Output Processing 
Table B-2a - Input/Output Transfers, Flight Plan Processing 
Table B-2b - Input/Output Transfers, Surveillance Processing 
Table B-2c - Input/Output Transfers, Output Processing 
Table B-3a - Timing Data, Flight Plan Processing 
Table B-3b - Timing D.ata, Surveillance Processing 
Table B-3c - Timing Data, Ou~put Processing 
Table B-4 - Number and Characteristics of External 

Devices--325 Flight Configuration 

Appendix C: Data Processing Tables for the 200 Flight Configuration 

Table C-la - Primary Storage Chart, Flight Plan Processing 
Table C-lb - Primary Storage Chart, Surveillance Processing 
Table C-lc - Primary Storage Chart, Output Processing 
Table C-2a - Input/Output Transfers, Flight Plan Processing 
Table C-2b - Input/Output Transfers, Surveillance Processing 
Table C-2c - Input/Output Transfers, Output Processing 
Table C-3a - Timing Data, Flight Plan Processing 
.Table C-3b - Timing Data, Surveillance Prm::essing 
Table c:3c - Timing Data, Output Processing 
Table C-4 - Number and Characteristics of External 

Devices--200 Flight Configuration 

Appendix D: Data Processing Tables for the 100 Flight Configuration 

Table D-la - Primary Storage Chart, Input and Surveil
lance Processing 

Table D-lb - Primary Storage Chart, Output Processing 
Table D-2a - Input/Output Transfers, Input and 

Surveillance 
Table D-2b - Input/Output Transfers, Output Processing 
Table D-3a - Timing Data, Input and Surveillance 

Processing 
Table D-3b - Timing Data, Output Processing 
Table D-4 - Number and Characteristics of External 

Devices--100 Flight Configuration 
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Appendix E: Description of Data Processing Functions 

Appendix F: Technical Proposal Format and Content 

6.2 Definitions 

Active Element - See 3,6.2.4 

Computer-Oriented Peripheral Device - A peripheral device of 

EJ.ement 

Fail. Sa.feJ.y 

Fail. SoftJ.y 

Mean Down Time 
(MDT) 

Mean Up Time 
(MUT) 

Mode Change 

Mode FaiJ.ure 

Mode of 
Operation 

Non-CJ.earing 
Error 

Off-the-SheJ.f 

Redundant 
EJ.ement1 

a type that is commonly used with computers 
and which would normally be procured from a 

•.computer manufacturer, e.g., card punch, card 
reader, magnetic tape unit, 

- Any portion of the CCC system which, under program 
control, may be deactivated and replaced by an 
identical redundant portion. 

- Operation unaffected by an element failure by 
virtue of activation of a redundant element. 
See.3.6.1 

- A reduction in the rate at which ATC functions are 
performed and/or the dropping of less vital filnct
ions as necessitated by the failure of an eJ.ement 
for which no redundant element is available. See 
3.6.1 

- See 3.6.2.7 

:.- See 3. 6.2. 7 

- See 3.6.2.3 

- See 3,6.2,2 

- See 3,6.2.1 

- An error that persists when the operation is 
repeated a second time. 

- See 3.2.1.1 

- See 3,6.2.5 and 3,8.2,1.2 
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Self-Clearing 
Error - An error that disappears when the operation 

is repeated a second ti.me, 

System-Oriented 
Peripheral 
Device 

- A peripheral device, provided by the Government, 
having special requirements not satisfied by 
computer-oriented peripheral devices, e.g., 
RVDP, plan-position and tabular displays. 

Transient 
Failure· 

6.3 Alphabetical Index 

- See 3.6.2,6 

Title Par8£iraph 

Acceptance Tests 4.2 

Alternative to Buffering on Drums 3.4.1.l 

Applicable Documents 2. 

Bounds of the CCC 3.1.2 

Cables 3.12 

Card Punch 3.2.1.9,3 

Card Reader 3.2.1.9.2 

Computer-Oriented Peripheral Devices 3.2.1.9 

Conditional Operations 3.3.2.4 

Configuration for 325 Flights 3.5.1 

Configuration for 200 Flights 3.5.2 

Configuration for 100 Flights 3.5.3 

Control and Maintenance Elements 3.2.1.10 

Data Flow 3.3.2.3 

Data Processing Functions, Organization, 
and Loads 3.3 

Deliverable Items 1.2 

,Detailed Reliability Requirements 3.6.3 

~ 

36 

15 

3 

4 

35 

9 

9 

8 

13 

17 

17 

17 

9 

13 

11 

l 

20 



Title -
Design and Construction 

Design Data 

Documentation 

Diurnal Load Variations 

Error-Detection Logic 

Expandability 

.Factory Acceptance Tests 

Hardware Requirements 

Inputting and Outputting 

I/O Channel Capabilities 

Instruction Book& 

Installation 

Magnetic Tapes 

Maintenance Definitions 

Maintenance Log 

Maintenance ProgrBlllS 

Maintenance Programs 

Maintenance Requirements 

Maintenance Services 

Mean Down Time--Mean Up Time 

V~an Time Between Failure 

Modular Hardware Design 

Off-Line Maintenance Programs 

Off-Line Test Equipment 

Off-the-Shelf Elements 
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Paragraph ~ 

3.10 30 

3.11.5 31 

3.11 30 

3.6.i.1 18 

3.2.1.10.2 11 

3.2.1.6 8 

4.2.2 36 

j.2. 5 

3.3.2.2 13 

3.2.i. 7 8 

3.11.10 34 

3,9 30 

3.2.i.9.1 8 

3.8.2 25 

3.8.4.l 30 

3.7.3 24 

3.8.3.3 28 

3.8-3 26 

3.8.4 29 

3.6.2.7 20 

3.6.3.5 22 

3.2.i.2 5 

3.8.3.3.2 29 

3.8.3.4 29 

3.2.1.1 5 
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'ritle 

On-Line Maintenance 

On-Line !I.a.intro ance Programs 

Operation at Reduced Demand 

Parity Check Feature 

Peripheral Data Buffer Approach 

Peripheral-Device Adapters 

Power Supply Units 

Preparation for Delivery 

Preventive Maintenance 

Printer 

Programer's Reference Manual 

Quality Assurance Provisions 

Radio-Frequency Interference 

Reconfiguration Check 

Reconfiguration Time After Failures 

Redundancy of CCC-Elements 

Reliability 

Reliability Definitions 

Reliability for Mode Al 

Reliability for Mode Cl 

Sequence of Functioil3 

Service Conditions 

Shared Memory 

Software Support 

Storage, Input/Output, and Computing 
Time Requirements 

Paragraph 

3.8.3.i.1 

3.8.3.3.1 

3,3.2.6 

3.2.i.5 

3.4 

3.4.l 

3.2.2 

5. 

3.8.3.1.3 

3.2.i.9.4 

3.7.2 

4. 

3.2.3 

4.2.2.4.2 

3.6 

3.6.2 

3.6.3.3 

3.6.3.4 

3.3.2.5 

3.14 

3 .2.1.8 

3.7 

27 

28 

14 

7 

15 

15 

ll 

41 

27 

9 

23 

35 

ll 

37 

21 

7 

18 

19 

21 

21 

14 

35 

8 

22 

14 



Title 

Storage Tradeoff s 

System Configuration Requirements 

System ~aintenance Requirements 

System Organization Requirements 

Table Storage 

Test Reports 

Test Specification 

Transient Failure 

~se of Two Types of Data-Processing 
Machines 

Utility System 

Attachments: 

Figures 3-1 and 3-2 
Appendices A through F 

-------0 
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Paragraph Page 

3.3.2.1 13 

3,5 17 

3.8 24 

3.3.2 13 

3.3.3.1 15 

3.11.9 33 

3.ll.8 33 

3.6.2.6 19 

3.2.1.3 6 

3.7.1 22 
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AFPE~IDIX A 

Dl\TERMINATION OF ADJUSTMENT FACTORS FOR COMPUTING TIME, 

PROGRA.'1 LENGTH, AND DATA LENGTH 

1. Surnm~- Each bidder is required to show that each of his proposed 
CCC configurations can ad~quatel;y handle the data-processing loads described 
in this Specification and its appendices. The data-proces?ing requirements 
are formulated in tenns of computing time, program length, and data table 
length that apply to the computer of an existing experimental system, which 
cannot process the auount of data required for the specified peak traffic 
demand within the specified response time. Using the process outlined in 
this appendix, define the adjustment factors that will be used to scale 
to your CCC configurations from the progra.in length, computing time, and 
data wor.d length required in the computer of the experimental system. Each 
proppsed CCC configuration must satisfy the adjusted data-processing 
re~uirements within the specified cycle time of 2.5 seconds. 

2. Sample Problems.- Published data for the effective computing speed of 
commercially available computers are a.11biguous since computing speed as 
such (i.e., execution time of specified instructions) is not of primary 
importance. The ability of the centralprocessor to speedily execute specific 
processing tasks is important. A data-processing problem set has been 
defined, encompassing __ the arithmetic processes iinportant to the data
processing tasks of the air traffic control system. For convenience the 
total problem set is stated as eight short problems, plus other analyses 
of capabilities as defined in sections 8 .1 and 8 .2 of this appendix. The 
eight problems have been coded on the computer of· the experimental system. 
The results--program length and running time--are stated in 3. of this 
appendix. Each bidder must provide the following infonnation in his 
proposal in order to evaluate the capability of his proposed CCC configura
tions to meet the stated workload requirements. 

2 .1 Non-Parallel Processing. - Cod~ each ... probl".111 for pro~essing 'qy, ": ~irig:J,<;:. 

computi[!Jl ... ~!~'.:'.:1.~. ":!:!£.R:i!PP/,.Y .• Jhe:;.;c,.od.ed.sol\iti.q)'); This information will be 
used to reference the computing capability of your computing elements and 
must be supplied regardless of what method of processing you propose for 
your CCC configurations. 

(a) Your coding should be consistent with the size of your 
i primary memor.t element, i.e., if your ;primary memory consists 

of several elements and the element size is small~ it 
is invalid to process all sample probl~11s entirely within 
one element. Distribute the environment for the problem--
where applicable--in serveral elements. I\' 

~~ 
·[;,,Ji.ft"~ ~ tW 
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(b) 

( c) 

( d) 

Calculate or measure the running time for each problem. 

State the running time and progra.~ length for each problem, 
and explain how these were derived. 

Use the results obtaine_d t.rom the nroblems to detine the 
Pro-gr~w:1iri~th (.P:Lfl.F), Computing ':r~'lle . (CTAF),. and. Dat.13- Wor_d 
Length (DLAFf/':dJustinentFactors that appfy fOr sirigle 
comJ;iut:l.ng .. eTanent processing as spec Hied under Sect;ton 5. 
of this appendix. 

2.2 Parallel Processing.- For each configuration tor which the bidder 
proposes parallel processing, the bidder shall determine appropriate 
adjustment factors. These adjustment factors must be determined without 
using any redundant (see 3.6.2.5 of specitication) elements, i.e., the 
redundant elements are assumed to be non-existent tor the purpose of 
determining the computing capacity of a proposed configuration. 

(a) Depending on the proposed executive structure, the bidder 
shall determine adjustment factors tor the proposed 
configurations whereby more than one computing element 
executes only one function simultaneously. 

(b) Alternacely, the bidder shall determine adjustment factors 
that apply to any one computing element when each computing 
element processes a different function simultaneously. 

The bidder is asked to show in detail how he determined these adjustment 
factors. The bidder must acco•mt in both methods for the delay introduced. 
when more than one processor att~~pts to access any shared memory. 

3. Results of Experimental System. - The following table states the results 
ot the problems for the computer of the experimental system. The program 
length includes all necessary constants and masks. On the experimental 
machine, l instruction = l computer word. 
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Problem Running Time Program Length 
(usec) (Instructions) 

Ei xi 

1 4,584 10 

2 918 19 

3 6,868 32 

4 42,612 19 

' 
5 610,768 139 

6 205, 512 41 

7 76, 512 53 

8 4,736 61 

4. Processing Capability of the Experinental System. - The data processor of 
the experimental system is characterizecl as a single-address, fixed binary 
point, single r/o channel, general-purpose, digital processor. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

The processor contains a randorr~access ferrite-core memory of 
approximately 69,000 words. Each word con~ains 32 information 
bits. The basic core cycle time is 6 usec. 

The :processor of the experimental s~,rstem contains four index 
registers. In addition, the right accumulator register can be 
used for address modification. 

The standard instruction execution time is 12 usec with the 
following exceptions: 

(1) Store Class instructions are 18 usec. 

(2) Load Class instructions average 8 usec. 

(3) Branch Class instructions average 6 usec. 
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(4) Multiple instruction takes 16.5 usec, and 

(5) Divide takes 51 usec. 

(d) The instruction repertoire consists of 58 single-address fixed
point instructions. 

(e) All arithmetic registers are split into two registers each with 
15-bits ];iLus sign bit. Arithmetic commands operate on either halt 
of or the full (not coupled) accumulator. 

(f) The processor operates in conjunction with a drum system con
taining a total of 75 cL""Ulll fields. Each field is capable of 
storing 2,048 words. The average access time for a, drum is 10 
milliseconds and word transfer time is 10 usec. 

5. Ad,justment Factors.- For 5.1 (CTAF) and 5.2 (PLAF), determine separate 
adjustment factors using non-parallel processing, and parallel processing if 
proposed. 

5.1 Computing Time Adjustment Factor (CTAF) 

i=l 

where: Ti = running time for problem i on proposed CCC. 

Ei running time for problem i on computer of experimental system. 

5.2 Program Length Adjustment Factor (PLAF) 

8 1/8 

PLAF= Il ~ xi 

i=l 

where: Li program length for problem i on the proposed CCC. 

Xi = program length for problem i on the computer of experimental 
system. 

5. 3 Data Word Length Adjustment Factor (DLAF) 

DLAF = 32 
~--::-.,..~~c---7--,-,~~~~--::-=-:= 
word length of the proposed CCC 
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6. Comment.- Your are allowed reasonable f'r~edom in the manner in which you 
choose to code the sample problems. Thus your coding may be efficient in rur;. 

ning time at the expense of program storage space or vice veras. The capa
b.ilities of a particular CCC complex will dictate the desired emphasis. 

6.1 If' you judge that the stated environment of any problem results in an un
reasonable inefficiency ·for your CCC, you will be allowed to re·state the 
environment before coding and timing the problem. Should the restated en
v:!±onment assume a less densely packed table structure, you must adjust for 
this fact -when determining the DI.AF. In any case, the problem as originally 
stated must be coded, timed, and the results supplied to support your judgment. 

7. Problem Statements.- The eight problems are described below. Each was 
chosen to represent a particular type of data manipulation representative of' 
the data processing tasks of' the air traffic control system .• 

Problem No. l Conditionality Testing and Counting 

2 Character Testing and Moving of' Data 

J Bookkeeping - Transfer Tables 

4 Floating Point Arithmetic 

.f Single Bit Testing 

6 Fixed Point Arithmetic with Byte Manipulation - Dtia.l 
--~ Arithmetic 

I T-wo Bit Testing and Depositing of Data 

8 Indexinc. and Chaining of Data 

8. Data Transfer Capability and Effect on Computing Speed.- The results of' 
this section do not affect any adjustment factors. This data is desired to 
aid only in the evaluation. It is intended to, yield a quick means of grossly 
comparing the data transfer capabilities of' a number of proposed equipment 
configurations. The bidder is asked to supply actual timing data or computed 
times for the stated problems. 

8.1 Input/Output Transfers.- Described below are five input/output transfers. 
Those transfers applicable to your proposed configurations are to be used in 
determining the data asked for in sections 8.1.1 and 8.1.2. 
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(a) Transfer a 6208* word block of data starting from 1008 on 
drum field XX to core memory. The data is to be placed 
in core memory locations 208 thr~ 6378 . At the time the 
I/O command is given assume that the drum read heads are 
just passing over location 1018. 

(b) Transfer a 6208 word block of data starting from location 
64D8 in core memory to drums. The data is to be placed 
in drum locations 208 thru 6378 on drum field YY. At the 
time the I/O command is given assume that the drum write 
heads are just passing over location 218' 

( c) Write a 6208 word record on tape drive #1. 
in core memory locations 14603 thru 22773• 
the tape is at the load point. 

llie data is 
Assume that 

( d) Transfer a 6208 word block of data f.rom any other bulk 
storage medium, other than drums or tapes, proposed in 
your system into core memory locations 23008 thru 3ll 73, 
For purposes of calculating transfer time assume average 
access time to this storage device. 

(e) Transfer a 6208 word block of data contained in core memory 
locations 31208 thru 37373 to any other bulk storage medium, 
other than drums or tapes, proposed in your system. For 
purposes of calculating transfer time assume average access 
time to this storage device. 

8.1.1 Individual Transfer Times.- For each of the five transfers described 
above, which apply to your configuration, you shall calculate the total time 
required to perform the transfer. The total shall include the time required 
from the moment the I/O command is given to the completion of the transfer. 

8.1.2 Simultaneous Transfer Times.- Calculate the minimum time necessary to 
simultaneously complete transfers a, c, and e for each of the three proposed 
system configurations. If any proposed configuration is not capable of 
simultaneous I/O transfers, sum up the times calculated for the individual 
transfers. 

8.2 Effect on Computing Speed Due to Simultaneous Transfer of Data. -··Problem 2 -
Cnaracter Testing and Moving of Data, of section 7. is placed in memory location 
1003 and beyond. Location A and B of that problem shall be 2008 and 24o8, 
respectively. A block of data 150010 words long is to be transferred from 
your secondary storage medium into core memory. 

8.2.1 State the amount of time required to execute problem 2 when the 150010 
word block transfer is started before commencing with problem 2 and continues 
while problem 2 is executed. The data is to be placed in memory location 30Ce, 
and b e;tond . 

* Subscripts indicate number system used. 
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8.2.2 State the amount of time required to execute the probelm 
the date is to be placed in memory location !i-04Do8 and beyond. 
anticipated that problem 2 will be finished before the transfer 

of 8.2.l when 
(It is 
is completed.) 
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Problem l - Conditionality Testing and Counting 

Consider a multi-block parallel table with 100 entries. In one 
block there is a one-bit item called INDI. In the low order 
6-8 bits (choose a number convenient to your machine) o.f another 
block is a counter, CNTR. For each entry in which INDI = 1 and 
CNTR is not all l's add 1 to CNTR. Time the case for processing 
the 100 entries when. 

a) Entries 0 through 29 have INDI = 0, CNTR = 0 

b) Entries 30 through 59 have INDI = 1, CNTR =all l's 

c) Entries 60 through 99 have INDI = 1, CNTR ~all l's 

SUGGESTED FLOW DIAGRAM: 

L- - __ JW 

SET UP 
FOR 100 
CASES 

lNDin = l 7 

ES 

CNTR all 
n 

ones? 

ADD ONE 

TO CNTR 
n 

100 CASES 
DONE 7 

EXIT 

NO 
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At location A. there is a st.ring of riot mor·e than 15 cbara(t12rs 
c:ndi.ng with the character 11

/
11

• E11cb character will bf' 6-8 bits. 
(Choose a numbe.r convenient to y0ur rr.fl.chine.) Move the string 
excluding the 11

/
11 to location B, and leave the character count 

in an index regist~r. Time the case where 10 characters precede 
the slash. 

!'_UGGESTED FLOW DIAGRAM: 

START 
Set Ix Reg 
tn ZERO 

,....----------;;'I, -,) 

GE.T ;.;t,XT 
CHARACTER FROM 

LOCATION A 

f 

IS IT 
A SLASH ? 

STORE IN 
NEXT SLOT IN 

LOCATION B 

ADD ONE TO Ix REG 
SET UP FOR NEXT 

CHARACTER 

J 

YES 

EXIT 
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I 
I 

-AlO·-

Problem l - Bookkeeping - Transfer Tables 

Consider a two-block (block A and block B) parallel table 
with 10 entries each. For each entry in block A and its 
corresponding entry in block B find the leftmost 1 bit of 
the nexclusive or11 combination of t.he two entries. Clear 
the corresponding bit of the entry in block A to positive 
zero and transfer to a subroutine corresponding to this 
bit position. T'ne environment consists of: 

ENTRY BLOCK A BLOCK B 

0 llllll. •. 111 111100000 ••• 000 
l 111111. •• 111 111110000 ••• 000 
2 111111. •• 111 111111000 .•• 000 
3 111111. .• lll 111111100 .•• ooo 
4 111111. •. lll l! 1111110 .•• 000 
5 000000 •.• 000 00000000011111 ••. 111 
6 000000 ••• ooo 0000000000111 l. .. 111 
7 000000 ••. 000 00000000000111 •.. 111 
8 000000 .•• 000 00000000000011 ... 111 
9 000000 •.. 000 00000000000001. .. 111 

NOTE: Analysis of the stated environment shows that 
only the leftmost 14 bits are significant. 
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I 
I 
I 
! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
l 
I 
I 
I 
L 

-All· 

SUGGESTED ~ DIAGRA.'1: (Problem 3) 

I 
I 
I 
I 
r 
I 
L 

SET UP 
FOR TEN CASES 

IxR m 

- - ~!. 

COMPUTE LOGICAL 
PRODUCTIEXCLUSIVE 0 0R") 

OF A AND B 
m m 

1 
RESET COUNTER 

AND IxR n 

-- - -:.::r 

Bit " l 7 YES n '"""-:;;:;...~~~~~ 

ADD ONE TO COUNTER 
SET UP FOR NEXT BIT 

- - - - -
SET TO POSITIVE ZERO THE 
CORRESPONDING Bit of A 

n m 

-...:...-- - -
10 WORDS 

DONE? 

'$f YES 

(..__E_xr_r~). 
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SUGGESTED ALTERNATE FLOW DIAGRAM: (Problem 3) 

I 
I 
l 
I 

---------· 

ADD ONE TO 
COUNTER 
SET UP FO 

' '1' 

of 

0? 

YES 

SET UP FOR 
TEN CASES 
lxR m 

RESET COUNTER 
AND IxR n 

Bit
0 

of 

Word A = 0? 

Bit of 
n NO 

Word B = l ?·. 

I 

I 
I 
[ 

-,..~-~--------rES '-----------..:0,...-.;;; 

I 
I 
I 
j 

L __ 

RESET 
CORRESPONDING 
Bit of A 

c 

n m 

GO TO 
SUBROUTINE 

AND 
REI'URN 

TEN WORDS 

DONE? 

:Si ES 

EXIT ) 
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Problem~ ~ Floating Point Arithmetic 

Consider an 8-block table with 100 entries, For every entry A 1 B, 
C, D, E, and F are full nonnalized floating point numbers located 
in block 1 through 6 respectively. For every entry find: 

G = (A-Bl
2 

and store in block 7. Compute 

H = (G/E) xF 

and store the result in block 8. Assume that all necessary 
11 preshifting" is within the free r"ing:e of your computer.- If the 

time required to execute floating point instructions is a variable 
in your machine, choose entries A, B, C, .n, E, and F such that the 
average instruction execution time is obtained. 
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Problem 2 - Single Bit Testino: 

The table environment consists of: 

TABLE l -- 40 Registers 

l 2 3 4 
K Q N S 

5 6 7 8 

ITEM VALUES FOR TABLE I 

REGISTERS KQNS MANU MPRI 

0-19 200 ... 219 0 2 

20-24 220.,. 224 0 l 

25-29 225 ••. 229 l l 

30- 39 . 230 ••• 239 0 l 

SPRI 

0 

0 

0 

l 

n =word length of your computer. All unmarked bits 
contain information which must not be destroyed. 
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TABLE 11 ·· 500 Registers (Problem 5) 

s 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 SS~ TSTS I L R A L IIII >> Q~4L..i 
u..~~U} 
~ 'l'. Ill 
.)( ~ If) v 

Block l 

.~~~ s 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

ASEP _L _L l u R A L T 
~}.. 

~ ~~ Ir) 
~Q) VJ 

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14" 

P T C H 

n o word length of your computer. All unmarked bits contain 
information which must not be destroyed. 



ITEM VALUES FOR TABLl, _o_! (Problem 5) 

IBGI STER ( s) I APR I I ASEP I BABY I css 1 I KDFP I KFPS I LRAL I ~1AMA I PTCH I SSFP I SUS 1 I TSTS I URAL 

0-197 I 1 I I I 1 I I 1 I I I I I I 1 I 200 

197-199 I I I I I I I 1 I I I I 1 I I t 
·-+----J-1--' 

200- 219 I I I I I I I 1 I I I I I 1 

220 2 5 

221-224 2 7 

225 2 1 
1-------1-+--I --++--

226 2 5 

227-229 2 l 
f--------f--l---+-~+--1-----+--+--+----l---+--+----l---+--+-+--

230-232 2 l 
f--~~-t---t---J-~+---t~-+-~--t-~t---t-~-t-~+------t~-+---+-1-

233-234 1 2 2 

235-236 

1237-239 I I I I I I T2 I 200 I l I I . I I I t-
2 . 200 

240-248 1 

I 249-309 
o----·-+--+--+----+----<----+--+---+---+---~--+~-1-~f----H-

1 l 

310-359 

360-399 

400-436 

437-439 

440-476 

477-479 

480-489 

490-499 

l 

J 
I r 
I 

l 
-r 
I 

'¥ 

1 1 l 

1 7 

l l l 

1 l 

l 6 

l 6 

6 I I 
l LI 

(Blank spaces equivalent to positive zero) 

~ 
"' 'i' 
"' 0 

"' • 0 

"' w 

• :>-
~ 

"' • 
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l1 Registers TSl TS12 (Problem 5) 

'"'55~ s l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 --·····-···--· 
T E M P 0 R A R y S T 0 R A GE 

--1 

n = word length of your computer. 
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Problem 5 - Problem Statement -. 
1.0 ln all cases Set to check MPRl for n cases• n • 40 

* 1. l If MPRI ' n l Go to 1.14 

1. 2 If MPRl = l Set: TS! = n n 
TS2 = KQNSn 

**TS3 TS12 = 0 

1.3 lf SPR10 = 0 Set: TS3 = 1 

1.3 .1 If MANU
0 0 Set: MPRI 0 0 

1. 3. 2 If MANU0 1 Set: MPRin 2 

TS4 = 1 

1.4 lr rSPRI 0 1 Set: MPRI 0 = 2 

TS4 = 1 

1.5 If SSFPKQNSn = 1 £E Set: MPRl = 0 
n 

If SUSlKQNSn = l £E Go to 1.14 

If TSTSKQNS = 7 
n 

1.6 Other'wise Set: APRIKQNSn = 0 

TSS = LRALKQNS 
n 

TS6 URALKQNSn 

l. 7 lf BABYKQNS = 1 £E Set: TS7 PTCHKQNSn 
l. 

If M&'1AKQNSn 

1.8 If TSS = TS6 Go to 1.14 

l. 9 Otherwise Set: TSS TSS ASEP
0 

TS9 = TS6 + ASEPn 

1.10 If CSSIKQNSn = 1 Go to 1.13 

1.11 If TSTSKQNSn 0 or 6 Set: TSlO = 1 

Go to 1.13 

* Subscripts indicate values used to get relative location in tables. 

** TS = Temporary Storage, all items stored in temporary storage are to 
be stored right justified. 
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1.12 Otherwise Set TSlO • 2 

l.13 In all cases Set up to check k channels. k - 500 

l.13.l IF KFPSk = l and Set: TSll = k 

If KDFPk = 0 and 

If SSFPk = 0 and 

If SUSik = 0 and 

If TSTSk • 7 

l.13.2 If CSSlk = l Go to l.13.5 

l.13. 3 If TSTSk = 0 or 6 Set: TS12 • l 

Go to 1.13.5 

l.13.4 Otherwise Set TS12 = 2 

1.13.5 If TSll = 0 or KQNSn Go to 1.13. 7 
or PTCHn 

l.13. 6 Otherwise Go to Subroutine A, 
Return to 1.13. 7 

l.13.7 If 500 channels have Then: Set for next channel 
not been checked Go to l.13.l 

l.14 If 40 cases have not been checked Then: Set for next case 

Go to 1.1 

l .15 Otherwise EXIT 
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SUGGESTED FLOW DIAGRAM: (Problem 5) 

§TART 
Set up for 

40 cases 

0--- - - ';.>< 

NO 

' 

MPRI 
n 

TS! = n 

l ? 

TS2 = KQNS0 

S3-TS12=0 

TS3 = l 

MANU=0? 
n 

MPRI = 0 
n I M:::n: 1 c 

--· ,~'-----------

SUSIKQNSn = l 

\ I 
" NO 

Ep l 

TSTSKQNSn = 71 

0 

' '<.'. •! 
_ .... i 

cSO :! 
l ~ 

C0 



SIJCGESTt:D FLOW DIAGRAM: (Problem 5) 

'Continued) -A21-

SET APRlKQNSn 
•• 0 

TSS LR.A!.+cQNfn 
TS6 = UR.Al.KC!i'Sn 

J, 

MAMAKQNS 
n 

= 

YES 
\ 

f ~-----~----1 

~----'x"'&"'s'*(rss = rs6 ? \ 

\_ _ _) 
'.ii NO 

f ITT ~".- "' -
ASEPn 

S6 + 

ASEPn 

If 

CSSIKQNS 
n 

TSTSKQNS 
n 

TSTSKQNS 
n 

= 6 

I NO ,_,, 

SET 
TSlO = 2 

YES 

TSlO 

FM-ER-606-063 

l 

~;;:::::;=--------""'l-:::,.. ___ _; 

0 
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SUGGESTED~ DIAGRAM: (Problem 5) 

(Conti.nued) 

-A22-

SET UP TO 
CHECK 500 
CHANNELS 

0-------. 

KDFPk = 0 7 

I YES 

'l 

SSFPk = 0 

YES 
\/ 

SUSlk = 0 

' 
/ES 

TSTSk # 7? 

YES 

\I 
SET 

TSll = k 

\!f 

G 

NO 

NO 

? NO 

? 

NO 



SUGGESTED FLOW DIAGi\AM: (Problem 5) 

(c;ontj nu .. ' d) 
-1\2.3-

CSSik = l? r'-Y"'ES;;:_ ________ ~ 

NO 
'I/ 

NO 

SET 
TS12 = 2 

SET 

TSl 2 = l 

TSll = 0 ? ).lYw:E"'S'-----------~:J 

TSll = KQNS 1;.,Y:;.;E;;:S:_ __________ ..,:...._~ 

\----.,...,~/ 
,//'o 

sUBROUTINE 

A 

( 

FAA-ER-606-063 

1/ 

500 CHANNELS NO .._ (";\ 
CHECKED? -~ 

.~--c:> 
40 CASES 

CHECKED? 

EXIT ) 

NO-~ 
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* 

Problem~ - ~Point Arithmetic 

The environment consists of: 

500 Registers 

-·~-·-s l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

KPRF KNXF ,. 

Block l* 

ffS 2xF~_4_s_,I ~ I " ,,3~, ~g ?>--1l-26_2_1_2_sy.;~~o----~--~ 

//~ s l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 l 5 \ _n 
CTOF g1?7'.". ) > J:< c;,:J_/:,. 

TABLE r:I l Register 

L s 1 2 3 4 5 
.. ''/ 

.·~'if-'1 

X:?OS, YNS, XF:CP, YFXP are signed numbers. They may be repositioned 
in your computer word if desirable to take advantage of byte manipu
lation and arithmetic. 

n = number of bits in your computer word. All unmarked (shaded) bits 
contain informa.tion that must not be destroyed. 

~~~ ui'· 

) _n ~
I 

> [j 
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Problem £ - Problem Statement 

1.0 For all cases Set up to do n cases. n ~ 500 

* 

1.1 If all cases done 

l.2 If all cases not done 

EXIT 

Set: TSl KPRF * 
n 

TS2 = KNXF
0 

Find: 

x = XFXPTS2 - XFXPTSl 

y = YFXP152 YFXPTSl 

T = CTOFTS2 - CTOFTSl 

• x = (X/T) 

• 
y = (Y/T) 

Tl • TIMO - CTOF 
TSI 

• 
DY = Tl '{ 

Set: Xl'OS = XFXPTSl ,.. DX 
n 

YPOS = YFXPTSl ,.. DY 
n 

Set up to do next case 

Go to L l 

TSl etc., indicates temporary storage locations. All items stored in 
temporary storage are to be stored right justified. 

Subscripts indicate values used to get relative locations within a table~ 
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Problem 2 - Two~ Testing and Deposi~ing of Data 

The environment consists of: 

500 Registers 

II 
12 13 14 15 16. 

~~ .;·,, KTTB ~~:?·, 

Register 0-124 KTTB 
Register 125-249 KTTB 
Register 250-374 KTTB 
Register 375-499 KTTB 

TABL; .!l -- 500 Registers 

500 Re 0 isters 

500 Registers 

n =-word length of. your computer. All unmarked (i.e., shaded) 
bits contain information which must not be destroyed. 

= 0 
= 
= 2 

3 
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Problem 1 · Problem Statement 

l.O In all cases Set up to test n cases· n "' 500 

* 

1.1 If through 500 cases 

1.2 If not through 500 cases 

* 1.2.l If KTTB = ~ 
n 

1. 2. 2 If KITB • l 
n 

l. 2. 3 If KTTB 2 
n 

l. 2.4 If KTTB 3 
n 

EXIT 

Set: 

Set: 

Set: 

Set: 

n = Relative location of data within its table. 

ITEM l = 10 
n 

ITEM 2 = 100 
n 

ITEM 3 = 300 
n 

Go to l. l 

ITEM l 20 
n 

ITEM 2 = 200 
n 

ITEM 3 = 400 
n 

Go to 1.1 

ITEM l = 30 
n 

ITEM 2 = 300 
n 

ITEM 3 500 
n 

Go to 1.1 

ITEM l = 40 
n 

ITEM 2 = 400 
n 

ITEM 3 

" 
= 600 

""'I;: "-"" 'l - Ii 
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SUGGESTED FLOW DIAGRAM: (Problem 7) 

-

\'f 
s 

Item 1 
Item 2 I Item 3 

l 
I 
I 

ET 

n 

n 

-

= 10 

= 100 

= 300 

L __ 

- -
= 0 

= 

SET 
Item ln = 
Item 2n = 
Item 3n = 

SET UP 
FOR 500 CASES 

-

l 

20 
200 
400 

IxR n 

~ 

KTTB = ? 
n 

Item 
Item 
Item 

500 CASES 
DONE~ 

YES 

EXIT 

= 3 

= 2 

ii !1 
SET SET 

ln = 30 Item ln • 40 
2n = 300 Item 2n = 400 

3n = 500 Item 3n = 600 
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Problem ~ A Indexing and Chaining Q:;. ~ata 

The environment consists of: 

TABLE l lQ Registers 

s 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

TNFX I KFFA 

TABLE ll 10 Registers 

15 16 

~11 . 

s 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12131415 16 

KPOS .' 

TABLE fil lQ Registers 

FAA-ER-606-063 

~5~ 
/( 

'>' ~ >S ~! 

s l 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 11 12 u 14 15 16 ) S G 
i........11.J·'·~KE:.::;XT::__jt'.U....::::..··.fu:!ii;.<I11.__ _ _::::KP~RF-----1I_~.J.: F~~~;:,,, ) ) [ZjJ 

~ 
K 

250 Registers 

s l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
13 14 15 lj 

1;< ~j 
KRAD I KNXA c >) '~t 

~ 
'{ 

~. 
TABLE Y. Temporary Storage TS1-TS4 

1· 
s 3 4 6 11 12 13 14 15 16 / fj 1 2 5 7 8 9 10 

)) n T E M P 0 RA R y s T 0 R A G E 

n = word length of your computer. All unmarked bits contain 
information which must not be destroyed. 



REGISTERS KEXT KFFA 

0 2 31 

1 4 180 

2 1 126 

3 . 7 111 

4 3 100 

5 4 223 

6 5 172 

7 7 211 

8 1 162 

9 2 230 

ITEM VALUES fOR TAbLES l, 11, Ill (Problem 8) 

. 

KPOS KPRF TNFG TNFX 

* 36 * arbitrary constant 

249 

126 

113 

188 

190 
-

172 

231 

162 

' 199 

f 
~ 
' "' 0 

"' • 0 

"' ..., 

' r:, 
0 

• 
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ITEM VALUES FOR TABLE IV (Problem 8) 

REGISTER Kl.AX KNXA KRAD 

31 0 36 50 

36 0 152 

37 l 0 

100 0 114 

111 0 112 

112 0 113 

113 l 0 

114 0 188 

126 0 127 

127 0 37 

151 0 153 

152 l 0 

153 1 0 

154 0 

161 0 249 

162 0 182 

172 0 l 73 

173 l 0 

180 0 161 

182- 0 

188 0 198 

190 0 151 

196 0 231 

198 l 0 

199 0 210 

200 l 0 

209 1 0 

210 0 209 

211 0 196 

223 0 224 

224 0 190 

230 0 199 

231 0 154 ~ 249 0 200 
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Problem~ • Problem Statement 

l.O In all cases 

All 

* 

1.1 In all cases 

1.2 If KLAXTS 2 = l 

1.2.1 If n cases done 

l.2.2 Otherwise 

l.3 If KL.1.X.rs2 = 0 

1.3.l If KEXT = 2 
n 

1•3.2 If KEXT 4 
n 

l.3.3 If KEXT 7 
n 

l.3.4 Otherwise 

Subroutines Return to l.4 

l.4 In all cases 

l.4. l If ACC = negative 

l.4. 2 If ACC = positive 

l.5 In all cases 

-A32· 

Set to check KFFA for n cases. n 

Set: TNFl<,i * = 0 

** TSl KFFA
0 

TS2 = KNXAKFFA 
n 

EXIT 

Set for next case 
Go to l.l 

Set: TS3 = KPRF 
n 

TS4 = KRADTS3 

Go to Subroutine A (Exit 

Go to Subroutine B (Exit 

Set: ACC = KPOS 
n 

(right adjusted) 

Go to Subroutine c (Exit 

Go to Subroutine D (EKit 

Set: TNFG = 0 
n 

Set: TNFG = l 
n 

Set: TS2 KNXAyS2 

Go to !. 2 

with ACC 

with ACC 

with ACC 

with ACC 

Subscripts indicate the relative location of the item within its table. 

** All items stored :in temporary storage are to be stored right justified 

10 

negative) 

positive) 

negative) 

positive) 



SUGGESTED FLOW DIAGRAM (Problem 8) 
··-- ---: -- -A3J .. 

SET UP 
FOR 

lO CASES 

FAA·ER-606-063 

--- --
SET TNFXn = 0 

i~; : ~~~~FFA 
n 

8----

TS3 
TS4 = 

1 
SET 

SUBROUTINE A 

EXIT FR011 SUB
ROUTINE WITH 
ACC NEGATIVE 

N 

=2 

SUBROUTINE B 
EXIT FROM SUB

ROUTINE WITH 
ACC POSITIVE 

KLAlt.rs 2 
1? 

10 CASES DONE? 

(...__E_xI_T _) 

I 

? 

SET 
ACC to KPOS 

n 

SUBROUTINE C 
EXIT FROM SUB-

--·-
I 

_J 

SUBROUTINE C 
EXIT FROI'! SUB
ROUTINE WITH 

CC P SIT V 
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SUGGESTED FLOW DIAGRAM (Problem 8 · continued) 

0 
4' 
I 
L 

SET 
TNFG = 0 

n 

SET 

TS2 = KNXATSZ 

SET 
TNFG = l 

n 
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A.PPEN:JJX B 

DA:J:A PROCESSING TABLES FOR 'l'HE 325 FLIGHT CONFIGURATION 

-71';'.-..:;D:::ec;:s:::c:,;:rc:i"'p:..:t;;:i:.:oo:.;n:.....:o:.::f;-:D:..:a::.t::.;a;:_;C:,o::.;n::.t::.;a::;i;::· n::.e::.;d"-'1"'· n,,_T;:,a;:-b:..:l::.e:;c:.s.;-. - The following paragraphs describe 
the data contained in each column of the data processing tables which are 
included in this appendix~-~ 

1,1 Primary Storage (Tables B-la, b, and c).- These tables present the 
primary storage required during the operation of each function. 

(a) Program Length. - The length of all programs and common program 
routines required to perform a function is listed. The capital 
letter under Program Length represents a program routine 
common to several functions. The value for this shared program 
routine will be found in paragraph 1.4--Legend for Tables. 
::£b..;; .!'!J':.!.e.;:l, .. ).engt\! .<Jf .. progr,§:lll§. a,n.S: ..... PI'.()ilr!'~ ..• r<J~~i!l<:.~. ~PI'±!~9: !;()! 
s_~bolic . codin!> .. ~ No higher order programming language was 
useirl:TI'""tne···eiCperimental system. The required length of 
programs and program routi.nes is to be adjusted ·1/.sing the ad
justment factor PLAF (see Appendix A) . 

(b) Data Table Storage.- The Data Table Storage column lists the 
sum of static and dynamic tables to which the function requires 
access. Each of the capital letters under Data Table Storage 
represents a data block corrmon to several functions. (See 
Paragraph 1.4) These common data blocks are identified so that 
requirements for conmmnication between primary and bulk storage 
can be determined consistent with the function sequence of a 
particular data processing organization. The small letter n 
represents controlled flight load and identifies those tables 
which may be processed in several passes. Exercising the 
option to execnte a function in several passes will imply 
reduced primary storage requirements. The data tables are 
based on a 32-bit word, and their length may be assumed to be 
inversely proportional to word length. 

(c) Working Table Stora.gee- The stated amount of table storage is 
required for data manipulation internal to the stated 
function. This working storage is required in addition to 
listed Peripheral Data Storage requirements. The working 
tables are temporary, i.e., they lose all value when the 
function has been completed. The working storage tables are 
based on a 32-bit word, and their length may be assumed to be 
inversely proportional to word length. 
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(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

Peripher,al Data Storage.- For every listed function, the amount 
of Peripheral Data Storage refers to the size of the input or 
output table required; the table size is based on the assumption 
that the entire peripheral table will be transferred to or 
from an external buffer. If all buffering is done external to the 
CCC, the peripheral table space is temporary. If primary stor"<>e 
is used for internal buffering, the stated storage must be per
manently reserved for this purpose; thus, primary memory must 
have space allocated for the sum of all internal buffere~ 
peripheral tables during the operati-;;n-of every function (see 
section 3,4). 

Executive Control.- It is expected that those portions of the 
Executive Control function, concerned with the execution of 
operational functions and related I/O operations, will remain 
permanently in primary storage. Occasional executive functions, 
such as reliability mode control, recovery routines, etc., 
may or may not be allocated permanently in primary storage. The 
exact size of the Executive Control function is determined by the 
design of a data processing organization appropriate to a 
specific CCC hardware confi€)lration. Since the storage require• 
ments of the Executive Control function of the experimentaJ. 
system would not be significant for the CCC, this data is 
omitted from the tables. The bidder must estimate and include 
this functional storage requirement in accordance with the 
instructions given him in this specification (see Appendix F). 

Next Function Environment.- T"ne storage allocated to ·the next 
function to be executed may vary from zero, with attendant 
operating time penalty incurred as a result of waiting until 
the next function and its environment are transferred into 
primary storage, to the totality of remaining programs and 
tables, if a choice is made to subE.titute primary storage for 
all bulk storage. This data is not given for the experimental 
system since it would not be meaningful for the system design 
chosen for the CCC. 

Bulk Storage.- The Bulk Storage requirement should be determined 
as a result of trade-offs e.mong I/O time, primary storage, and 
bulk storage. 

l.2 Input/Output Transfers (Tables B-2a, b, and c). - Certain I/0 transfers 
are mand.story as a result of system peripheral devices and recording require• 
ments. other I/O transfers, specifically to and from bulk storage, are 
design options dependent on trade-offs among primary storage, bulk storage, 
and r/o time. Data is presented for both types of transfer. 

(a) Perinheral Data.- For every listed function, the amount of 
peripheral data which must be transferred in or out is listed. 
The size of the data block is based on a 32-bit word, and may 
be assumed to be inversely proportional to word length. 
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This data from the experimental system is based on the existence 
of external drum buffers for all system peripheral devices. Data 
to permit consideration of alternate approaches is presented in 
section 3.4. 

(b) Recorded Data.- The stated amount of data nm.st be transferred tram 
primary storage to magnetic tape or other bulk storage medium 
af'ter the function has been completed to satisfy safe data and 
legal recording req~irements. The size of the data block is 
based on a 32-bit word and may be assumed to be inversely 
proportional to word length. 

(c) Program Transfer.- AB a design option, any or all programs may 
be transferred from bulk storage into primary storage for 
execution. Required program length may be adjusted if it can 
be shown that the proposed CCC has a more effective instruction 
repertoire than that of the experimental system processor (see 
Appendix iJ . 

(d) Data Tables-Transfer In.- As a design option, any or all data 
tables may be transferred from built storage into primary storage 
for execution of a given fUnction. The se~uence of functions 
will determine which tables may remain in primary storage from 
the execution of one function to the next. Exercising the 
option to execute a function in several passes will iroply several 
(smaJ.ler) data table transfers per function. Data tables are 
based on a 32-bit word, and their length may be assumed to be 
inversely proportional to word length. 

(e) Data Tables-Transfer Out.- Data tables that are transferred in 
and modified nm.st subsequently be transferred out. For transfer 
purposes, it is assumed that a data table is modified in its 
entirety even though data for certain flights may remain unchanged. 

l. 3 Timing Data (Tables B-3a, b, and c). - The effect:l,~~ •. ~c.Q!!lJ?M,1;.:\;J!Jil •• ,\".E~!:!l: •. g£,,,1;1l~ 
proposed CCC nm.st guarantee that the cycle for 1;1,le ,gj,V,eI1 .. 1it:"'ff:h9 ... <:ll"~\i .. S.a!'\ ... Rl" 
completed in 2. 5 seconds:······ ..... 

_,._,2 ~, · "", •.• ,,.,"'"-::·;-;_,,7~,.-,.,"'"n"'f<'·'"'"'"'· .,,,, 

(a) Computing Time Per Cycle.- The computing time required for every 
function is approximated with a single expression. This computing 
time does not account for any transfer time requirements, nor 
does it aceount for the effect Of transfers on Computing Speed. 
The computing time is referenced to 80,000 operations per second 
(see Appendix A). 

Any function that is processed in several passes (i.e., several 
successive operations on subsets of the total flights within a 
single cycle) should be assumed to require no'additional overhead 
computing time. The computing time per pass should be derived 
from the expression in the table that states the time as a 
function of flight load. 

J 
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(b) 

(c) 

Non-overlapped Transfer Time.- Non-overlapped I/O time, including 
1'bree.k-in11 memory cycles, must be accounted for so that the 2.5 
second cycle time is not exceeded. The a.mount of this time will 
depend on trade-offs among primary storage, bulk storage, and 
I/O capability. 

Executive Control.- The portion of the Executive Control operating 
time allocable to a specific function is not given for the experi
mental system but must be estimated in accordance with the data 
in this specification and the results must be included in the 
operating time requirement. 

l.4 Legend For Tables (325 flight con:fi!:!!lration) 

n = number of controlled flights. 

Shared Data Tables (32-bit words) 

A= 96n 
A1 = 3Tn 
~ = l9n 
A-, = 24n 
~ = 9n 

B = 58n (total) 
Bl = 34n 

C = 46n 
C1 = l2n 
~ = 5n 
C3 = 5n 
C4 = 3n 
c5 = 2n 
c6 = 8n 
c7 = 4n 
ca = 4n 
c9 = 2n 

Shared Program Routines (registers) 

D = lOn 
D1 = ln 
J:l2 = 2n 
D3 = 3n 
D4 = 2n 

E = 600 + 4n 

F = 5n 
Fl= 2n 

G = 5n 

I = 700 

y = 500 NOTE: Commas imply "The Sum Of". Time 
information is stated in milliseconds. 

l.5 Ex;planation of Data in Table B~4~Number and characteristics of External. 
Devices 

(a) Maximum Number of Devices.- The numbers provided in Table B-4 
are dependent upon the 100 percent peak load figure, or in the 
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case of processed radar data and interfacility messages, the 
maximum number of radars or adjacent facilities which transmit 
information to the control center. For output of interfacility 
messages, a cormnon data channel is assumed to connect with each 
adjacent facility with appropriate addressing of messages. 

The data in Table B-4 is based upon 325 flights (n = 325) and 
a··· confioi center .cordigured wTt!i34 c611trolse~~ors;·s:Pl8:1111irig 
tea.ms, 8 flight data entry Pof3i:U0ns, l~ se":rch/beacon raa.ars, 
an2CB!l.d.,j,,..9en1; faciliti.e.'i .. with a.at!l.cfillnl1ef col1neet1on·;··· Each 
contror sector and planning t~am is equipped with two (2) push
button entry devices, and one (l) alphanumeric keyboard and an 
on-demand printer. Each planning team is equipped with a high
speed printer. Each search/beacon radar connects to the control 
center with three data channels to provide sufficient capacity for 
transmission of processed raa.ar data messages. 

(b) Complete Information Message Length for Each Device. - The nuniber 
listed in this column of Tables B-4 represents the nuniber of bits 
or characters which define a single message or that amount of 
information which must be available to allow complete processing 
by the appropriate computer program. 

(c) Maximum Transmission Rate of Each Device.- The number listed in this 
column of Table B-4 is the maximum transmission rate assumed for 
each of the devices listed. 

(d) Maximum Amount of Information for Each T 
for which Buffer Storage external, internal or combination 
must be Provided During Each 2.5 Second Cycle.- The nuniber 
listed in this column of Table B-4 is based upon the following: 

(1) Processed Radar Data 

The amount of data which can accumulate in 2.5 seconds if 
the three channels from each radar are transmitting at 
the maximum rate. 

(2) Controller Pushbutton 

The amount of information which will have accumulated prior 
to interpretation if each entry device completes a maximum 
length message in the same 2.5 second cycle. 

(3) Alphanumeric Keyboard 

The amount of information which will have accumulated prior 
to interpretation if one-half ofthe keyboards are permitted 
simultaneous entry and each of these keyboards completes a 
maximum length message in the same 2.5 second cycle. 
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(4) Interfacility Inputs 

The amount of information which will have accumu.la.ted in 
2.5 seconds if each of the adjacent facility channels is 
transmitting at the maximum rate. 

(5) High-speed Printer 

The amount of information which n/100 printers can accept 
in 2.5 seconds, each operating at the maximum rate. The 
n/100 printers will be operating simultaneously when the 
average length of a printout is 150 Tl'Y information words. 
Each operating printer will generate n/40 messages of 15 
TTY words each. 

(6) On-Demand Printer 

The amount of information making up complete messages which 
must be generated for transmission to 3n/50 printers, each 
operating at the maximum rate. The 3n/50 printers will 
be operating simultaneously when the demand for printouts 
peaks at twd:ce the average demand and each printout message 
averages 17 Tl'Y words of information. 

(7) Interfacility Outputs 

The maximum amount of information which can be transmitted 
by the output channel in 2.5 seconds. 

(e) Average Amount of Information Transmitted for Each Type of Input 
or Output During Each 2.5 Second Cycle.- The numbers listed in 
this column of Tables B-4, c-4, and D-4 are based upon the average 
amount o:f information generated by the environment in which the 
CCC operates. Each type of input and output is expressed as a 
:function of traffic load, n. With appropriate increase to account 
for overhead data peculiar to a proposed solution for the peri
pheral data buffer problem, the numbers in this column will be 
used to determine peripheral data transfer requirements for all 
outputs and for any inputs which will be internally buffered. 

t Trans:fer and Approach. - See paragraph 1. 6 ff in 
a discussion o:f I 0 transfers and buffering which is also appropriate 



PRIMARY STORAGE CHART 

FLIGHT PLAN PROCESSil!G 

FUNCTIONS PROGRAM LENGTH DATA TABLE WORKING TABLE 
m:cRAGE STORAGE 

" 

CONTROI.LER 18oc,Y 4oo,6n, 200 
INPUTS A4, Bl' DJ, ~' 

cl' c2, c3' c4, 
C5, F, a; I ~/~'/; \ lf+ 11'J;) 

-'-

ALPHA 13400,Y 6000, llOO 
NUMERIC 
INPUTS A, B, C, H 

-

FIX-TIME 2600 400, 200 
DEI'ERMINATION 

A, C, F, H 

FIIGHT PLAN 38oc,Y 300, n, 200 
DYNAMICS 

t~~l' ~' H), - Q.i._~C...:u_C Cc; 
v ·.· ----~ 

~ 

/ CONFLICT • ) 4400 300, 1500 
DETECTION 

~ ) A, C, D, H 

ASSOCIATION 1 
1200 300, b('1!,~,F,H), 200 

CHECKING l 
'b(c11c2,c

3
,c4,C5) 

l 
- FLOW 1000 300, 'b(4n,A, c), 800 

CONTROL 1 
. 

b(D11 D2, D3,) 

TABLE B- la 

PERIPHERAL Column Headings 
DATA STORAGE for Executive Con-

trol, Next 
200 Function Environ-

ment, and Bulk 
Storage are 
omitted 

4300 

--

--

--

--

--

~ 
I 

!;) 
• 
°' ~ 
' ~ 

w 

I 

El 
I 



PR1MARY STORAGE CHART 

SURVEILIANCE PROCESSING 

DATA TABLE WORKING TABLE 
.1' ' J1lQG1Wiliffi.l;!~ 11'lD13;1.G1'0 S'.\'ilEAQE 

RADAR 3900 500, 2600 
INP\Jr E, F, G, I 
PROCESSING 

i 1f'--~~'--':. -J- 1256 
= 

1200) 
--

AUTOMATIC F, G, I n 
TRACKING 

~/ \ <"">)'.:i'.::-t-1 ,--: 

PROXIMITY c~/-, n, --
WARNillG t(D:i_,F1) 

--~-~" -----· 

--'· 

____ ,,,_ 

"' "'' 

TABLE B - lb 

PERIPHERAL Column Headings 
_DAT~ for Executive Con-

trol, Next 8500 Function Environ-
ment, and Bulk 
Storage are 
omitted 

--

--

--

,, ____ 

j 

5', 
I 

~ 
I 

!ii 
• 
°' if. 
• 
if. w 



PRIMARY STORAGE CHART 

OUTPUT PROCESSING TABLE B - .Le 

[ FUNCTIONS PROGRAM ] DATA TAB .. LE WORKillG TABLE PERIPB.ERAI, DATA Column Heading;-·-· 
l . LENG'l'!l STORAGE. STORAGE . . S'IDRAGE for Executive Con-r I ··-~·'j~-- ··- •I ""'*" if-_ ™!Ge#:e 

PLAN POSITION 
DISPLAY 
GENERATION 

TABULAR 
DISPLAY 
GEN'ERATION 

6600 800,n 23n 
trol, Next 
Functfon Environ-
ment J and BtLlk 
Storage are 

4. --!-- -··---J _Jomitte"._ __ ~. ----~ 

10001 2n, 
C1,C2, C3, C4, 
c5, E, F! R 

' 

j(Al'A2,~), 
1 

5000 800 2o 

°3(B,C,F) 

1--------ll--------+- ·- t-·------·-·-·-~·· ~-f-..--·····-~···---······----

ON DEMAND 
PRINTER 
OUTPUTS 

3300 1300,30, Au,A5 , 
B, c1,c3, c6, 
C3,IJ2,D4 

800 2o 

r---------ll--------+---·----+---------+-- -~~--~---····-----

AUTOMATIC 
PRIN'TER 
OlJ.rPUTS 

3300 3o, !i• A2, A , 
B,C,E 3 

1200 30 

r--------tJ!--------+-------+-·------+---------'1----------l 
INTERFACILITY 
OUTP'J:rS 

3000 190,B 400 n 

I 

$ 
• 

~ 
I 

·-· t,;I 
' 
~ 
I 

~ 
VJ 

--.~~------

L-- _J 



INPUT/OUTPUT TRANSFERS 

FLIGHT PLAN PROCESSING 

FUNCTIONS MANDATORY TRANSFERS DESIGN OFTIONS 

DATA TABLES 
PERIPHERAL DATA RECORDED DATA PROGRAM TRANSFER TRANSFER IN 

CONTROLLER 200 200,n 18oO,Y 400,6n,J\,B1, 
INPUTS Di,Jl;?,?.,C2,C3, 

c
4
,c

5
, ,G, I 

ALPHA-NUMERIC 4300 l00,0.08A, 13400,Y 6000,A,B,C,H 
INPlJl'S o.l7B, p.o4c 

--
FIX-TIME n 2600 400,A,C,F,H 
DEJ'ERMINATION 

FLIGHT PLAN -- 0.25(Ai,~), 38oO,Y 300,n,~(A1,A:e,H), 
DYNAMICS t(C1,C2,C31C4J 

0.25(Ct'C2,C3, 05) 
C4,C2? 

CONFLICT -- D 4400 300, 
DEJ'ECTION A,C,D,H 

ASSOCIATION -- n 1200 300, 
CHECKING 1/6(Ai,A:e,F,H), 

1/6(c1,e:e,c3,c4, 
C5) 

FWW CONTROL -- n 1000 300, 
l/6?4n,A,C), 
1/6 Di,D2,D3) 

TABLE B - 2a 

DATA TABLES 
TRANSFER our 

6n,Dt,D
6
,F,G,I, 

Cl' 2' 3' C4, 
c5 

1400, A,B,C 

A,C,F 

n, 
tCA1,fv;>), 
2(C1,c2 ,c3,c4,C~ 

~,C3,C7,C8, 
D 

1/6(~,F), 
1/6( 1,c2,c3,c4, 
C5) 

1/6(4n} 

I 

}'] 
0 
I 

..., 
s;:: 
' tll 
' °' 0 

°' ' 0 

°' '-" 



INPUT/OUTPUT TRANSFERS 

SURVEILLANCE PROCESSING 

FUNCTIONS MANDATORY TRANSFERS DESIGN OPrIONS 

DATA TABLES 
PERIPHERAL DATA RECORDED DATA PROGRAM TRANSFER TRANSFER IN 

RADAR INPur 8500 1400,I 3900 500,E, F, G, I 
PROCESSING 

AlJI'OMATIC -- F,G 1200 F,G,I 
TRACKING 

PROXIl1ITY -- n 600 n, 
WARNING HD1,F1) 

'.l.'ABLE B - 2b 

DATA TABLES 
TRANSFER our 

500,E,F,G,I 

F,G,I 

n 

--------- - -

~ 
I 

~ • 
~ 
I g; 
°' I 

~ 
CA> 



MANDATORY 

PERIPHERAI 
_Il!NGT IONS ..12AIA 

Plan Position 
Display 23n 
Generation 

Tabular Display Zn 
Generation 

On-Demand 
Printer n 
Outputs 

Automatic 
Printer 3n 
Out-Puts 

Inter facility n 
Outputs 

INPUT./OUTPUT TRANSFERS 
OUTPUT PROCESSING 

TRANSFERS 

RECORDED PROGRAM 
DATA TR 

n 6600 

2n 5000 
' ' 

n 3300 

n 3300 

2n 3000 

I 

-

DESIGN OPTIONS -
DATA TABLES 
'1'11 <\NSFfill IR 

1000,2n, 
C1,C2,:3,C4,C5, 
E,F,H 

l/3(Al Az A3), 
' ' l/3(B,C,F) 

1300, 3n, 
A4,As,B, 
Ci,C3,C6,C8,D2,D< 

·~· 

3n, 
Al ,A2 ,A3, 
B,C,F 

19n, 
B 

···-·-· ----

" ----~-~vp~~~ 

DATA TABLES 
'J:RANSFER OUT 

1000,Zn, 
C1,C2,C3_C4,C5, 
E 

l/3(C1,Cz,C4' 
C6,C7,C9 ), 

1/3F 

--------

Dz,D4 

--------~--· -··--····--
3n, 
C3 ,c1., C3, C9 

-----~--

~~~~~-.--

-·-· ---·--------··-

-·--·~--···-------

--~~~ 

I 

~ 
I 

'"1 
;;::: 
I 

gj 
I 

?!;' 
°' I 
0 

"' '·" 



TABLE B-3a 
TIMING DA'iA 

FLIGHT PIAN PROCESSING 

··-COMPUTING TIME TRANSFER TJME 
FUNCTIONS PER CYCLE(MS) TOTAL NON-OVERLAPPED EXECUTIVE CONTROL 

Controller 
Inputs 12,0.18n 

Alphanumeric 
Inputs l.Sn 

Fix-Time 
Determination 0.5n 

Flight Plan 
Dynamics 4.45n 

Conflict 
Detection lln 

Association 
Checking 2.5,0.06n 

' ) ,,,, 

Flow 
Control O. l7n 

'---------·--- . --·--· - -----·-·--·-----·-·--·---·-·-·--·-·.,·-- ------~--. --~~---L. ••..•••. ·-·~-- - -~~---·--.. ··----~- ----------------.. ~-

• t; 
I 

>rJ 
5;: 
' gg 
' §: 
' 0 

CT\ 
w 



TK!lLE ll~JD 
TIMING DATA 

SURVEILLANCE PROCESSING 

"·''"''"" 

COMPUTING TIME TRANSFER TIME 
JC PFR r.vrrn IL JiON;!) \IERL lt:.I <lLJ.:.!.. 

Radar Input 
Processing 2.3n 

Automatic 
Tracking 2.0n 

~ 
Proximity 

.,. 
I 

Warning 13,0.0Sn 

(millisec.) 

~ 
_c • 

gj 
• 
~ 
• 
~ ...., 



COMPUTING TIME 
FUNCTIONS PER CYCLE .. 
Plan Position 
Display 4.3n 
Generation 

Tabular Display 
Generation 0.67n 

On-Demand 
Printer 
Outputs 0.4n 

Automatic Printe1 
Outputs l.On 

,Interfacility 
outputs O.ln 

(millisec.) 

··---- ~,~- ___ , __ "--~------., 

TIMING DATA 

OUTPUT PROCESSING 

TRANSFER TIME 
TOTAL NON-OVERLAPPED 

------

TABLE B-3c 

EXECUTIVE CONTROL 

~ 

' \:! 
"' I 

~ 
' gj 
' g 
• 0 

"' w 



r- ~3"-rE OODWATIOll I ""~=- M~XTIUM A.~Dl.l11T OF' INFOIWiA~H.:~- ;.1\-;.;---r--
S'roR~E (~lAL, INI'ERNAL, OR C'fi.t1,IHA.7!01i) T!V.-1(~~~ FOR 'V.CH 7Yi'f' ;'l' 
K:'S'!'.' BE PROVIIllll IXl"'RING EAC'rl 2. 5 &::COND TIIB:i: OR OOTRlT WRING ~;Ar:)! 

·1 
' 
, ___ _ !!X'I'ER.\:.\I, IJ£.'VICE 

OR Qf.ArelEL 
~ MJl_'(IM!JM WJ:GER MESSAGE LENGTH FOP. I MISSION AA'ZE OF t OF DEVIC'"..:S EACH DEVICE EACH DINI1,..'E 

TYPE 1:-r nm.rr oR OIJl'PJT FOR 'WR!.':!' KIFFSr~ I AVEMGE AmtJNT er Dfi'"Q~.t';:•r1~'' 

C'ict.E 2, 5 G~C!ID CYCLE ---i 
~ 

Prn<:e11sed p.a;d ... r !>l.t.e. (t'or 
t:-;'!;.l!;rle, phc:m<J line data link) 

0;:,:'.ltroll!'r P'..I$hbutton {for 
e~rle? lC m..:-:!•tles of 10-15 
P'..i.-:~,<•utton..s <esch}f!. 

§•'>en1.cleri~ r~~:rboard {for 
"'~"'-.;.ple, Telet:rpevrlter) 

!J:;t .• ~rf~ilit~· (for e=:Ple, 
:;i.<<-'!t'; Line dili:.a link} 

!£!.:.cll-Sp:-.::d Pd.;o;iter 

~ 15 A.RSR' 11 I 53-79 bi.ts I 2400 bits/au~~ 
II and ASR's I Pf:r_chntmP.l er I ' =ts/ee~ . 

I r::1··"' 

270 x 103 bit!J 

3.3 x 103 bits 

II 
68 ' 12-"8 bi" l m:s/2,' •ex"1 I 

, I , --
111 o2 2-'>l Tl'Y• wd• (7 I I 
JI 't"lY Ws avg) \ lOO 'I'I"l~ vds/rr:'m I 630 '!TY* woNs 

!I ·8 2-'>l TIT• ~"'' 'I 21,,X> blt•/••o I 48 x wJ bit< 
1 I (5 TI'Y wds m.'fg} I , 

' t---------~-----------------------~----' 
7 

42 

10-30 TTY* vds 
(.15 'ITY* '\Ids avg) 

I I ! - -
JO J"fti< w<is/mi4 [_!2_ 1 3(i)o "' 3 n , f n I 'jf: 

! I J...'"IOj ~ ·- .... 
JITX:I "' 1 n 

2 Tl'r* ;;ordo> 

O.ln. x 10) bits 

n bi~ 

o.o4n TIP wo:rJs 

2n bits 

I 
1 ... 
i~ 

i 
I 

~-0-:=.d ~:inter (for e=ple, 
~el~i;ri".lter; 

2-96 TTY"" words 
(17 Tl'!* vds avg) 

100 ']!;~I-" vds/min [fr] 12 ~ ~ n*** 'ITY* -.;urJs 
r,,,J .100 •• L i.o6J ~ S TI'"i* vortla If 

i 

~i::.t..er!:acill t:r i for P.llB.lllpl.e, 
::iv::i~ ltn<: Ga.ta link 

1 2-30 'l'l'Y* vds (5 
Tl'Y* lids avg) 

;;::ico bits/s~c G :.c: 103 bits 

~------- ---~------~ - ___ , 
-;o.Tsi~~)'1~--''-"-"lt"'~ ;T!'"i) •.Jord "' fi•te 6·bit 

!..'.:!~'cr.:;a.•,icn ~·':i>::">.:::t<l!'S 

Nt.JMIJ.ER Ali:J CHA..~C'fi'.RISTICS OF EYT..:?.R!J. DF.VICES - 325 fii.ght Contigui-a.tion 

~.'.~ S.-4 

,....:;,,_.,.._nd1s.g urr. the ct.s.r:r.cteris':ics of the Peripheral
>:.-£·•-~<~£: Al:!.er:ter ud'1itio::isJ. <1torag .. for data. \illed to 
';•):l',:-:·l t!:,r. <:.1:o;_<;;;Zi~ and ~!ml:">S of O'Jtpu.-.~ 'JJ£.,j' be 
~u~<--<!. 

2n bits 

--
,,._Bu:"fer ts.bl!': cap!'1city excef'ds 

cha...'U!el <:'l.p\r:it.;;- to ~liiiit reasomble 
J:P<:SJ&g'? queue, 

l""'-Y ~ SIJJr..t- IHI Radar C.ontroller 
Keyboe.l"d (,;e-e 'l"ables C-4- Wld D-4). 

~ 
J 
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APPENDIX C 

DATA PROCESSING TABLES FOR THE 200 FLIGHT CONFIGURATION 

1. Description of Data Contained in Tables.- The following paragraphs describe 
the data contained in each column of the data processing tables that are included 
in this appendix • 

.• 1 Primary Stora e Tables C-la, b, and c).- The descriptive comments on 
Primary Storage in paragraph 1.1, items a through (g), of Appendix Bare 
applicable here. The legend for this appendix appears in paragraph 1.4. 

1.2 Input Output Transfers Tables C-2a b, and c).- The descriptive comments 
on Input Output Transfers in paragraph 1. 2, i terns a) through ( e ), of Appendix B 
are applicable here. See legend in paragraph 1.4. 

1.3 Timing Data (Tables C-3a, b, and c).- The descriptive comments on Timing 
Data in paragraph 1.3, items (a) through (c), of Appendix Bare applicable here. 
See legend in paragraph 1.4. 

1.4 Legend for Tables (200 flight configuration) 

Dynamic Tables (n = number of controlled flights) 

A = 18n 
B = 63n 
B1 = 5n 
B2 = 44n 
C = 2ln 
C1 = 7n 
c2 = lOn 
E = 4n+6oc 
F = 5n 
F1 = n 
G = 6n 
H = 300 
I = 700 

NOTE: Commas imply "The Sum Of". Time information is stated in milliseconds. 
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1.5 Number and Characteristics of External Devices.- So that alternative solutions 
to the peripheral data storage and transfer problem can be considered for the 200 
flight configuration, Table C-4 summarizes the number and data characteristics of 
individual external devices by type. The plan-position displays are excluded from 
this summary since it is assumed that the display generation will involve the use 
of external buffers. 

The following describes the information provided in Table C-4 for each type of 
peripheral data input and output. 

(a) Maximum Number of Devices.- The number provided is dependent 
upon the 100 per cent peak load figure; or in the case of pro
cessed radar data and inter-facility messages, the maximum 
number of radars or adjacent facilities which transmit informa
tion to the control center. For output of inter-facility mes
sages, a common data channel is assumed·to connect each 
adjacent facility with appropriate addressing of messages. 

(b) 

The_ data In. Table c-4 is based upon 100 per cent peak load of 
200 :flights {ri = 200} aridc(jn1:,rol .center. C(Jnfigured with 34 
radar .. "Confrof positions, 34 sector controllers, 10 Flight 
Data Entry position;>,JL:9earch/beacon radars, and 6 adjacent 
:f'ii:crrrrties .... wftn data channel connection. Each radar control 
position l.s eqhlpped witlr·one (IJ radar.controller keyboard, 
and each sector control position is e~uipped with one (1) 
computer update entry device, one (1) flight strip printer, 
and one (1) flight strip update display device. Each search/ 
beacon radar connects to the control center with three data 
channels to provide sufficient capacity for transmission of 
processed radar data messages. 

Complete Information Message Length for Each Device.- The 
number listed in this column of Table C-4 represents the 
number of bits or characters which define a single message or 
that amount of information which must be available to allow 
complete processing by the appropriate computer program .. 

(c) Maximum Transmission Rate of Each Device.- The number listed in 
this column of Table C-4 is the maximum transmission rate 
assumed for each of the devices listed. 

(d) Maximum Amount of Information for Each 
Which Buffer Stora e external internal or combination Must Be 
Provided Durin Each 2. Second C cle.- The number listed in this 
column of Table C- is based upon the following: 
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(1) Processed Radar Data.- The amount of data which can accumulate 
in 2.5 seconds if the three channels from each radar are 
transmitting at the maximum rate. 

(2) Radar Controller Keyboard.- The amount of information which 
will have accumulated prior to interpretation if each entry 
device completes a maximum length message in the same 2.5 
second cycle. 

(3) Alphanumeric Keypoard Inputs.- The amount of information which 
will have accumulated prior to interpretation if all the key
boards are permitted simultaneous entry and each of the key
boards completes a maximum length message in the $ame 2.5 
second cycle. 

(4) Computer Update Entry Device.- The amount of information 
which will have accumulated prior to interpretation if all 
the entry devices are permitted simultaneous entry and a 
maximum length message is completed with each of the 
devices in the same 2.5 second cycle. 

(5) Inter-facility Inputs.- The amount of information which will 
have accumulated in 2.5 seconds if each of the adjacent 
facility channels is transmitting at the maximum rate. 

(6) Flight Strip Printer.- The amount of information making up 
complete flight strips which must be generated for trans
mission to [n/9Q) printers, each operating at the maximum 
rate. !E/90J printers wiJ.l be operating simultaneously 
when the demand for printing flight strips peaks at twice 
the average demand and each strip averages 120 characters 
of information. 

(T) On-Demand Printer .. - The amount of information making up 
complete messages which must be generated for transmission 
to (Q.2ori) printers, each operating at the maximum rate. 
The [Q.02ij) printers will be operating simultaneously when 
the de11E.nd for printouts peaks at twice the average demand 
and each printout 'message averages TO characters of 
information. 

(8) Flight Strip Update Display.- The amount of information 
making up complete displays which must be generated for 
transmission if an output is demanded for each display in 
the same 2.5 second cycle. 

(9) Inter-facility Outputs.- The maximum amount of' information 
which can be transmitted by the output channel in 2.5 seconds. 
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(e) Average Amount of Information Transmitted for Each '.I'ype of Input or 
Output During Each 2.5 Second Cycle.- The number listed in this 
column of Table c-4 is baaed upon the average amount of information 
generated by the environment in which the CCC operates. Each type 
of input and output is expressed as a function of traffic load, n. 
With appropriate increase to account for overhead data peculiar 
to a proposed solution for the peripheral data buffer problem, the 
number in this column will be used to determine peripheral data 
transfer requirements for all outputs and for any inputs whicn will 
be internally buffered. 

1.6 Input/Output Transfer and Buffering Approach.- The number and type of 
external devices are assumed to be constant with respect to traffic load, hence 
all maximum requirements for input buffer storage are treated as being 
independent of the traffic load, n. Except for inter-facility outputs, all 
maximum requirements for output buffer storage are proportional to traffic 
load. Demand for outputs in excess of the peak amount provided for would be 
serviced as capacity becomes available. 

1.6.1 Since each function will be executed only once per 2.5 second cycle and 
most inputs/outputs will be batch processed, every solution to the peripheral, 
data buffer problem must provide for the maximum amount of information listed 
in Table C-4 whether this storage is provided internally in primary memory, 
externally on drums or other storage media, or in some combination. 

1.6.2 Information storage may be only a part of the total buffer storage re
quired. The characteristics of a proposed buffer system and related logic may 
require additional storage for data used to control the addressing and timing 
of outputs, and to tag the source of input data on less than a complete mes
sage basis. For example, the 'drum buffering sub-system of the expertl:mental ATC 
system allows for storage of four 6-bit information characters of high-speed 
and on-demand printer outputs ~or each 32-bit computer word. Provision must 
be made for storing the overhead data as well as information data in any solu
tion to the peripheral data storage and transfer problem. 

1.6.3 The entry in Table C-1 for peripheral data storage associated with any 
function is the sum of the maximum amount of information required to be buffered 
during a 2.5 second cycle (from Table C-4) and the overhead data associated with 
that infonnation, 

1.6.4 In addition, since Table C-2 is based upon an approach to buffering where 
all inputs are entirely externally buffered, the entry for Mandatory Transfer 
Peripheral Data associated with any function is also the sum of the maximum amount 
of information required to be buffered during a 2.5 second cycle (from Table C-4) 
and the overhead data associated with that information. For outputs, and for 
inputs in the case where inputs are internally buffered, the Mandatory Transfer 
Peripheral Data entry;of Table C-2 would be the average amount of information 
plus associated overhead data transmitted for each type of input or output dur 
ing each 2.5 seconc cycle. 



PROGRAM DATA WORKING 
FUNCTIONS TABLE TABLE LENGTH 

STORAGE STORAGE 

ALPHA- 3200, 
NUMERIC 9200 A,B,C,H 500 
INPUTS 

FIX-TIME 400, n, 
COMPUTA- 4200 A,B,C, 200 
TIONS §,_H 

PRIMARY STORAGE CHART 

FLIGHT PLAN PROCESSING 

PERIPHERAL 
DATA EXECU'rIVE 

STORAGE CONTROL 

3100 

---

TABLE C-la 

NEXT. 
FUNCTION BUIK 

rn 

~ 

• 0 

Y' 

~ 
• fil 
' "' ~ 
' ~ 

w 



PROGRAM 
DATA llORKING 

FUNCTIONS TABLE TABLE 
LENGTH 

STORAGE STORAGE 

CONTROLLER 
1800 

400, 2n, 
INPUTS C2,F,G,l --~ 

RADAR 
3700 

400,n. 
2000 

INPOTS E."F,.G~I 

TRACKING 1300 n,F,G n 

PRIMAR'l STORAGE CHART 

SURVEILLANCE PROCESSING 

PERIPHERAL 
DATA EXECUTIVE 

STORAGE CONTROL 

300 

4500 

. 

-

TABLE C-lb 

NEXT 
FUNCTION BUIK 
ENVIRON. STORAGE 

~ 
~ 
I 

& 
"' b 
& 

• 
~ • 



PRO GRAN 
DATA WORKING 

FUNCTIONS TABLE TABLE LENGTH STORAGE STORAGE 

PLAN 1600~n, 
POSITION 4600 C,E,F 200 
DISPLAYS 

ON-DEMAND 200,2n, 
PRINTER 2900 B,Cz 200 

STRIP 
PRINTING 1200 200, n, 200 
AND B 
UPDATING 

INTER-
FACILITY 900 2n,B, 200 
OUTPUTS G 

PRIMARY STORAGE fHART 

OUTPUT PROCESSING 
ERIPHERAL 

DATA EXECUTIVE 
STORAGE CONTROL 

17n 

' n 

Jn 

.n 

TABLE C-lc 

NEXT I FUNCTION BULK 
ENVIRON. STORAGE 

' -'1 
I 

>.j 

~ 
' ~ 
I 

/ii 
(J\ 
I 
0 
(J\ 
w 



FUNCTIONS II MANDATORY TRANSFERS 
PERIPHERAL I RECORDED 

.. PATA DAJA 

I ALPHA-
NUMERIC II 3100 I 100. 
INPUTS O. l 7B, 

FIX-TIME ll I _!)_. :4C 
COMPUTAl'ION I -- \<A,C) 

INPUT/OUTPUT TRANSFERS 

FI..IGHT PI.AN PROCESSING 

DESI_GJ! OPTIONS 

PROGRAM I DATA TAJlLESI DATA TABLE~ 
TRANSFER TRANSFER r_N\ TRANSFER oti\> 

9200 

4200 

TABLE C-2a 

3200, 
A,B,C,H 

400,n,. 
A,B,C,~,H 

800, 
A;B,C 

AiB,C 

-

~ 
~ 
I 

& 
"' 6 
{]; 

I 

R> 
' 
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MANDATORY TRANSFERS 
FUNCTIONS PERIPHERAL RECORDED 

DATA DATA 

CONTROLLER 300 300,n 
INPUTS 

RADAR 4500 500,I 
INPUTS 

TRACKING F,G, -
. 

INPUT/OUTPUT TRANSFERS 

SURVEILLAl'lCE PROCESSING 
DESIGN OPTIONS 

PROGRAM DATA TABLES 
TRANSFER TRANSFER IN 

. 1800 400,2n, 
c2 tF,G,I 

3700 400,n, 
E,F ,G, I 

1300 n, 
F,G 

TABLE C-2b 

DATA TABLES 
TRANSFER OUT 

200,2n, 
C2 ,F,G,l 

300, 
E,F,G,I 

F,G 

• 
2 
• 

~ 
~ 
' & 
"" b 
{I; 
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MANDATORY TRANSFERS 
FUNCTIONS PERIPHERAL RECORDED 

DATA DATA 

PLAN 
POSITION 17n n 
DISPLAY 

ON-DEMAND-
PRINTER 

n n 

STRIP 
PRINTING 
AND 

n 
n 

UPDATING 

INTER-
FACILITY n 2n 
OUTPUTS 

I 

""•-" 

INPUT/OUTPUT TRANSFERS 

OU'f'PO'r PROCESSTI'!G · 

DESIGN OPTIONS 
PROGRAM DATA TABLES 
TRANSFER TRANSFER IN 

1600,n, 
4600 C,K,F 

2900 
200,2n, 
B,C2 

1200 200 ,n, 
B 

2n,B, 
900 c 

I 
TABLE C-20 

DATA TABLES 
TRAN.SFER OUT 

1200, 
n,C1,E 

n 

n 

n 

' 

~ 
~ 
I 

3' 
'[; 
(;," 

I 
n 
t: 
I 



FUNCTIONS COMPUTING 
TIME PER. 

CYCLE 

ALPHA-
NUMERIC l.4n 
INPUTS 

FIX-TIME 
0.9n COMPUTATION 

(millisec) 

TIMING~ 

FLIGHT PLAN PROCESSING 

EXECUTIVE rnANSFER TIME 
CONTROL IDTAL -INoN-OVERLAl'PED 

TABLE c-Ja 

I 
n 
f::: 
I 

~ 
~ 
B-
O'\ 

b a; 



FUNCTIONS 

CONTROLLER 
IM!?UTS 

RADAR 
INPUTS 

TRACKING 

.. 

TIMING DATA 

SURVEILLANCE PROCESSING 

CCMPUTING 
TIME PER EXE=IVE TRANSFER TIME 

CYCLE _J_mil lisec) CONTROL . l'illT><L TNON-OVERIW'PED 

S,0.15n 

2.3n 

2.0n 

-· 

TABLE C-3b 

~ 
gg 
I 

3' 
0\ 
0 
{;} 

I 

~ 
I 



FUNCTIONS 
--

PLAN 
POSITION 
DISPLAY 

ON-DEMAND 
PRINTER 

STRIP 
PRINTING 
AND 
UPDATING 

INTER-
FACILITY 
OUTPUTS 

. ' 

TIMING DATA 

OL"l'PUT PROCESSI!IG 

COMPUTING 
TIME PER EXECUTIVE TRANSFER TlliE 

CYCLE (millisec) 
' 

fI'OTAI. JN9!f-OVERLAPPED 

3.2n 

0.4n 

O.Jn 

I 
O. ln 

TABLE C-3c 

I 

2 
• 

~ 
~ 
& 
°' 6 
8i 



MAXlMJM AMJUN'l' OF INroRMA.TION** FOR FACH 
'XYPE OP INruI! OR OOTfUT FOR WHICH BUF1''ER AVERAGE AMllllfr OP' IlfFORMATION 

OOMPLETE Jm'QRMA.T!aN MAXI!<JM TRAliS- STORAGE (EXTmiAL> Ill'I'ERNAL> OR C(l(SIKATION) 'l'RANSMI'ITEO FOR EACH: TYPE OF 

=DEVICE twaMJMN\lMEER MESSAGE LENGTH FOR MISSION~ OF KJST BE Provmlll WlUliG EACH 2. 5 SECOND IIiRJ'l' OR cmlPUT OORIOO EACH 

OR C!!AJil!EL OJ! DEV!C>S EA.CR m:vICE F.ACH DEVICB crcu 2.5 SEO::lBD CICLE 

-------l . 

Dm1l' 

Processed ~ Date. (for 8 ABSR's 53-79 2.lioo bits/see 1\4. x ~bit• O.h ll lDJ bt.ta 

exampie,. llhone rm data link) per che.!mel or 
'T2:X'} bits/see -

~ Controller Key'board "' """" "'"" a:JO cl>Ar/""' 900""" Q.Jlt cl's&r 

(tor e:xamp1e, Hazeltine 
J\mctional Control Panel) 

Al~u:a:rllriC Ke~ JD 10-l?'.l char lOO 'l'l'I* vds/ l~ ehlLr 0.211 c.hB.r 

Teletypewrl,ter Toi"e:mmple, {70 cllar avg) ""' send pi.rt of 26ASR) 

Computer Up'!a.te Equip:nent "' 16 """" a:JO <!bu/min 6oo ,,,,,. 0.ht char 

(aJE) 

Interf'a.clll~ {:tor exa:mple,_ 6 lD-150 char 24oo bits/see J6 x 103 
bit& O.Jn i::h&r 

J;bone llile ta. Unk) {17 cl18.r avg) 

I 
----------~------- ---------------------1---------- -----------------------~-----------------i 
ou= 

fl!sht StrlE: Printer (:tor 3< '.>)..looo ohar ~ ebs.r/see [ ;o] 1'0 ohar "'~ obar 
O.Tn char 

eJCIUnple, KJ.e:Lnscliiilidt Printer) ( 120 char avg) 

On~Demand Printer (:tor emmple, JD JD-"°° obar lOO'lTX* vds/min [ o.o2n] 4.5 'i:' n eba.r*** 0..2n ~r 

receive pa.rt of 2&sR) (70 char avg} 

n1~t StriE ~te Dis;e:ta.z 
,. 4-17 char 200 char/sec 6oo """'" 

..... -.. 
(for e:m.inple, readout (lD cha.r avg} 

6 x w3 bits Interf'Bcilij! (!or example, i 10-150 c.hB.r 2400 bits/sec O.)a. clttlr 

;bone line !'!.ta llnk} (17 char avg} 

*Teletyp:vriter ('i'l'Y) vord .. five 6.-bit 
in!orme.tion chaxacte:rs~ 

NUMBER A11D ~lCS OF EXTERHAL DEVICES ~ ax> Flight Configuration 

~ble c-'1-

*"*Buffer table capa.ci ty exeeda 
channel ea.pa.city to pelllflit reasoo&ble 
11JCS&&ge queue. 

-Depending upon the ehara-cterlst1cs o-r the Perl-pi;teral 
Ile'rlce Ada.p~er additional storage for data used ·to control 
~ addreeeillg and tim.i:ag or outprt.s Wl!.Y be needed. 

s 
f" 

~ 
t!i 
§! 

i 
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APPENDIX D 

DNrA PROCESSING TABLES FOR THE 100 FLIG!fr CONFIGURATION 

1. Description of Data Contained in Tables.- The following paragraphs 
describe the data contained in each column of the data processing tables 
which are included in this appendix. 

1.1 Prima e (Tables D-la and b .- The descriptive comments on 
Primary Storage in pars.graph 1.1, items a) through (g),, of Appendix B 
are applicable here. The legend for these tables appears in paragraph 1.4 
of this appendix. 

1.2 Input Out ut Transfers (Tables D-2a and b).- The descriptive ccmnnents 
on Input Output Transfers in paragraph 1.2, items (a) through (e), of 
Appendix B are applicable here. See legend in paragraph 1.4. 

1.3 T:lmin Data (Tables D-3a and b .- The descriptive cOlllments on 
Timing Data in paragraph 1.3, items a) though (c), of Appendix B 
are applicable here. See legend in paragraph 1.4. 

1.4 Legend for Tables (100 flight configuration) 

Dyna.mic Tables (n = number ,\:,f controlled flights) 

B = 5n 
C = 5n 

C1= 2n 
C = 3n 

2 
E = 4n+6oo 
F = 5n 
G = 6n 
I = 700 

NarE: COlllmas imply "The Stnn Of". Time information is stated in milliseconds. 

1.5 Number and Characteristics of External Devices.- So that alternative 
solutions to the peripheral data storage and transfer problem can be 
considered for the 100 flight configuration, Table D-4 summarizes the ntnnber 
and data characteristics of individual external devices by type. The plan
position displays are excluded from the summary since it is assumed that 
display generation will involve the use of external buffers. 
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The following describes the information provided in Table D-4 for each 
type of peripheral data input and output: 

(a) Maximum Number of Devices.- The number provided is dependent 
upon the 100 percent peak load figure; or in the case of 
processed radar data and inter-facility messages, the 

(b) 

(c) 

maximum number of radars or adjacent facilities which transmit 
information to the terminal control.facility. 

The data in Table D-4 is based upon a 100 percent peak load 
o:f'IOO flights (n : 100) anO: a terminal cpntrol facility 
configuredwi"th i1 radar control positions, 3 81l:Pervisory 
data entry/out;put stations, 3 short-range ~earch/beacon 
radir;·e.n:a: one long-range search/beacon radar, a,nd. one 
adjacent: center 'l!"ith data channel. connectipn. F.9.ch radar 
control poait:!.on is eCJ.uipped with one (l)"rS:Ci.ar controller 
keyboard. Each supervisory data output station is eCJ,uipped 
with an on-demand printer. The radar video processor for 
each sort-range search/beacon radar is located in the 
terminal control facility. The long-range search/beacon 
radar connects to the facility with three data channels to 
provide sufficient capacity for transmission of processed 
radar data messages. 

Complete Information Message Length for Each.- The number 
listed in this column of Table D-4 represents the number 
of bits or characters which define a single message or that 
amount of information which must be available to allow complete 
processing by the appropriate computer program. 

Maximum Transmission Rate of Each Device.- The number listed 
in this column of Table D-4 is the maximum transmission 
rate assumed for each of the devices listed. 

( d) Maximum A'llount of Information 
Out ut For Which Buff er Stora e 

or 
or 

combination Must 
The number listed 
the following: 

(l) Processed Radar Data 

C le.-

For the long-range search/beacon radar, the amount 
of data which can accumulate in 1.25 seconds if the 
three channels from each radar are transmitting at 
the maximum rate. For "the short-range search/beacon 
i'adars, the amount of data which c.an accumulate in 
1.25 seconds if each of the radar video data processors 
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are handling data of their maximum capacity, It 
should be noted that radar inputs processing is 
assumed to operate twice in each 2. 5 second cycle, 
hence the buffer requirementc· is for that amount of 
data which accumulated in 1.25 seconds. 

(2) Radar Controller Keyboard 

The· amount of information which will have accumulated 
prior to interpretation if each entry device completes 
a maJCimum length message in the same 2.5 second cycle. 

(3) Interfacility Inputs 

The amount of information which will have accumulated 
in 2. 5 seconds if each of the adjacent 'faciU ty 
channels is transmitting at the maximum rate. 

( 4) Supervisory Data Output Printer 

The amount of information making up complete 
supervisory printouts which must be generated for 
transmission no three printers, each operating 
simultaneously at the maximum rate. 

(5) Interfacility Outputs 

The amount of information which will have accumulated 
in 2.5 seconds if each of the adjacent facility 
channel~· is .transmitting at the maximmn rate. 

(e) Average Amount of Information Transmitted for Each Type of 
Input or Output During Each 2.5.second Cycle.- The number 
listed in this column of 'rable D-4 is based upon the average 
amount of information generated by the environment in which 
the CCC operates. Each type of input and output is expressed 
as a function of traffic load, n. With appropriate increase 
to account for overhead data peculiar to a proposed solution 
for the peripheral data buffer problem, the number in this 
column will be used to determine peripheral data transfer 
requirements forall outputs and for any inputs which will 
be internally buffered. 

1.6 Input/Output Transfer and Buffer Apnroach.- The number and type of 
external devices are assumed to be constant with respect to traffic load, 
hence all maJCimum requirements for input buffer storage are treated as 
being ind~pendent of the traffic load, n. Except for interfacility outputs, 
all maximum requirements for output buffer storage are proportional to 
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traffic load. Demand for outputs in excess of the pea.. amount provided for 
would be serviced as capacity becomes available. 

1;6,l Since each function will be executed only once per 2.5 second cycle* 
aiid"iilost inputs/outputs will be batch processed, every solution to the 
peripheral data buffer problem must provide for the maximum amount of 
information listed in Table D~4 whether this storage is provided interna1ly 
in primary memory, externally on drums, or other storage media, or in 
some combination. 

1.6.2 Information storage may be only a part of the total buffer storage 
required. The characteristics of a proposed buffer system and related 
logic may require additional storage for data used to control the address
ing and timing of outputs, and to tag the source of input data on less 
than a complete message basis. For example, the drum buffering sub~system 
of the experimental ATC system allows for storage of four 6-bit information 
characters·of alphanumeric keyboard inputs, and only two 6-bit information 
characters of high-speed and on-demand printer outputs for each 32-bit 
computer word. Provision must be made for storing the overhead data as well 
as information data in any solution to the peripheral data storage and 
transfer problem. 

1.6.3 The entry in Table D-1 for peripheral data storage associated with 
any function is the sum of the maximum amount of information required to 
be buffered during a 2.5.second cycle (from Table D-4) and the overhead 
data associated with that information. In addition, since Table D-2 is 
based upon an approach to buffering where all inputs are entirely externally 
buffered, the entry for manatory tra9sfers-peripheral data associated with 
any function is also the sum• of the: maximum amount of information required 
to be buffered during a 2.5. second cycle (from Table D-4, and the overhead 
data associated with that information). For ou:tputs and for inputs in the 
case where inputs are internaliy buffered, the mandatory transfer-peripheral 
data entry of Table D-2 would be the average amount of information plus 
associated overhead data transmitted for each type of input or output 
during each 2 .5 .. second cycle. 

*With the exceptions of Processed Radar Data-Short-Range Inputs and Long-Range 
Inputs which are shown on Table D-4 as being processed t.ryce each 2.5 second 
cycle~ 



FUNCTIONS PROGRAM DATA 
LENGTH TABLE 

STORAGE 

CONTROLLER 1200 200, 
INPUTS B,C,F,G 

RADAR 3900 400, n! 

INPUT E,F ,G,I 
PROCESSING 

AUTOMATIC 900 n, 
TRACKING F,G 

PRIMARY STORAGE CHART 

INPUT AND StiRVEILLANCE PROCESSHIG 
WORKING PERIPHERAL I NEXT FU!!C-

TABLE DATA EXECUTIVE TIO!! 
STORAGE STORAGE CONTROL ,ENVIRON. 

100 100 

1000 1300 

100 -

TABLE D-la 

l 
! BUIK 

STORAGE -. 

I 
I 

~ 

• e 
"" • 

~ 
' i:;J 
• 
§: 
• g 

w 



l'RlMARY ~RAGE CHART 

OU'I'fUT -~ESSING 

FUNCTIONS PROGRAM DATA WORKING PERIPHERAL NEXT FUNC-
LENGTH TABLE TABLE DATA WECUTIVE TION BUIK 

STORAGE STGRAGE STORAGE ?~~1rrno1 ENVIRON. S'.[l'.)RAQ.E ~ 

PLAN POS-

~ 
fl! 
' 
&: 

ITION DIS- 2200 C,E,F, 200 15n 
PLAY GEN. n 200 

' s.. 
w 

ON-DEMAND 1900 B,C,F, 100 n 
l'RINTER n, 200 

Ilf.rER-
FACILITY 300 C,F,n 100 I] 

OUTPUTS 

Sz 
' 

. 

-

i 

TABLg J:loib 



INPUT/OUTPUT TRANSFER$ 

INPUT AND SURVEILLANCE PROCESSilTG 

~UNCTIONS 
MANDATORY TRANSFERS DESIGN OPTIO s 

PERIPHERAL RECORDED PROGRAM DATA TABLES DATA TABLES 
DATA DATA TRANSFER TRANSFER IN TRANSFER OUT 

CONTROLLER 100 100,n 1200 100, B,C2 ,F ,G 

INPUTS B,C,F,G 

RADAR 1300 700,l 3900 400, n, E,F,G,1 
INPUT E,F ,G,l 

PROCESSil!G 

AUTOMATIC 
- F,G 900 n, n, 

TRACKING F,G F,G 

f 1 ' ':i 
• 

~ 
!';! 
' 

I ~ 
• 
i?-w 

I 
TABLE D-2a 
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lNP!J'.l;QUTPUT TRANSFERS 

OJi'iil:'iT PROCESSING ~ 
MANDATORY TRANSFERS DESIGN OPTIONS 

FUNCTIONS PERIPHERAL RECORDED PROGRAM DATA TABLES DATA TABLES 
DATA DATA - TRANSFER TRANSFER IN TRANSFER OUT 

PLAN 
POSITION C,E,F, c2' n 
DISPLAY 15n n 2200 n,200 

' !>l 
' g 
' §', 

w 

GENERATION 

ON-DEMAND 
1900 

B,C,F, 
PRINTER n n 

nt200 
n 

-
INTER- n n 300 C,F,n n 
FACILITY 

' 
- g 

' 

----

-+-- -

I 
I 

I 
----··- ' --··- ---· 

TABLE D-2b 



FUNCTIONS COMPUTING 
TIME PER EXECUTIVE 
CYCLE (millisec) CO!lTROL 

cm; TROLLER 0.4n 
INPUT 

RADAR 4.1 n 
INPUT 

PROCESSil'G 

AUTOMATIC 2.7n 
TRACKING 

' 

TIMING DATA 

INPUT AND SURVEILLAHCE PROCESSil'G 

TRANSFER Tn.lE 
TO'l'AL NON -OVERLAPPED 

' 

..;_,. 

TABLE D-3& 

b 
\0 

• 

~ 
m 
~ 
' iil-w 



COMPUTING 
FUNCTIONS TIME PER 

CYCLE (millisec) 

PLAN 
POSITION 2.8n 
DISPLAY 

ON-DEMAND 
PRINTER 0.2n 

INTER-
F~TY O.ln 
0 s 

TIMING DATA 

OUTPUT PROCESSlNG 

EXECUTIVE TRANSFER TIME 
COliTROL Tm'AL J N N-01/ERLAPPED 

TABLE D-3b 

~ 
gJ 

~ 
I 

~ 
w 

t, 
b 
I 



I 
MAXIM.i1f AlOJNT OF INPOFW.TION""* EDR F.ACH AVERAGE AMJOlf? OF !IITOR<!ATION 

OOMPLETE Dll'OW.ATION M.>\XIMIJM TRANS- TYPE OF. IlmJT OR CUTIUr FOR W'HIC'H BUFFER TRANSMITl'ED FOR LACTI TYPE Of 
""1'ERl!AL DEVICE MAXIMJMNUMBER MESSAGE LDTGTH FOR MISSION RATE OF STORAGE (EXTERNAL, llrTE.."ITTAL, OR COl-mIHA.TION) Ilil'UT OR (JIJ'l;R1T DURING EACH 

OR CRM?IEL OF DEVICES EA.CR DEVICE ' FACE DE'l!CE MUST BE PRoVlDED DURING EACH 2. 5 SEC, CT CLE 2. 5 SECOND cv.::LE - ]' .. ~""~ !!'!'.!!!'. 2400 bits/sec 
per cllarulel or 

Z°r :x. lOj Oita* Processed Fad.!l.r ~ta 3 ASR's 53-79 bits 7200 bits/sec 
Short- Ie.nge Inputs (tor mximum 
example, toJ o! RVDP-2 or -3.) 

Long-P.s.nge Inputs (for 
2400 bits/sec 

9 x to3 bits• 1 APSR 53-79 biti per channel or 
example, phone line data lillk) 7ax:i bits/sec -5'dar Controller K~board 17 6-24 char 
!or example, Ea:i:eltine 

200 char/min •10 """" Q,jn char 

JU.nctional Control Panel.) 

Interfacili tz (for exa.rn.ple, 1 10-15 char 24oo bits/sec 6 x 103 bits O.ln che.r 
phone line data link) ( ll cb&r a.vg) 

I 

------------------ --------- ----------- ---------- ------------------------~----------------

~ 

lnterlacility (i.e., phone l 10-15 char 2400 bits/sec 6 x 103 bita 
line data link) (ll char ei.vg) 

Supervisory t:e.ta 3 7 "'"" 
500 eha.r/1!iln 100 ohar 

Out-put Printer 

?ruMBER A?fD CRi\..'l<ACTER.ISTICS OF EXTERNAL DEVICES - 100 Flight Configuration 

Table o-4 

~e1e inputs may ~e processed twice ~err 2.5 e:ec. cycle, 
henr;a the amount or data to be stored Ul the but'!'er is sho;m 
11u1 -t the im.ximum 8.l!lount of data to be proc~!:f.'lt;d in a 2. 5 
1ec. cycle. 

~pending up:in the c.ba.rac-teriatics ot the Peri_pheral
Device Adapters additional storage tor data used to 
control th4 &ddresaing and t.!Jnin.i o~ outputs may be 
needed. 

I 

O.ln char I 

~gibl.e 

--

~ 

~ 

i 
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APPENDIX E 

DESCRIPrION OF DATA-PROCESSING FUNCTIONS 

This appendix provides a sunnnary description of the data-processing 
functions that would be required in a typical air traffic control 
center. This information is intended to pennit a better understanding 
of the requirements of Section 3.3 of the specification. The 
descriptions are divided into the same areas as Section 3.3; i.e., 
Flight Plan Data Processing, Surveillance Data Processing, Output Data 
Processing, and Executive Control. 

1. Flight Plan Data-Processing Area.- This section describes those 
functions which operate on or modify flight plan data. Typical flight 
plan data includes: ,e,,irc.J:!>ft !2,entification, aircraft type,,-~'e4,,""' 
origi_n of.flight, :tinJe or departure, rou"Be.~Liem'fe over various . -
~o_ps Of l'o)ltE)~- fix poi!Jts,_\i~t'.fiiiated tilll:.()f arrival OVE!r fJ'.X' 
points, destination, alternate destinations, etc·. · -~ 

- ·--· .. , . .,,,_. ____ '" ' - ____ ,,. . 

1.1 Controller Input Processing.- Each control and planning position 
will be provided with an input device to pennit rapid entry of a 
number of inputs. Representative examples of these inputs are: 

(a) Plan Position Display Requests 

(1) Request display of flights within a specified 
altitude range. 

(2) Request display of a flight plan route. 
(3) Request suppression or repositioning of alpha

muneric infdirmation that is displayed at 
aircraft position. 

(b) Printout Requests 

(1) Request detailed conflict information 
(2) Request stored flight plan route/time 

(c) ~ght Plan Modificatioc;· 

Modify assigned altitude. 

on a flight • 
information. 

(1) 
(2) Enter holding instructions for a flight plan fix. 

! 
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( d) Transfer of Control 

(1) Prepare handover. .,._,, 

g~ 
(4) 

Accept handover. ___,-
Assume control. ,___.---
Release for the control sector from which transferred. ~~ 

1.2 Alphanumeric Keyboard Input Processing.- Each control and planning 
position, as well as local and remote flight data entry positiQns, 
will be provided with an alphanumeric keyboard input capability for the 
direct on-line entry of a variety of inputs. The keyboard for 
alphanumeric inputs may be separate from input devices for other 
control inputs. Characteristics of alphanumeric keyboard inputs are: 

(a) Message formats and contents will conform to current 
air traffic control practices. Fields !1C>.:_.1>Pl'~~--.'I;() 
r.,_pEi,:tj;~c:µlar .. message ma;y be omi tt.;a:;···variable-length 
items wU,J,,J;>.e,piermitted without padding c_haracters, 
aooa-w:l,_\l;!l .. J!!i\<i:tµii.e }f:Lll be possible in message 

;!~~~~bs~B;~s~iiih~~~t~~~~·Iria~o~~~r~onvenient 
reformatting in the computer. 

(b) Controllers will be able to correct or revise it:ems 
within a message without repeating the entire message. 
Each incoming message will 'be subject to computer 
program acceptance checking to guard against cisrtain 
classes of errors not detected o·.,· corrected by the 
controller and to insure that each input represents 
a complete and c.oherent message. If an input message 
is acceptable, a receipt message will be output to 
the sender. The controller may then proceed with 
the next input. If a message is not acceptable, a 
printout indicating the error will be output to the 
sender, The controller can then enter additional 
iniormation to correct the original message, following 
which the corrected message will be acknowledged by 
a l'eceipt message. This combined operator-input, 
ccuputer-output cycle will provide a direct, fast
response, two-way ~onnnunication channel for alpha
nUlllE\lric data entry, 

(c) Air movement data and transfer-of-control messages 
crosstold automatically from adjacent control 
facilities will be processed by the alphanumeric 
keyboard inputs processing function in much the same 
manner as described above. 
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1.2.1 Representative Examples of Alphanumeric Inputs Are: 

(a) Air Movement Data 

( 1') Flight Plans 
(2) Flight Plan Modifications 
c:f3)-._Progre~ 
(4) Prefiled Routes 

(b) Enviroru:iental Data 

( 1) Winds Aloft 
( 2) Barometric Pressure 

(c) Data Printout Requests 

(1) Detailed Conflict Information on a Flight 
(2) Stored Flight Plan Route/Time Information 
( 3) Prefiled Rou:te 

1.3 Flight Plan Dynamics.- Flight plan dynamics will consist of a fix 
time determination function, a flight plan position and extrapolation 
function, an altitude processing function, and an area responsibility 
function. 

(a) 

(b) ! 

Fix Time Detennination.- The fix time determination 
function will calculate and/or modify time data 
associated with flight plans. l This function will 
determine relative time information using filed speed, 

: fil~d route, and stored wind jnformatio11, Real times-
will be computed by the adjustment of stored times 

: bas-ed upon entered real time information. /'New fix 
'times will be calculated w~~-il 
-is modi~ and whenever a_ fix time_ is entereU_!!_a 
p_rogre~or as a resuli;_o~ __ li_":_UI'ci!l.!El___!l,<::_i;:l,oJJ• / 

0 
Flight Plan Extrapolation.- The extrap~ation and position 
function will determine flight plan previous and 
uext fix. present flight plan position and,velocitY., 
and ~!ll?Olation status. These items will be derived 
from stored fix information, will form the basis of 
£Jfil:~Jl:Lgir,,§;i;,io~"io_:bo__!L,<;JJ,'1J?l5!-.Y.S, and wg;!,_m;:pvide inputs 
j;.,o__j;J;Je automatic tracki!ill, and to processes ass_c><:!i§:t_:i,gg 
track wi-th flight plan position. ----------------

--- ------
Altitude Processing.- Altitude processing will serve 
three purposes: 

(1) To describe the intended vertical profile of flight, 
( 2) To monitor the conformance of reported altitude 
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( 3) 
of a flight with.the filed altitude profile, and 
To process the filed data for the convenience of 
other functions (e.g., conflict detection, plan 
position display generation). 

The altitude processing function will make use of route and 
altitude data as detennined by the alphanumeric input 1.~ 
processing function. The output of the function will be used 
by the . .sonflict detection and plan position display generation~/ 
functions. 1-;-;i-

(d) A:rea Responsibility,- The area responsibility function 
will maintain area responsibility based on the geographic 
division of the control ~_;r_±nt_g_sectors, and will 
genera,te boundary cr~__tj,m~ The output of the 
function will be used by the plan-position display' '},I 
generation function to g~e_.r.ate t;:_ansfer £f EOntr21 
displays and to sig_nal the generation anct rgutJqg of 
area-sensi!,ivit infornla.tr:o~-such as- inter-facility 3', s 
messages. 

l.4 Conflict Detection.- The conflict-detection process will be based 
upon flight plan data. and. wnr'riike'accoun'f of both lateral and 
fongftiidfriaT"ifeviations of ari aircraft fram predicted positions along ... 
a"TlTght plan r6lii.e. The lateral and longitudinal deviations bet;i:een 
actua:ranil'i:>redlcted posi:tion apisefrOQ1 the. steering .and rate errors 
fiiherefiiiii£Iie i;irocess pf·r;a.;;:igatinganairC,rart along a straight-line 
route 'se!l"'ent •. v-erticai deviation frC>lll predicted position dv~ to 
ac_c\irgy:[:iJii}:ta.ti()!'.S Of .altimeters. will al~g b.e. acCOUjlted .for by the 
conflict detection 

(a) 

(b) 

To 13,~courit f'.6!'. the,se 113,t.era,l, longitudinal, and vertical 
devi§'.i.tglis~·· a.:Ii:roi~9i.e9: ;Y:o):wne.af. ... ai:repa.ge.JfLJ:t, .·.~e. 
s!.::-cu'l'i£XXP-ed •• a.J?.f>".t,:tl:\e,,Prndicted ... po.si ti on . of _eac.h 
flight plan, It is expected that deviations between 
pred'.t"C:t'e(I'''aiiCt actual flight position will be symmetrical 
with respect to the predicted position; hence, the 
protected volume of airspace is defined with th~~ 
preuic'ted'iiosition at the cenfer; Segment if of routes 
,, ..... -~.......... . ....... .., ................. "''(·'"''"'' . ..,.. '' ) 
represented by areas holding airspaces and delay areas 
will be protected by an appropriate volume of airspace 
surrounding the area'segment for the delay interval. 
·A,:c0nflic.t .. ,wil1'.,·oex±st.· wh¢n .... ,the1••.pr.otected''"'olumes'"Of 
·air.spacei ... ,o:&·• .. two"''f,lie;ht8"•·0"''eil1la;p;,cu»"the: ... :dimensions''·of 
space:·anihctime. 

The problem of conflict detection will be reduced to a 
cons~deration of horizontal space and time dimensions 
only'by processing together only route segments 
(straight lines .and areas) which are within a specified 
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vertical distance of each other. This specified 
vertical distance represents an altitude separation 
standard and accounts for vertical deviations of a 
flight from its predicted_ position. 

(c) Route segments involving altitude transitions will 
be processed wit!?. segments of other flights which 
could occupy the altitude tunnel defined by the 
transition and the aircraft type involved. 

(d) Co:iflict detection in the horizontal space-time 
dimensions will consist of checking for the intersection 
or overlap of the protected rectangles or delay 

(e) 

areas of different flights. \lllie-pr<>tec;bed,.r:ec.tangle 
for-·eac!l--flight ... wi-ll-have---the---predicte4.--POSition as 
center and .. will pr.ogress ... in .accordanc.e.-.with--the--times 
calcnlated .. by ... the -fix-time -determination ... proce.ss. 

i !Ji.:qe,.--;J,erigth ... of .. -.. tae .. protec-ted-- rectangleco-a:J.ong .. --the --•-route 
\ segment .. wilL.be. e qual---to the -- longitudinal' separation 

standard (minute.s .... o:P·-fl;hght). Thg.~i.<'l:\;h.,oLthe-----
rectangle will be .equal -to the lateral· separation-· 
standard. I 
l§s;ll ... Qe_t_f'S'2\'A.son:f_lic_i;yill 1Je. des;ribed _by foul" items--, 
.a .re.~~!8-!1<!_'7,, !:iJJlE;_, a dur8.tloi1~;_~_ :a·_-_-~-~~:~~·e_----.?~-- hazard, 
a:;;a: +:iie alt.it-Ci de range occupied by each of the flights 
in C"oiifiict fri the conflict area.; 
---"="';"-"-'""'°o""''"'"' < ''' .,,,-,_.,,~,"''''"'""'"-''"'~'""" 

(f) Tracks for those flights which are found to be in 
conflict using flight plan data will be periodically 
com:pared for violation of radar separation criteria. 

1. 5 Assoica-Oicm of Track and Flight Plan. - !he •• c:BErenj;_:!;!:.;ic.k"'positi.on.,. 
of a flight and its predicted flight plan position will be compared to 
measure_ ia:-t;,;;s.ideviation fro~ fil'-'c'l routeand time c'leyiation along--_·--
the route. - A.,;,_ attention indicator will be dfopl.ayed for a flight 
Wflcis-e-·-iateral iev-iaticm exceeds a safety margin. FJ,ight.Plan _fi" tim!l!!L. __ ) 
a!i_cl,_l'f'.!':Qict@Q Po§:i.tionwi:U_ pe tagged for.~ic __ !1;E<llii;il11;1 by the -
Flight Plan Dynamics function when the time deviation exceeds a safety 
margin. 

1.6 Plow Control.- "':J:.!.}lJCJY_e:nents __ da~a _will _be an!'lyzf>d and summarized 
to generate tabular- displays and/or printouts which will aid the flow 
contr6ller· fii predicting system capacity and demand, determine suitable 
flow control action, and verifying that these actions are effective. 
These displays will be generated automatically. 

2 •. Surveillance Data Processing Area.- This section describes those 
functions which depend primarily upon radar and track data. 
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2 .1 Controller Input Processing.- The input device mentioned in 1.1 
will also be used for rapid entry of controller input actions associated 
with surveillance data, Representative examples of these inputs are: 

(a) Actions Related to Automatic Tracking 

(1) Start and stop track, 
( 2) Change ti:-acking mode • c M , n £ 

.Jl''1'-')3"'1 

(b) Plan Position Display Requests 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Request display of beacon codes related to a 
radar datum. 
Request display of beacon code/call sign for all 
radar data having the same code filed in a 
specified flight plan. 
Request display of the area used to assoicate a 
track and i'light plan position. 
Request suppression or repositioning of alphanumeric 
information associated with track position. 

2.2, Radar Input Processing.- Digitalized radar returns from multiple 
remote radar sites will be received by the central data processor in 
polar radar site coordinates. The radar input processing function w:ihl 
transform the polar c.OQ!'.dinate data into a connnon Cartesian coordinate $Yste.m:· ... ······· .. 

(a) Selective rejection by sites of redundant data ~, Air 
· (masking} due to multiple coverage wiP. be performed. . . ~ . Cffi 

Quantity ana:J.ysis of radar returns by site, system, L.y.(/ 
and type ( sear(!h or beacon) will be performed to .J,Q..._.,,.--. 
prevent overload of the CCC. Time delays associated fM ~ 
with each datum will be delivered to the tracking 
function. 

(b) The quality of radar inputs will be dynamical:J.y 
monitored by examining test messages generated at 
each of the radar sites and by statistical ana:J.ysis 
of the live data. The test messages will be monitored 
to determine radar data processor and transmission 
errors. The live data from overlapping radars will be 
,cros.s~c°'l':pared···;;o·a.etermine s;isfelli'errors·rn·x:a:a.az:··········· 
orientation, registrat:i.On, 'radar beacon 'c6llfiriatfon, 
and radar beacon decoding. 

2. 3 Automatic Tracking. - Automaj;ic tracking will compute positions and 

/ 
velocities for all tracks carried by the system. This includes the 
automatic processiqg of radar data, both beacon and search, and flight 
plan data to obtain position and velocity estimates for each track. c,, 
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(a) The basic tracking function will be perfo:t1lled in 
three phases: / 

Correlation of radar data with computer tracks. 
rioC:e8iiiii:Cof correlated data, rejecting clutter, 
detecting turns·; etc:····-········ 
Predicting tr.a~)<. P?§it:Lon. and.veloc.ity ... by smoothing 
operation's' using previous data on the track and 
flight. plan data. 

(b) \Correlation will involve the selective processing of 
\~adar data to remove time delays and to determine those 
pata which are most likely to be returns from the track; 
porrelation will be performed using distance measures 
~ependent upon the reliability of past and present returns. 

(c) Processing will be performed on the correlated data to 
determine the degree to which the return satisfies the 
conditions of being near the predicted position, and, 
if the track in replying to beacon interrogations, 
whether a correct beacon return has been received, etc. 
The res~lt of the process will be a best estimate of 
tr;;:ck.present position • ........___ ,•, _.,,.,,,,.,,., .. 

(d) By means of a smoothing operation on track past·history, 
an estimate will be made of track future position, 
making use of pertinent flight plan data, if necessary, 

(e) If, because of difficulty in receiving data, it 
·becomes impossible to keep a track on its data trail, 
' a tracking trouble detection function will detect the 
' diff_iculty and will notify the controller in time for 
him to be able to assess the situation and take corrective 
action. 

2. 4 Proximity Warning. - Detecj;ed .. or :i;iredici;e_d. violation. of P:rocecl.urlill 
separation standards using flight plan .data implies that a conflict is 
possible; but, in a radar enviroinllent, the viol.ation of radar separation 
standards .is required before a conflict can pccur. To detect the 
imminent violation of radar separation standards,.aprotected. rolum; 
o:(' 13.irspace-will be defined about ... the. :j;irese);l;\; ,posi tion·or. the ·traclf' of 
a cfligbj;,, and;.;will• b~:E<?'l!'tr:apolated:.f'or al1 interval into the future along 
the::ex:pected .. course o:(' .. tb,"' .track. 

2.4.l Periodically, the tracks of all flights in procedural conflict 
~another track, as determined by the flight plan conflict detection 
process, will be examined to determine whether there is or will be an 
overlap of the protected airspace of the track using the radar separation 
standard"!• If such an overlap is found, it will be considered an 

\ 
j 
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innninent radar conflict and the infonnation will be displayed to control 
personnel. 

;1,., •••. Q\l:tput De.ta Processing A:ree.. - This section describes the various 
outputs generatea:~Tt:rr·pi,,.n~posit!on and tabular displays, printouts, 
control de.ta recordings, and inter-facility messages. 

3.1 Plan-Position Display Generation. - Tl1<eJ>~an:12osit;ion disp],e.y 
ge.ne:t:!ltion. function automatically .will make up, format, and tag ·for 
routing, outp11t messages for the plan-position alphanumeric displays. 

I 
Assoic8£ecl. with each extrapolated flight plan in the system will be a 
display message containing e.ircraft identity and appropriate control 
inf()~i:;.ion,. such as, altitude occupied, conflict status, e-bc. Ee.ch 
·track in the system will have a similar message associated with it, 
and selected beacon code returns processed by the system will be 
displeyed with an associated display message, Selected processed 
radar de.ta will be. displayed with appropriate . symbois·:·· rn··a:a:a:rtton, 
Si.:i:PJ)Iementary.aipha:iiumeric tabular displays will be generated for the 
margin of the plan-position display. 

~ In addition to the automatically generated displays, this 
function will make up, format, and tag for routing, requested output 
messages for the plan-position alphanumeric displays based upon 
requests received from the inputs processing programs. ~e.9.11.,!li:;B.£!.E> 
displays will consist of flight plan route, display of flights by 
altitude, etc. 

3.1.2 Each display message will be assigned to one or. m0re of several. 
displaycat~gories 

0

basedon" status.information of the flight plan, 
"tracli:;-·0;···;::adar data. These. categories will, in part, determine the 
routing···0ra:rtfpla:r"·messages; and, in part, will be selectively available 
to the operator at each display as an aid to display clutter reduction. 

3.2 Tabular Display Generation.- The tabular display generation function 
will automatically make up, format, and tag for routing, flight plan 
cfutaanc'Ccontrol order displays for control positions and .air mavE>ffiente 
a_.;:t.a .. ·.s~~i~es for planning and flow control positions. These· outputs 
will be displayed on the tabular display elements. Tabular displays 
will be generated on demand when changes occur. 

3.3 On-Demand Printer Outputs.- Each keyboard or pushbutton input 
unit will have associated with it a printer output device. Each 
keyboard input and a portion of the input units will generate a 
printed acknowledgement receipt on the appropriate printer, and will 
generate printer outputs determined by the nature of the input., If 
an input cannot be interpreted by the inputs processor, a request for 
additional informa~ion will be generated on the output channel, 
initiating a dialogue which may be terminated by the correction of the 
input or its cancellation. Representative output messages are: 
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(a) Acknowledgement. 
(b) Further infonnation request. 
(c) Stored flight plan route/time infonnation. 
( d) Detailed conflict infonnati on on a flight plan. 

3.4 Automatic Printer Outputs.- Period.ica.lly, va.riou; status printouts 
will be generated automatically and routed to high-speed printer output 
devices. The automatic. printouts will consist me.inly of flight plan 
information which may.be used for back-up during periods of tabular 
display failure. 

3.5 Inter-facility Outputs.- Air movements e.nd transfer of control 
data will be automatically crosstold between adjacent centers. This 
function will make up, format, and tag for routing, these inter-facility 
output messages. Representative examples of these inter-facility 
output messages a.re: 

(a) Air Movement Data 

(1) Flight Plans 
(2) Flight Plan Modifications 
(3) Progress Reports 
(4) Track Data 

(b) Transfer of Control Data 

(1) Prepare Handover 
(2) Accept Handover 
(3) Assume Control 

4. Executive Control Processing Area.- This section describes those 
functions necessary for control fo the data-processing functions. 

4.1 Operate Mode Control.- Operate mode control will, upon starting or 
restarting the computing complex, determine in which of the specified 
modes the complex shall operate. This determination will be based on 
a preplanned order or manual instruction. When initiating the process
ing cycle, the operate mode control function will properly initialize 
all necessary portions of the data-processing complex and transfer 
control to the appropriate sequence and timing control functions. 

4.1.l When restarting, the operate mode control function will expand 
pertinent safe data into a complete data base appropriate to the current 
mode of operation. 

4.2 Sequence and Timing Control.- Sequence and timing controls the 
sequence and frequency of operation for all enroute data processing 
functions.· Sequence and timing also controls the input and output of 
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data between external devices and the computing complex, and assures 
that internal transfers of programs and tables are executed in a 
timely manner, In addition, this function controls the recording of 
safe data and control data, 

4.2.1 Safe Data Recording.- A11 current air movement data must be 
recove.rable in the event of a cCimpute:i: malfunction or mode .. change. To 
provide for thfs recovery;·a11 information necess·a:ry:· ;;.; reconstruct 
current air movements will be periodically transferred to a storage 
unit which is not accessed by normal program operation and whose 
contents are unaffected by computer malfunction, and environmental 
transients such as power surges, disruptions, and the like. Thia 
storage unit. is referred to as safe storage, and the information 
which it contains is known as safe storage. Safe storage will minimally 
contain that portion of track and flight movement data which wili 
serve to reconstruct all such data. Specifical~, safe data will 
provide for the regeneration of: 

(a) All flight plans 
(b) All prefiled. routes 
( c) All wind information 
(d) All track data 
(e) All area responsibility information 
(f) All conflict information 
(g) All other essential control information 
(h) All plan-position and tabular displays 

4.2.2 Control Data Recording.- Control data recording encompasses the 
retrieval of information during the operation of the system for sub· 
sequent (off-line) processing of the information into the written 
medium. The uses of control data recording vary from program shakedown 
to system analysis and performance monitoring. When the system is 
employed in the field, the recording function will also be utilized as 
a legal record and to recreate operational problems for detailed 
analysis. 

4.2.2.1 The control data recording function will vetrieve information 
from specified sections of primary memory at specified times during 
each system cycle, will pack and store the data in a working area, 
and transfer the data to tape. The control dB.ta recording function will 
operate with semi-permanent control table set up at the last start 
of the computing system. 

4.2.2.2 Off-line reduction of the data will be independent of the 
functioning of the real-time system. 

4.3 Equipnent Error Detection and Recovery.- The equipment error 
detection and recovery function will monitor various equipment elements 
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of the computing complex. If it detects an error, it will attempt to 
recover from the error, If unsuccessful, an attempt will be made 
to diagnose the cause of the error, with control transferred to the 
mode control function. The nature of the error and the result of the 
rec<:Nery attempt will be printed on the on-line printer. 

4.4. Program Diagnostics.- The program die;;nostic function will 
determine all available details about any program execution errors 
that occur during the·real-time operation of the computing complex, 
'JJhe compiled information shall be printed on the on-line printer. The 
diagnostic function may be initialized to automatically transfer control 
to the mode control function upon recognizing a program malfunction. 

4.5 Confidence Routines.- These routines will perform confidence 
checks during live-cycle operation in order to control the quality 
of computing complex operation. The results of confidence checks shall 
be printed on the on-line printer. 

100- and 200-Aircraf't Configurations.- The 100- and 200-aircraft 
!J·~ configurations represent a system design that comprises a reduced 

functional capability, i.e., not all the functions described in the 
foregoing section~ are performed. 

5.1 200-Aircraft Configuration.- The 200-aircraft configuration has 
the following functional capability. Except where indicated, the 
functions have the capability described earlier in this appendix. 

(a) Flight Plan Data Processing 

(1) Alphanumeric Inputs 
(2) Fi~ Time Determination 

(b) Surveillance Data Processing 

(1) Controller Inputs 
(2) Radar Inputs 
(3) Automatic Tracking 

(c) Output Data Processing 

(1) Plan-Position Display Generat.ion 
(2) Flight Strip Printing--This function causes flight 

strips to be printed for all new flight plans and 
modified flight plans. This function ·also updates 
the appropriate device used to communicate changes 
of time and altitude data to the controller. 

( 3) On-Demand Printer 
(4) Inter-Facility Outputs 
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5.2 100-Aircraft Configuration.- The 100-aircraft configuration has the 
capability to track and maintain appropriate displays for 100 fligt,ta. 
The functions included in this configuration are: 

(a) Input and Surveillance Data Processing 

(l) Controller Inputs 
(2) Radar Inputs 
( 3) Automatic Tracking 

(b) .Output Data Processing 

(1) Plan-Position Display Generation 
(2) On-Demand Printer 
(3) Inter-Facility Outputs 

0 
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APPENDIX F 

TECHNICAL PROPOSAL FORMAT AND CONTENT 

l. General.- The written proposals submitted in response to this RFP 
will be evaluated and a selection will be made which is found to be 
the most beneficial from the standpoints of the technical aspects, 
cost, and other factors such as the bidder's experience background and 
management considerations. However, most emphasis will be placed on the 
technical aspects of the proposal. Therefore, it is important that all of' 
these points be covered adequately in the areas discussed in the following 
paragraphs. To permit a thorough and effective evaluation, the proposal 
should be precise and complete while as brief as possible, Inclusion of 
any important considerations not covered by this reque!?t is encouraged. 

l.l Proposal Outline.- Each of the items set forth below should be covered 
in the order given, with any additional items covered following as separate 
parts. The suggested contents within each item are not meant to be restrictive. 
However, the importance of furnishing, as a mininnnn, the specific information 
suggested herein cannot be overstressed, since the evaluation will depend 
heayily on the written proposals in selecting the successful bidder. The 
proposal format and contents are specified in a manner to enhance the 
proposal evaluation effort. Therefore, there is an intended redundancy in 
the requirements to specify certain items of information in various levels 
of detail· in different sections of the proposal. 

2. Hardware Considerations.- The specification permits extensive .freedom 
in the manner in which the data processing tasks of air traffic control are 
organized, The data processing functions and reliability requirements have 
been emphasized, Only some minimum equipment requirements are stated. This 
approach is intended to allow the bidder freedom to propose a data processing 
organization and configuration of equipment for the CCC which makes optimum 
use of his equipment. ,:J:he .§PILS.:i-.t:.t .. ~.i;i,:l;Jo!J. .. P8rmi.ts. t!le.JJS!? s:>f .• t>l''?.(1:>'!11:;. !J.'? '!'9re 
than two) data-processing machine types .it1 the. total of .. three required flight 
com'igttrations (section 3.2.1.3) prdvidedthat.progr8ming is. identical.for 
each-machine t:iPe and expandability requirements (3.2.l.6) are met. If 
the use of two machine types is proposed, the substantiative data required 
throughout this appendix should be furnished for each machine type separately, 
and, where applicable, for the system as a whole. 

2.1 Overall Functional Organization.- Provide a sufficiently detailed 
description of the over-all functional organization of each proposed Central 
Computing Complex to demonstrate clearly an understanding of the data 
processing land reliability requirements, and capabilities of the equipment 
functional organization to satisfy these requirements. Present a clear 
explanation of how you plan to accomplish the proposed CCC design in.order 
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to comply with the technical requirements. The details of the manner in 
which the experimental system was organized, although they appear in the 
specification, are not be construed as restricting the bidder's proposed 
design beyond the stated loading information that it supplies, 

2.1.1 Indicate broadly the over-all technical approach to functional 
organization and capability. 

2,1.2 Include and/or reference pertinent sketches, drawings, charts, 
diagrams, etc, 

2.1.3 If appropriate, indicate design alternatives which were considered 
a:iid"i:ndicate the reasons for the selected design. 

2.1.4 Describe the deg;:ee to which the proposed complex of equipment is 
O:fi':'the-shelf, and the amount of development effort required to modify 
existing equipment to meet the technical requirements, 

-- ' ' --~---' _, __ ,,, .. , --· •.. ,.~;.,o·--.,,_,_,"' _.,_ ... ,, - -·-. 

2.1.5 Define the problems expected to be encountered, and the proposed 
'iiietiiOds to be used tq solve the technical problems, 

2.2 Executive Control (Functional Design) 

2,2,l Mode of Operation Control,- Define and describe in detail your con
cept of mode of operation control as it relates to the proposed CCC •. In 
particular you shall cover but not be restricted to the following items: 

(a) The features provided to meet the data processing and 
reliability requirements in the Al and Cl operating modes 
for the 325, 200, and 100 flight configurations. (It is 
recognized that .. the 100 flight configuration may have on.1.y 
the Al mode.) 

(b) The method and time required for dynamic changeover from 
one mode of operation to anot,her as a result of equipment 
failure or change in operating capacity requirements, 

(c) Give a general indication of what provisions could be made 
for functional degradation within a specified operating 
mode as a result of partial failure of the CCC. 

2.2,2 Performance Monitoring.- Discuss a possible design which makes use 
of the proposed equipment complex, on-line maintenance program techniques, 
and the executive program to detect and diagnose failures in the real-time 
operation. 

2.2.3 Interrupt Capability.- Describe what use the executive control function 
design might make of available program and/or equipment-generated interrupt 
capabilities in a particular CCC configuration for the Al and Cl modes of 
operation. 
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2.2.4 Sequence and Timing.- Describe how the executive control pro~ra.m could 
insure the proper sequence of program operation when sequence is critical, 
bow non-sequenc~-critical functions could be handled and what provisions are 
made to insure t)lat the system will keep up in r.eal time, Summarize the 
running times of all program and data transfers that are required to perform 
the data processing function in the Al. and Cl (Al only for the 100-flight 
configuration) modes of operation for each proposed CCC. Care should be 
ta.ken to assure that: 

(a) 

(b) 

( c) 

Data needed in primary storage ia available when each 
program is operated; 
Input transfers do not interfere with on-going 
operations; and 
Output transfers are not initiated before the data is 
prepared. 

2.2.5 CCC Size Variations.- Discuss the executive control function in terms 
of applicability to the three system sizes called for in this specification 
and expansion requirements that may occur in field installations. To what 
extent may reprograming be required to handle growth, and changing functional 
and operational requirements? 

2.2.6 Gross Flow Chart.- Provide a gross flow chart outlining your 
thoughs on the executive control function. Show differences, if any, 
between modes Al and Cl. Also, show any '"nvisioned variations necessary 
for the 325, 200 and 100 flight configurations. 

2, 3 Central Computing Capa:ci ty. - This section describes the manner in 
which the bidder is asked to validate the adequacy of each proposed CCC 
with regard to storage, input/output, computing speed, and cycle time. 
Data should be presented in the format of the Primary Storage, Input/Output 
Transfers, and Timing tables and should be plainly identified according to 
which configuration--325, 200 1 or 100 aircraft--is intended, The functions 
should be listed in the execution sequence of the assumed executive control 
function design, If functions are executed in parallel, appropriate table 
format adjustments or notations should be made to clarify the presentation. 
Presentation of data in these tables should be keyed with a flow chart of 
the ass\Illled executive control function design, and with charts showing the 
dynamic allocation of primary and bulk storage and timing or I/O transfers 
during the average processing cycle. Reasonable alternate approaches of 
data presentation are acceptable.·· However, the burden of sufficiency of 
proof and applicability to the problem rests with the bidder. 

2.3.1 Adjustment Factors.- Appendices B, c, and D provide detailed data 
on the storage and ea.nputing time requirements for each of the required 
data processing functions. These data are expressed in terms of the 
program length, table lengths, and computing time required in the computer 
of the experimental system. The bidder is asked to scale this data in 
accordance with the characteristics of his proposed CCC organization. The 
program length for each function should be determined by adjusting the 
stated program length for the experimental system using the appropriate 
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program length adjustment factor (PLAF). The table storage requirements are 
stated in terms of 32-bit words and should be scaled using the appropriate 
data word length adjustment factor (DLAF), The computing time for each 
function should be determined by adjusting the stated computing time 
requirement for the computer of the e"l'erimental system using the appropriate 
computing time adjustment factor (CTAF). 

2.3.1.1 Sample Problems,- Appendix A contains the specifications for 
sample problems that are typical of the data processing tasks encountered 
in air traffic control, The program length and operating time for the 
sample problems on the computer of the experimental system are stated, 
Instructions are given in Appendix A for the determination of the adjustment 
factors (PLAF, DLAF, and CTAF) mentioned above. 

2.3.2 Storage.- Using the non-parallel processing PLAF, determine the 
program length for each function which you propose to execute with a single 
computing element. Using the parallel processing PLAF, determine the 
program length for each function which you propose to execute with 
simultaneous operation of more than one computing element. Using the format 
of the Primary Storage Chart in Appendices B, c, and D, present data for 
program length, data table storage, working table storage, peripheral data 
storage, estimated executive control program length, next function environment, 
if applicable, and bulk storage for each of the data processing functions 
consistent with your choice for the dynamic use of primary and bulk memory 
and the execution of functions for the assumed control function design. All 
table lengths for data storage should be obtained by adjusting the lengths 
specified in the' Tables of B, c, and D, by the DLAF. Estimate the amount 
and type of bulk storage that the assumed executive control function design 
requires. Include in this estimata the storage necessary to effect the 
reliability, mode-of-operation. control"; and safe data requirements. In 
addition to the above data, provide a primary and bulk storage all~cation 
chart showing the dynamic use .of this sto:,age ·and identify:i.ng transfers between 
these storage elements during the processing cycle consistent with 1'he assumed 
executive control function design. 

2.3.3 Input/Output Transfers.- Present data iwthe format of the Input/Output 
Transfer Charts of Appendices B, c, and D for all data and program transfers 
required to handle peripheral data, and those necessitated by the assumed 
executive control function design and dynamic use of primary storage. Length 
of each transfer should be determined by adjusting the basic data presented 
in the Tables of B, c, and D using the appropriate factor (PLAF or DLAF) 
as described in 2.3.2. This tabular listing of transfers should be keyed 
to the transfers identified on the primary and bulk storage allocation 
charts by a chart which describes the timing of all I/O transfers during 
the processing cycle consistent with the assumed executive control function 
design. Peripheral and recorded data transfers should be identified, con
sistent with your solution to the peripheral dat~ handlir.ig problem. 
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2.3.4 Timing Data.- Presen" timing data in the format o~ the Timing Data 
Chart of Appendices B, C, and D for all data processing functions. The 
primary use of this chart will be to determine that the proposed CCC and' 
executive control function design can perform the required functions within 
the specified cycle time of 2.5 seconds. 

2.3.4.1 For those data processing functions which you propose to execute 
with a single computing element, apply the non-parallel processing CTAF 
(calculated for the sample problem as specified in Appendix A) to the 
listed computing time per cycle, For those data processing functions which 
you propose to execute by simultaneous operation of more than one computing 
element, apply the parallel processing CTAF (determined as specified in 
Appendix A) to the listed computing time per cycle. It may be assumed that 
all of the listed functions are structured in a wa:y similar to the composite 
sample problem specified in Appendix A. 

2.3.4.2 The estimated total transfer time (including average time spent 
in accessing bulk storage and peripheral data) associated with the 
execution, of each function should be stated. This transfer time shall be 
estimated from the number and length of transfers necessitated by the 
assumed organization of the over~all data processing task and the stated 
characteristics of input/output channels, primary and bulk storage, peri
pheral data storage, and recorded data storage. Consistent with the charts 
describing dynamic allocation of primary and bulk storage, and timing of 
transfers within the processing cycle, the amount of unoverlapped transfer 
time associated with each function shall be determined. The unoverlapped 
transfer-time data is to include estimates for the effect of "break-in" 
memory cycles. 

2.3.4.3 , In addition, an estimate of the computing time allocated to each 
function for executive control should be entered on the timing data charts. 

2.3.4.4 , The operating time allocated to each function for each cycle should 
be computed (and entered in a blank column of the timing data charts, to be 
labeled "operating time") by adding the entries for computing time per 
cycle, unoverlapped transfer time per cycle, and executive control function 
time per cycle. 

2.3.4.5 The total real operating time per cycle for all functions shall be 
computed (and stated on the timing data charts with appropriate label) by 
combining the individual function operating times consistent with the execu
tion sequence of functions for the assumed executive control function design. 
If the functions are executed in a sequence with no overlap, the total real 
operating time per cycle will be the sum of the function operating times. 

2.3.4.6 If your executive design proposes simultaneous execution of 
different functions in separate computing elements (i.e., in parallel), 
the total real operating time per cycle should be computed as follows: 
Increases, a~ necessary, the individual function operating time for any 
functions which are executed in paralle~ to account for simultaneous 
attempts by these functions to access shared memory (see appendix A, 2.2(b)). 
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Compute the total real operating time by subtracting the total overlapped 
operating time from the sum of the adjusted function operatil1$ times. Thia 
total real operating time per cycle will determine compliance with the 2.5 
second cycle time requirements, 

2,3,4.7 Using the charts identified in 2.3.2, 2.3.3, and 2.3.4, and a flow 
chart for the executive control function as you visualize it, show how each 
of your porposed CCC's perform the enroute functions and meet the cycle 
time requirement of 2.5 seconds, 

2.3.5 Exoandability.- State the limiting factors for expandability of the 
proposed CCC with regard to input/output and storage capability, If 
effective computing speed of the proposed CCC can be further increased, the 
method shall be outlined, A reasonable upper limit of effective computing 
speed shall then be identifed. Indicate for each proposed CCC configuration 
by what percentage the maximum aircraft load may be increased without the 
addition of any other hardware, By what percentage can the maximum aircraft 
load of the 325-flight configuration be expanded by use of maximum permissible 
number of elements1 The nature of time, effort, and reprograming that may 
be required should be specified for each of the expandability alternatives 
that are described, 

2.3.6 Interrupt Capability.- Describe the interrupt capabilities of your 
proposed equipment complex. Show how internal and external interrupts ma:y 
be used in conjunction with your envisioned executive program to handle 
controller and peripheral device requests for service. 

2.3.7 Real-Time Clocks.- Provide information as to real-time clocks that 
are applicable for utilization in your proposed CCC, Provide information 
such as: 

(a) Types (internal/external); 
(b) Interrupt features; 
(c) Computer prograJ'.11 access and manipulation; and 
(d) Precision. 

2.3.8 Code Standardization.- The adoption of American Standard Code for 
Information Lnterchange or ASA Standard No. x3,4 presages its use for 
filing flight plans with ATC facilities. This code is also under con
sideration by FAA for inter-facility transmissions, with its adoption 
probabl,\"• Furthermore, certain plan-position displays being procured by 
FAA have alphanumeric inputs that use the 6-bit subset of the X3.4 code 
containing the alphanumeric characters, and it is desired to continue this 
practice. Describe how you would a&!ltpt the CCC to the above uses. 
Indicate what effects this would have on system-oriented and computer
oriented peripheral devices. 

2.4 Reliability Design 

2.4.1 Reliability requirements have been illl;posed on the entire Central 
Computing Complex. Therefore, the development of the reliability design 
should give consideration to the following factors. 
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Discuss: 

(a) The basic elements reliabilities; 

(b) The reliability of the interconnection network(s); 

(c) The reliability of proposed peripheral-device adapter(s); 

Car The reliability of the reconfiguration approach including 

(1) The availability of safe-data regardless of which 
element fails; and 

(2) The availability of the executive control features 
required for mode-of-operation control and recon
figuration of active and redundant elements, 

2.4.2 The following information should be provided as a mininn.nn. 
Addltional information may be provided as appropriate. The definitions 
for the terms used in this section are presented in the specification. 

(a) Indicate the MDT (mean down time) and MUT (mean up time) 
of each equipment element of the CCC (computing, storage, 
peripheral-device adapters, etc.). 

(b) Indicate the MDT and MUT of operation--of the 325 and 200 
flight configiration for both modes Al (So-100 percent 
of ,peak demand and full functional capability) and Cl 
(0J50 percent of:' peak traffic demand and full functional 
capability),--and the Al mode of operation for the 100 
flight configuration. 

(c) Indicate the MDT and MUT of:' each CCC configuration for 
Al and Cl modes of operation with one additional (beyond 
that required to meet the specified reliability and 
minimum hardware requirements) redundant element of each 
type (computing, storage, peripheral-device adapter, etc.) 
if the system configuration allows such an expansion. 

(d) Indicate the mean time between transient failures involving 
the failure of an active element when a redundant element 
is available to replace the failed element for modes Al and 
Cl, 

(e) The MDT and MDT for the CCC equipment elements should be 
based on actual operation experience insofar as possible, 
Seate the operational experience and test results for 
(a) and also any that would help to confirm (b) through (d). 
State the evaluation procedures, including loads and con
tinuity of exercising, computer programing, and certifications 
applicable to these evaluations. 
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(f) Wherever data from operational experience is not available 
in reference to (a), (b), (c), and (d) above, provide all 
equations, mathematical techniques, and data used in the 
computations. Provide derivations of techniques used in 
order to justify their validity. 

(g) Present the mathematical model for reliability and main
tainability of the CCC configured to operate in the Al and 
Cl modes of operation except that the Al mode only is 
applicable to the 100 flight configuration. 

(h) In cases where the failure of an active CCC element results 
in switching to redundant element, describe how changes in 
the CCC configuration are achieved and the amount of time 
required for changeover. 

(i) Present the extent to which you employ the following re
liability design techniques: derating of the component 
piece parts, use of parts having a history of reliable 
operation in other systems, examination of circuit and part 
tolerances to insure minimization of drift-type equipment 
failures, and a review of packaging and production methods, 

2.5 Central Computer Complex Equipment 

2.5.1 CCC Elements,- List the functional units, such as storage elements, 
computing elements, etc., which make up each proposed CCC, indicating the 
number, type, and capacity of each unit required to satisfy the specified 
CCC capabilities. 

2.5.2 Peripheral Equinments.- List and describe the computer-oriented 
peripheral equipments proposed for use with each central computer con
figuration specified above. Is any provision made for high-density, low
cost magnetic tape: 

2.5.3 Modularity,- Present descriptions of the nature of modularity for 
each CCC element and the system as a whole, a.s appropriate, 

2.5.4 Two Data-Processor Machine Types.- The specification permits the use 
of two (but no more than two) data-processing machine types in the total of 
three required flight configurations (3.2.1.3), provided that programing is 
identical for each machine type and;expandability requirements (3.2.1.6) are 
met. In general, the use of more than one type of machine tends to cause 
an increase in complexity of certain areas of the system and associated 
support activities. Therefore, each bidder who proposes use of more than 
one machine type shall.discuss in detail the following list of system 
characteristics which may be considered as trade-off items in evaluating 
the overaJ.l effectiveness of the particular design approach: 
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(a) Added costs for logistic and personnel support activities 
because of the use of increased hardware variety; 

(b) Technological advantages through use of the wider choice in 
selecting system components; 

(c) The necessity of universally meeting the interface require
ments of computer-oriented and system-oriented peripheral 
devices ; and 

(d) The need for being able to expand a configuration in small 
increments to keep abreast of increasing load requirements. 

2.5.5 Design and Construction.- In accordance with 3.10 of the specification, 
it is desirable that the equipment meet requirements of ER-D-406-010, or 
appropriate MIL specification~ or both. If equipment meets MIL specifications, 
it should be so indicated with a listing of the applicable MIL specification 
or specifications. For equipment that does not meet MIL specifications, a 
description of each deviation between the equipment and the requirements 
of ER-D-406-010 should be furnished. 

2.6 Reliability/Maintainability.- Information on the following items 
should be presented; additional information may be provided as appropriate. 

(a) 

(b) 

( c) 

Maintenance Approach.- Describe the maintenance approach 
for the CCC and show that it will adequately support all 
maintenance and reliability requirements. Describe in detail 
how scheduled and unscheduled maintenance (3.8.2.2 of 
specification) would be performed on the CCC elements in 
a 21;-hour, T-day-per-week equipment operation. In 
particular, describe how a subsystem of elements might be 
taken off-line to perform off-line maintenance functions, 
Confir:rrl that sufficient controls (keys, switches, indicators, 
etc.) a.re supplied to perform this function without inter
fering with the operational ATC system. 

Monitoring Features.- Describe the equipment monitoring 
features (automatic and manual) for error checking and 
trouble recognition while the machine is performing the 
operational functions. 

Diagnostic and Maintenance Features.- Describe the 
available features for trouble isolation and definition. 
Indicate whether the features operate continuously or only 
during downtime. 

(d) Scheduled Maintenance.- Specify the frequency and length of 
time recommended for scheduled maintenance of each element 
proposed. 
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(e) Instrumentation.- List the instrumentation that is 
provided with each proposed CCC for maintaining and 
repairing it. Descr~oe separately any special equipment 
which is being provided in this procurement. 

(f) Standardization.- Indicate the extent to which the proposed 
CCC uses military approved or military standard piece 
parts and techniques. The degrees of circuit standardization 
should also be defined and described. 

(g) Quality Control.- Describe the procedures used for 
maintaining quality control within your organization, 

(h) Malfunction Evaluation.- Describe normal company procedures 
and methods for malfunction data collection, feed-back, and 
analysis used during environment and acceptance tests for 
CCC-type systems. Indicate how such data is used ih 
corrective actions of significant reliability and/or 
maintainability problems at either the equipment, unit, 
subunit, circuit, or part level. 

(i) Failure Analysis.- Describe procedures for conducting a 
failure analy~is effort to determine the causes of basic 
failures in the CCC. 

( j) Corrective Action. - Define and describe the corrective 
action process employed in connection with the malfunction 
evaluation and failure analysis activities described above. 

(k) Long-term Evaluation.- Describe procedures and methods, if any, 
data for collection, analysis and feedback, and corrective 
action process concerned with continuing evaluation of 
reliability and maintainability of CCC-type systems installed 
in the field. 

(1) Preventive Maintenance.- Present a plan for preventive 
maintenance of each complete CCC. 

(m) Maintenance Personnel.- Define the number and qualifications 
of personnel required to maintain and repair each proposed 
CCC for continuous operation 24 hours per day, seven days 
per week, Specify, by class breakdown, the type(s) and 
amount of training required by maintenance personnel. 

(n) CCC Operators.- Define the number and qualifications of 
personnel required tooperate each proposed CCC for 24 hours 
per day, seven days per week. Specify, by class breakdown, 
the type(s) and amount of training required, 

(o) Variations in Man~ Reauirements.- Indicate the changes 
in manning specified in (mJ and (n) due to the operation 
of the CCC in the high (Al) and low (Cl) load modes specified. 
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(p) Spares.- Define and describe the nature and quatity of 
spares required to support continuous operation 24 hours 
per day, seven days per week, for one year, for each size 
CCC. The method(s) used should be consistent with the 
reliability prediction techniques. 

(q) Maintenance and Test Equipm~nt.- List, and describe if 
necessary, the quantities and types of all general and 
specialized maintenance and test equipment being provided 
(3.8,3.4) to support each size CCC. Include a per unit 
(approximate or firm price) cost breakdown with this data. 

2.7 Envirsnmental Factors.- Describe all aspects of each CCC envirdhment 
including but not restricted to the following items: 

(a) 

(b) 

( c) 

(d) 

Ambient Temperature Range.- Define the operating and 
non-operating acceptable temperature ranges. 

Humidity Range.- Define the operating and non-operating 
acceptable absolute and relative humidity ranges. 

Air Conditioning.- Describe any integral air and/or liquid 
cooling used. Discuss air conditioning failure in terms of 
system reliability, including operating time after failure 
of any integral cooling system. 

Power.- Give the system power requirements, including number 
of circuits, voltage(s) plus tolerance, kilowatts, frequency(ies) 
plus tolerance, power factor, turn-on surge currents, etc, 
If a motor-generator set is required for normal system operation, 
discuss your proposed redundancy of this equipnie~ to meet 
the reliability standards of this specification. 

2.8 Physical Characteristics.- Describe the physical characteristics of 
each CCC. The information provided should include but not be restricted 
to the following: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e~ 

Type of packaging. 

Numberc;,of physical units. 

Dimensions. 

Type of installation--including type of building features 
required, such as false fioors, overhead or under-floor 
cable of air ducts, tie-down features, etc. 

Floor space--indicate the amount of floor space required 
for each of the three CCC configurations. 
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(f) Weight and floor loading. 

(g) Level and spectrum of audible noise produced by equipment, 

(h) Cable length limits for non-contiguous location of CCC 
elements and/or equipments connecting to the I/O channels. 

(i) Where applicable indicate ratio of transistor use to 
vacuum tubes or indicate all-transistor. Report the type 
of circuit components and packaging used. Describe the 
level at which sub-assemblies would be replaced for 
maintenance or repair. Describe techniques and test 
equipment needed to repair replaceable sub-assemblies. 

(j) Electromagnetic interference characteristics, both 
internally or externally generated. Indicate whether 
shielding is required and to what extent it is required. 

(k) Explain the grounding system, and grounding requirements 
for peripheral equipment, 

2.9 Machine Characteristics.- With regard to your 
supply information regarding the following items. 
presented if appropriate. 

proposed equipment complex, 
Additional items may be 

(a) Define type of arithmetic used, How are negative numbers 
handled? Is provision for floating point arithmetic 
includea? Is provision for double precision arithmetic 
included? 

(b) Describe instruction repertoire. 

(c) Describe instruction execution rate and present supporting 
theoretical studies and measured or calculated performance 
based on the sample problems. 

(d) Describe I/O rate for each channel, 

(e) Describe access time(s). 

(f) Discuss transfer time(s), 

(g) Define index capability including sequential and simultaneous 
operations, and indirect addressing if available, 

(h) Discuss special features including but not restricted to a 
definition and description of the following items; 

(1) Real time indicator( a), 
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(2) Interrupt features, indicating type (equipment or 
program controlled), frequency of use and priority 
scheme, if applicable, 

(3) Error checking and trouble recognition features, 
Describe parity check structure included in proposed 
CCC. Any additional features such as confidence check 
routines, complete word or character checks, or 
automatic error correction should be carefully 
evaluated in terms of cost and complexity and the 
evaluation presented in this section. 

(4) Parallel use--i.e., the capability to use a portion 
of the CCC during slack times for other functions 
such as data reduction, training, and computer program 
checkout while the remaining portion of the CCC is 
performing the operational function. 

(5) Peripheral tie-in--the ability to connect peripheral 
equipments to the CCC for certain non-operational 
functions, such as data reduction, maintenance, and 
program checkout. 

( 6) Interchangeability of units. 

(7) Ease of expansion. 

(8) Ease of modification for new features or functions. 

(9) Control console features and.functions. 

(10.), If applicable, define the nature of possible simul
taneous operations such as I/0--computing operation(s) 
and I/0--I/O operation(s). 

3.1 Support Programs.- Describe and discuss the following software support 
programs, Do not necessarily limit your discussion to, but be sure to 
include, the items specifically mentioned in the succeeding paragraphs. 
In particular, clearly indicate what software you intend to supply with 
this procurement that is not a mandatory software package as called for 
in the specification. 

3.1.1 Assembler.- Include in your proposal a description of the assembler 
stressing any inherent special features which would minimize the programing 
effort described in the specification. Include in this description 
information as to: 

(a) Supporting data or information based on existing use 
of the assembler in a complex similar to the CCC. 
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(b) Library routines available. 

(c) Training and progra:mer experience lev.el required, 

(d) Details of assembling, including; 

(1) Assembly progra:m size and timing information. 
(2) Error detection characteristics. 
(3) Listing format and content. 
(4) Equipment required other than that in the CCC 

required for assembly. 
(5) Assembly monitoring progra:m, if any, 

( e) Progra:m debugging aids contained with the assembler. 

(f) Insert-and-expand, delete-and-contract features, 

(g) SpeciaJ. features. 

(h) Limitations. 

3.1.2 High Order Language.- A high order language(s) oriented to your 
proposed CCC is desirable. A description of the language, if any, 
including speciaJ. features which would minimize the extensive progra:ming 
effort is requested. Include in your description: 

(a) Supporting data based on existing use of this language 
_in a complex similar to the CCC. Indicate features 
or functions inherent in the language that make it 
applicable to progra:m development in the CCC. 

(b) Library routines available. 

(c) Training and programer experience level required. 

(d) Language efficiency, including estimates of additional 
primary and bulk data storage required as the result 
of object code derived through use of the language. 

(e) Details of compilation including·: 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
( 4) 
(5) 

( 6) 

Number of passes required to obtain object code; 
Program size and timing information; 
Error detection routines; 
Listing format and content: 
Equipment other than that in the CCC required 
for compilation; and 
:Compilation monitoring program if any, 

(f) Program integration and debugging aids. 



(g) Special features, 

(h) Availability, 

(i) Limitations, 
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3.1.3 Utility Programs.- Discuss the chsracteristics of the following 
utility programs which are being supplied as deliverable items in accordance 
with the specification (section 3.7.1): 

(a) Loaders. 

(b) Dumps. 

(c) Programing debugging aids. 

You sre encouraged to submit descriptions of any additional utility system 
programs which are available but are not a mandatory deliverable item under 
the specification. 

3,1.l; Maintenance Programs.- Discuss the characteristics of the maintenance 
programs which are being supplied as deliverable items in accordance with 
the specification (sections 3,7.3 and 3.lr}•' Show that the hardware con
figurations proposed are capable of performing the software functions 
(on-line and off-line maintenance) regardless of whether such software is 
a deliverable item under the specification. If software packages already 
exist to perform portions of on-line or off-line maintenance tasks, or both, 
include a description of such software packages with the proposal. 

3.1.h.l In particular, include in your discussion a detailed review of 
the following items: 

(a) A detailed description of a maintenance subsystem to 
maintain continuity of operation and effect system re
configuration in the CCC you propose, Include: 

(1) A description of how you would configure the 
maintenance subsystem; 

(2) A description of how you would perform operational 
maintenance; 

(3) Describe how you would perform preventive maintenance; 

(!;) How you plan to reconfigure the system for equipment 
failures and automatic mode transition; and 

(5) What isolation procedures are necessary when 
usir.g these programs to prevent interference to 
the operational real-time system? 
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(b) A description of programs that are available or will be 
available that might be employed in the maintenance sub• 
system. 

(c) Timing and storage estimates for those routines to be 
included in the operational cycle time of the CCC. 

'(d) A list of programs of this type which are in use, 
indicating user organization(s) and nature of the 
effort. 

3.2 Program Checkout and Testing.- Discuss the following items: 

(a) Program(s) that will be available for program checkout 
during the production phase. Indicate documentation 
that will be supplied with these items. 

(b) Features available at the control console and/or in 
computer-oriented peripheral equipment that can be used for 
program checkout. 

3.3 Expandability.- Describe the nature of programing effort required when 
additional capacity (memory or I/O) is added to the CCC but the basic 
functions are unchanged. Are there advantages to be gained by a sub
stantial reprograming effort versus using expandable addressing techniques? 
I:f so, what are they·, 

4. Acceptance Test.- Describe in detail your approach to developing an 
acceptance test procedure for the CCC. List and describe the software 
necessary to implement this procedure. 

5. Vendor Support.- Describe the nature of vendor support available to 
cover items such as the following: 

(a) Programing 
(b) Maintenance 
(c) In-plant facilities for testing in-service improvements. 
(d) Existing Facilities.- Describe and list existing 

facilities using identical or similar equipments. Indicate 
the availability of these facilities to support an effort 
concerned with the CCC. 

(e) Personnel Training.- Indicate the availability of personnel 
training facilities, including text or course material to 
train operational and maintenance personnel. 

6. Additional System Information 

6.1 System Support.- Discuss the suitability of the proposed computer system 
configurations to simplify logistic support for a maintenance system in';the 
areas of: 
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(a) Spare parts; 

(b) Personnel training in programing and maintenance; and 

(c) Software implementation to cover initial installations 
and later functional additions. 

6.2 Overhead Development Facility.- Discuss the suitability of the 
proposed CCC for use at an overhead development facility to provide for: 

(a) Standardization of hardware and software elements 
throughout the field; 

(b) Standardized documentation; 

(c) Maintenance of programs in the field; and 

(d) Development of software improvements and additions 
for inclusion in field installations. 
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